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1 Introduction

Run I of the LHC [1] has already taught us much about physics at the TeV scale. First, a Higgs Boson has been found at a mass of approximately 125 GeV [2]. It has been observed in bosonic decay modes, however there is not yet sufficient evidence to prove that it also couples to fermions. The Higgs fermion measurements depend critically on the \(\tau\) and \(b\)-decay modes, the highest rate fermion decay channels for a Higgs of this mass. However, these signatures suffer from large QCD backgrounds and low trigger efficiency. The second lesson is that if new physics beyond the Standard Model exists at the electroweak scale, it is not minimal or near minimal SUSY at a low mass scale. The Run I analyses already probe mass scales of supersymmetric quarks and gluinos of over a TeV [3]. The limits on new heavy resonances also far exceed 1 TeV [4], suggesting that either the new physics is at even higher mass scales, or that it is hiding in experimentally hard-to-reach locations. Light \(\tilde{t}\), \(\tilde{\tau}\) and \(\tilde{b}\) searches feature final states with heavy quarks and leptons and have the weakest limits at well below a TeV. These supersymmetric heavy fermions are often difficult to trigger on and reconstruct experimentally because they lead to moderate momentum \(b\)-jets, \(\tau\)-leptons, \(t\)-quarks and missing energy. Many alternative models have privileged roles for third generation particles, but multi-\(b\) and multi-\(\tau\) final states are particularly challenging to select in the trigger because of the large QCD multi-jet rates.

Given these observations, the goals of the LHC physics program in Run II and beyond will be to precisely measure all possible branching ratios of the new Higgs particle and continue the search for new physics, maintaining efficiency for experimentally challenging signatures such as moderate momentum heavy particles. In order to achieve these goals, the trigger must be as flexible as possible, with a particular emphasis on good \(\tau\) and \(b\) selection.

The high instantaneous luminosity expected for the Phase 1 upgrade [5] to the LHC will pose challenges to achieving these goals for the trigger system. The existing ATLAS trigger system [6–8], consisting of a hardware-based Level 1 and a CPU-based High Level Trigger (HLT) with its Level 2 and Event Filter, was designed to work well at the LHC design luminosity. However after the planned luminosity upgrade, the detector environment will be complicated by the increase in detector activity arising from many simultaneous interactions. Additionally, the proposed upgrades to the hardware Level 1 Trigger [9] will allow an increased rate into the HLT. Because of its fine resolution and granularity, tracking information is critical for distinguishing which events triggered by the Level 1 should be kept for further processing. However, extensive tracking in such environments [10] is prohibitively expensive in terms of processing time per event or computing cores needed. Therefore, it is used sparingly for specific regions of interest (ROI) which have already been identified as potentially interesting by the Level-1 trigger and for full-event tracking at low rates (\(\approx\)few kHz). This approach has limitations in several cases. First, there is a limit to either the number or size of ROIs processed by the HLT, which forces additional non-tracking cuts to be applied, resulting in reduced efficiency or higher thresholds for the objects considered. Second, there are cases where global event information, such as the location of the hard interaction vertex or number of primary vertices in the event, are useful for object selections or corrections to the other detector quantities. An example of the latter can be seen in a simulated sample of \(WH\) events with leptonic \(W\) decay and \(H \rightarrow h\bar{b}\) at a mean pile-up of 69. With the standard jet finding algorithm, correction of the energy to the hadron scale, and a correction for the mean pile-up, there are on average 21 (11) jets with \(p_T > 25\) (50) GeV and \(|\eta| < 2.5\). By using tracking to select those jets pointing to the hard scattering vertex (requiring that more than 50\% of the jet’s track \(\Sigma p_T\) comes from tracks pointing to the primary interaction vertex in the event), the average number of jets is reduced to 3.8 (2.8).

We propose to build a system of electronics, the Fast TracKer or FTK, which will do global track...
reconstruction after each level-1 trigger to enable the level-2 trigger to have early access to tracking information. The ATLAS Inner Detector [6, 11] is shown in Fig. 1. FTK will use data from the pixel and semiconductor tracker (SCT) detectors as well as the new Insertable B-Layer (IBL) pixel detector [12].

FTK will move track reconstruction into a hardware system with massively parallel processing that produces global track reconstruction with good resolution shortly after the start of level-2 processing. FTK is based on the very successful CDF Silicon Vertex Trigger (SVT) [13]. FTK tracks, freed from the CPU constraints of Level-2 tracking, will be an important tool box for the ATLAS HLT, allowing it to circumvent some of these limitations and have improved event selection.

A system overview is presented in section 2. FTK performance for individual tracks and physics objects is summarized in section 3. The hardware is described in section 4, FTK simulation is presented in section 5, and the software needed to operate the system is discussed in section 6. Section 7 describes the vertical slice that operated at Point-1 during the end of the 2012 run, while section 8 considers the future of FTK in Phase-II [14]. Project management is described in section 9, and the cost and funding of the system is considered in section 10. Institutional responsibilities are described in section 11, with the schedule and milestones presented in section 12. A glossary is provided at the end of the document.

2 System Overview

2.1 Functional overview

2.1.1 Introduction

FTK is an electronics system that rapidly finds and reconstructs tracks in the inner-detector pixel and SCT layers for every event that passes the level-1 trigger. It uses 12 logical layers (4 pixel including
Figure 2: The number of hits in the barrel region for each silicon layer as a function of luminosity. For an SCT layer, the number of hits is the sum of those on the axial and stereo sides.

IBL: 8 SCT for the axial and stereo sides of the 4 physical layers) over the full rapidity range covered by the barrel and the disks\(^2\). Dual-output HOLAs, which replace the existing HOLA output mezzanine cards in the pixel and SCT Read Out Drivers (ROD), provide FTK with an identical copy of the silicon data being sent to the DAQ Read Out System (ROS) input buffers. FTK receives the hits at full rate as they are sent from the RODs following a level-1 trigger. After processing, FTK fills ROSs with the helix parameters and hits for all tracks with \(p_T\) above a minimum value, typically 1 GeV. The level-2 processors can request the track information in a Region of Interest or in the entire detector.

Handling the data flow at a luminosity of \(3 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\) is a serious design challenge. Figure 2 shows the number of hits in the barrel region for each silicon layer as a function of luminosity. Note that the \(y\) intercept, which is barely visible above the origin, represents all of the hits from the hard scattering process!

2.1.2 The FTK architecture

To deal with the large input data rate as well as the large number of track candidates due to the hit combinatorics at high luminosity, the FTK is highly parallel with the system segmented into 64 \(\eta - \phi\) towers, each with its own pattern recognition hardware and track fitters.

FTK operates in two stages. In the first stage, 8 of the 12 silicon layers are used to perform pattern recognition and do the initial track fitting. Pattern recognition is carried out by a dedicated system called the Associative Memory (AM) [15] which finds track candidates in coarse resolution roads. For each road containing silicon hits on all layers or all except one, the track parameters are calculated using the full resolution hits. Hit as used here refers to a particle’s energy deposition cluster centroid. Each combination of one hit per logical layer within the road is fit to determine a goodness of fit.

\(^2\)For the performance studies presented in section 3, 11 logical layers are used since full ATLAS simulation samples with the new IBL pixel layer are not yet available. The addition of the IBL should improve FTK performance. This will be addressed in the forthcoming ATLAS TDAQ TDR.
Track fitting is done rapidly by replacing a helical fit with a simple calculation that is linear in the local hit position in each silicon layer. The terms “track fitting” and “track fitter” are used throughout this document. However instead of an actual fit being done, the helix parameters and \( \chi^2 \) components are estimated from the linear calculation (see sections 4.5.5 and 5.2.2). The calculation is a set of scalar products of the hit coordinates and pre-calculated constants that take into account the detector geometry and alignment. The helix parameter resolution obtained using this method is nearly as good as that obtained with a helical fit if the region covered by a set of constants is small. In FTK, that region, called a sector, consists of a single silicon module in each layer, typically a few centimeters wide.

Tracks passing a relatively loose \( \chi^2 / \text{ndof} < 6 \) cut are kept. If there are hits in all layers and the \( \chi^2 \) fails the cut but is not extremely large, the track is refit a number of times with the hit on one of the layers dropped each time. This “majority recovery” allows for the loss of a single hit due to detector inefficiency with a random hit picked up instead. If two tracks in a road passing the \( \chi^2 \) test have fewer than 6 non-matching hit coordinates, they are considered to be duplicate tracks and the best track is retained based on the \( \chi^2 \) and the numbers of pixel and SCT layers that have a hit.

Tracks from the first stage pass to the second stage where they are extrapolated into the 4 logical silicon layers not used in stage 1. Nearby hits in those layers are found and the tracks are refit using the hits in all 12 layers. Track candidates are allowed to have 2 missing hits, but not a missing hit in both a pixel layer and an SCT layer. After a tighter \( \chi^2 / \text{ndof} < 4 \) cut is applied, duplicate tracks are removed using the same non-shared hit requirement as in the first stage. In this stage, tracks available for duplicate track removal are not restricted to a common road.

The Associative Memory rapidly carries out what is usually the most CPU intensive aspect of tracking by employing massive parallelism - processing hundreds of millions of roads nearly simultaneously as the silicon data pass through FTK. The road width must be optimized. If it is too narrow, the needed size of the Associative Memory and hence the cost of the system is too large. If roads are too wide, the load on the track fitters can become excessive due to the large number of fake roads and uncorrelated hits within a road. This increases both the number of roads the track fitter must process and the number of fits within the road due to the hit combinatorics. To make maximal use of the available pattern space, FTK employs a “variable resolution” feature. In each pattern, the width can be varied independently layer by layer.

Figure 3 shows a functional sketch of FTK, which is FPGA based with the exception of one specially designed custom chip for the associative memory.

The large amount of processing required to do global tracking at a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate at luminosities up to \( 3 \times 10^{34} \) cm\(^{-2}\)s\(^{-1}\) necessitates organizing FTK as a set of independent engines, each working on a different region of the silicon tracker. There are 64 \( \eta - \phi \) towers, 16 in \( \phi \) by 4 in \( \eta \). This segmentation generates some inefficiency at tower boundaries that is removed by allowing an overlap in these regions. The overlap in \( \phi \) covers the range of track curvature and multiple scattering, while that in \( \eta \) also takes into account the size of the beam’s luminous region in \( z \).

The pixel and strip data are transmitted from the RODs on S-LINK fibers and received by the Data Formatters (DF). DF mezzanine cards, the FTK,IM, perform cluster finding, two-dimensional for the pixel layers. Clusters consist of pixels connected side-by-side or diagonally. Clusters are truncated at 4 pixels in the \( \phi \) direction and 5 pixels in the \( z \) or \( r \) direction for the barrel and endcap, respectively. The maximum size is programmable up to 7 × 9 pixels. The DFs reorganize the data into the FTK \( \eta - \phi \) towers and transmit the cluster centroids to the core crates containing the pattern recognition and track fitting hardware\(^3\). The barrel layers and the end-cap disks are grouped into logical layers so that there are 12 layers over the full rapidity range (see Fig. 4). For the disks, this means assigning different disks to the same logical layer. The hits in each logical layer are received in a core crate and sent to the

\(^3\)Once the raw silicon data are clustered in the FTK input, the cluster centroids are passed through the system and processed. As noted previously, the term “hit” in the FTK system means a cluster centroid.
Data Organizers (DO). The hits are also converted to a coarser resolution (Super-Strips or SS) that is appropriate for pattern recognition, with the Super-Strips sent to both the Associative Memory and the Data Organizers.

The Data Organizers are smart databases where full resolution hits are stored in a format that allows rapid access based on the pattern recognition road ID and then retrieved when the Associative Memory finds roads with the requisite number of hits.

The Associative Memory boards contain a very large number of preloaded patterns corresponding to the possible combinations of a superstrip in each of 8 silicon layers for real tracks. Currently 3 pixel layers (the B-layer and the 2 outer pixel layers) and 5 SCT layers (the 4 axial layers and 1 stereo layer) are used for pattern recognition. The patterns are determined in advance from a full ATLAS simulation of single tracks. The AM is a massively parallel system in that all patterns see each silicon hit nearly simultaneously. As a result, pattern recognition in FTK is complete shortly after the last hit has been transmitted from the silicon RODs. When a pattern has 7 or 8 layers hit (such patterns that contain track candidates are referred to as roads), the AM sends the road ID number back to the Data Organizer which fetches the associated full resolution hits and sends them and the road number to the Track Fitter (TF). The TF has access to a set of constants for each detector sector which consists of a physical silicon module in each layer. Because a sector is quite narrow, the TF can provide high resolution helix parameters using a simple calculation that is linear in the position of the hit in each layer. Fitting a track is thus extremely fast since it consists of a series of integer multiply-and-accumulate steps. In a modern FPGA, approximately $10^9$ track candidates can be fit per second. Following fitting, duplicate track removal (the Hit Warrior or HW function) is carried out among those 8-layer tracks in a road that pass the $\chi^2$ cut.

The Second Stage Boards (SSB) receive from the Data Formatters the cluster centroids in the 4 layers.
Figure 4: The assignment of barrel layers and end-cap disks to FTK logical layers. Layers 0-3 are pixels; the rest are SCT. The division into $4 \eta$ regions with the appropriate overlap is indicated by the thin colored lines: two endcap regions, one to the left of the black line and the other to the right of the blue line; and two barrel regions, one between the red lines and the other between the green lines.

not used in stage 1. When a track passes the stage-1 criteria, the road number and hits are sent to the SSB. The track is extrapolated into the 4 additional layers, nearby hits are found, and a full l2-layer fit is carried out. A minimum of 3 hits in the 4 layers is required. Duplicate track removal is again applied to the tracks that pass the $\chi^2$ test, but now tracks in all roads are used in the comparison. SSB output tracks consisting of the hits on the track, the $\chi^2$, the helix parameters, and a track quality word that includes the layers with a hit are sent to the FTK-to-Level2 Interface Crate (FLIC). The FLIC organizes the tracks and sends them to the High Level Trigger ROSs using the standard ATLAS protocols, and carries out monitoring functions. The FLIC crate is organized so that in the future global event functions can be carried out in other cards in the crate.

2.2 Physical overview

2.2.1 Physical description of the system

Crates and their contents  FTK as configured for a luminosity of $3 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ consists of 13 crates. The Data Formatter boards, which receive the data from the pixel and SCT RODs and transmit cluster centroids to the core crates, occupy 4 crates. They are ATCA shelves with full-mesh backplanes to facilitate the massive reorganization of the silicon hits from the readout optical fibers to the $\eta - \phi$ tower organization of FTK. There are 8 core crates, each covering $45^\circ$ in azimuth. They are VME crates because the Associative Memory boards (AMB) need a full 9U height to hold all of the AM chips and because the auxiliary card (AUX) behind each AMB is 280 mm deep in order to hold the Data Organizers and first-stage track fitters. A final crate contains the FLIC cards that send the FTK data to the High Level Trigger ROSs. The FLIC crate is also an ATCA shelf, but with a dual-star backplane. This will allow additional boards to be built in the future to carry out global event operations.

Figure 5 shows the organization of a core crate. There are 16 Processor Units (PU), 2 per FTK $\eta - \phi$ tower, each consisting of an Associative Memory board with an AUX card behind it. Four PUs send their 8-layer tracks to a common Second Stage Board. Twelve-layer tracks from each pair of SSBs are sent to the FLIC crate.
Data into and out of FTK  The pixel and SCT data are sent to the Data Formatters from the RODs on standard ATLAS S-LINK optical fibers [16]. For the traditional ATLAS RODs, the HOLA mezzanine cards will be replaced by dual-output HOLAs which have two optical outputs that transmit identical data to the DAQ ROSs and to the FTK Data Formatters. This is accomplished by sending the output of the serializer to two drivers, each of which feeds an optical transmitter. The new IBL RODs [12] have the dual-output HOLA function built into the board.

The event output from FTK consists of tracks, each containing 5 helix parameters, the final fit $\chi^2$, the cluster coordinates, and a track quality word. The tracks will be organized in an $\eta - \phi$ array to facilitate fetching tracks for a region of interest. The FLIC cards will send data to the ROSs on 8 optical fibers, one for each core crate (45° azimuthal slice).

Racks  With 2 crates per rack, FTK will need 7 racks, 4 holding VME crates and 3 holding ATCA shelves. The 8 core crates however have substantial power and cooling requirements due to the power consumed by the large number of Associative Memory chips and the need for good air flow through the AUX card region of the crates. The power and cooling requirements for both the VME and ATCA crates are discussed in section 4.9.

3 Performance

This section describes the utility of the FTK as a toolbox for the HLT by detailing the performance on both single particles and multi-track objects. Section 3.1 presents the efficiencies and resolutions for single particles, as well as the efficiencies and fake rates in high pile-up samples. Multi-track objects are discussed in Section 3.2, beginning with muon isolation in 3.2.1, followed by $b$-jet performance in 3.2.2, then primary vertex finding performance in 3.2.3, and concluding with $\tau$ leptons in 3.2.4. As an example of how FTK can contribute to the Phase I physics goals, the improvement in $H \rightarrow \tau \tau$ trigger selections

Figure 5: Layout of an FTK core crate and the interboard and intercrate data flow.
is explored in 3.3. This section concludes with a discussion of possible uses for FTK in the HLT chains in 3.4.

For these studies, the pattern bank configuration of 16.8M patterns per tower \(^4\) is used. Monte Carlo studies are performed using two different instantaneous luminosity conditions which are produced by superimposing additional interaction vertices on the hard scatter interaction. To approximate average instantaneous luminosities of \(1.7 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\), the number of additional interactions is taken from a Poisson distribution centered at 46. This sample is referred to as the 46 pile-up sample. Conditions of \(2.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\) are approximated by adding a number of additional interactions drawn from a Poisson distribution centered at 69, and the sample is referred to as the 69 pile-up sample.

We perform our studies on the following datasets:

- inclusive \(t \bar{t}\), for general purpose studies.
- vector boson fusion produced \(H \rightarrow \tau^+ \tau^-\) decays with \(m_H = 120 \text{ GeV}\), for studies of \(\tau\) performance and Higgs sensitivity improvements.
- gluon fusion produced Higgs with \(H \rightarrow b \bar{b}\) decays with \(m_H = 120 \text{ GeV}\), for studies of moderate \(p_T\) \(b\)-jets.
- gluon fusion produced Higgs with \(WH \rightarrow q \bar{q}\) decays with \(m_H = 120 \text{ GeV}\), for backgrounds. This sample was chosen because it has a \(p_T\) spectrum similar to that of the \(H \rightarrow \tau^+ \tau^-\) and \(H \rightarrow b \bar{b}\) events.

The ATLAS detector geometry used in these fully simulated events does not include the IBL, therefore an 11-layer FTK configuration is used. Comparisons are made to both truth and offline tracks. When comparing to offline, the recommended “high pile-up” cuts [10] are applied to the offline tracks. Tracks are required to have at least 9 silicon hits and not miss any hits (holes) in active pixel modules which they cross. If a track crosses an inactive module, the track is considered to have had a hit in that layer. These cuts control contributions from fake tracks. In some cases, additional requirements are applied to FTK tracks depending on the needs of the study; they are noted when appropriate. Due to the assignment of physical detector layers to logical layers used in FTK pattern recognition, we have designated \(\eta = 1.1\) as the transition point between the barrel and the end-cap.

### 3.1 Tracking Performance

In this section, the FTK performance is first studied in single particle MC samples with no pile-up. The resolution in several kinematic variables is presented and compared to the performance of the offline track reconstruction. The efficiencies for finding muons and pions are compared.

The effect of additional pile-up interactions is then studied in Higgs\(\rightarrow\) \(\tau^+ \tau^-\) MC samples. Resolutions, efficiencies, and the rate of fake FTK tracks are studied in the presence of 46 and 69 additional pile-up interactions.

#### 3.1.1 FTK Performance in Single Particle Samples

Single muon and pion MC samples were simulated with a flat distribution in the particle helix parameters: \(\eta, \phi, |d_0| < 2.2 \text{ mm}, |z_0| < 120 \text{ mm}\) and curvature, \(1/(2p_T)\). The resolution is compared to that of the offline track reconstruction. Although pile-up is absent, offline tracks are selected with the standard “high-pile-up” cuts:

\(^4\)see barrel bank configuration option 2.2 and end-cap option 2.3 in Section 4.1.2
- Number of pixel plus SCT hits on the track plus the number of inactive modules crossed by the track must be at least nine.
- There must be no pixel holes on the track.

In addition to the hit requirements above, the following phase space cuts are applied to the muons to ensure that the tracks are within the FTK training phase space. These cuts are also applied to the offline tracks when taking the efficiency of the FTK tracks with respect to the offline tracks:

- The impact parameter, $|d_0|$, must be less than 2 mm.
- $|z_0|$ must be less than 110 mm.

Truth particles are matched to FTK tracks based on the fraction of hits on the track which were produced by the particle. Tracks with at least 50% of the hits coming from a single truth particle are considered matched.

Figure 6 shows the track-finding efficiency for FTK tracks with respect to truth particles for muons and pions versus various kinematic quantities. Muons, which do not undergo hadronic interactions in the detector and typically leave hits in all silicon layers, have the highest overall efficiency, at an average of 93%. The 7% inefficiency is primarily due to the geometric coverage of the pattern bank. There is a very small ($< 1\%$) contribution from the fit quality cuts. The pions have 5% lower absolute efficiency in the barrel and up to 20% lower efficiency in the end-caps. This difference is due to the significantly higher interaction cross-section of pions, and it follows the overall material distribution in the detector.

The most relevant efficiency measure for FTK is the relative efficiency with respect to tracks found by the offline tracking algorithm. This is shown in Figure 7 for muons and pions for various kinematic quantities. The efficiency is defined by

$$\frac{N_{\text{Off}}(dR_{\text{Off}}<0.05)}{N_{\text{Off}}}$$

where $N_{\text{Off}}$ is the number of offline tracks and $N_{\text{Off}}(dR_{\text{Off}}<0.05)$ is the subset with an FTK track within a cone of $dR = \sqrt{(\eta_{\text{FTK}} - \eta_{\text{Off}})^2 + (\phi_{\text{FTK}} - \phi_{\text{Off}})^2} < 0.05$. The offline tracks are required to satisfy the cuts listed in the previous section. The FTK tracks, which already require at least nine hits for most tracks, have no additional cuts.

Here the relative inefficiency between muons and pions is reduced to less than 1% because the nuclear interaction probability affects offline and FTK tracking similarly. The inefficiency with respect to offline which remains is due to the geometric coverage of the banks.

Resolutions with respect to truth muon parameters were also studied as a function of the curvature of the muon in Figure 8. The resolution is defined as the width of a gaussian fit in a range of 3 times the RMS of the distribution. The same definition is used for the offline tracks to facilitate an accurate comparison. FTK track errors are parameterized in terms of these quantities for applications such as $b$-tagging and primary vertex finding. At large absolute values of curvature, where the resolution on the transverse quantities $d_0$, $p_T$ and $\phi$ is dominated by multiple scattering, the FTK and offline have similar resolutions. At small values of curvature the FTK hit resolution and fit precision contribute to a decreased relative resolution. The longitudinal quantities such as $\eta$ and $z_0$ show a worse resolution with respect to offline even at low curvature. The FTK $z_0$ resolution is three times that of the offline tracks at small curvature.

Figure 9 shows the resolution of $d_0$ and curvature as a function of $\eta$ for low and moderate $p_T$ tracks separately. For the low $p_T$ tracks the FTK and offline have very similar performance. However, for tracks with $p_T > 5$ GeV the performance significantly degrades with respect to offline in the end caps. The resolution is driven by our fitting constants, which are derived from low momentum muons as described.
in Section 5.2.2. When we use fitting constants derived from muons above 3 GeV, as shown in blue in
the figure, we recover a significant portion of the resolution increase. We are modifying our training so
that we no longer predominately use low momentum tracks whose resolution is dominated by multiple
scattering, especially in the forward direction.
Figure 6: Absolute efficiency with respect to truth particles in muon and pion samples versus $p_T$, $\eta$, $\phi$, $d_0$, and $z_0$. The truth particles are required to have a $p_T > 1$ GeV.
Figure 7: FTK efficiency with respect to offline in muon and pion samples versus $p_T$, $\eta$, $\phi$, $d_0$, and $z_0$. 
Figure 8: Muon resolution in $\eta$, $\phi$, $d_0$, $z_0$, and $1/p_T$ as a function of curvature, for FTK (red) and offline (black) tracks. See the text concerning the $z_0$ resolution.
Figure 9: Muon resolution in curvature and $d_0$ as a function of $\eta$, for FTK (red) and offline (black) tracks. The left figures are for muons with $1.0 < p_T < 1.25$ GeV, the right are for $p_T > 5.0$ GeV. The blue points are generated with a special set of FTK fitting constants which are tuned with muons with $p_T > 3$ GeV.
3.1.2 FTK Performance in High-Luminosity Samples

In this section the FTK performance is evaluated in 46 and 69 pile-up samples. First we compare the FTK efficiency with respect to offline tracks in a 46 sample. The offline tracks are required to pass the high pile-up cuts specified at the beginning of this section. The FTK tracks are matched to offline tracks using a cone of $dR = \sqrt{(\eta_{\text{Off}} - \eta_{\text{FTK}})^2 + (\phi_{\text{Off}} - \phi_{\text{FTK}})^2} = 0.05$.

$$\eta$$

Figure 10: Efficiency of FTK tracks with respect to offline tracks as a function of $p_T$, $\eta$, the number of offline reconstructed vertices $N_{\text{Recovtx}}$, and $p_T$ in a sample with 46 (black) and 69 (red open circles) pile-up events. $p_T$ is shown for $p_T < 10$ GeV in the bottom left and the full range on the bottom right.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the performance in two pile-up environments for several variables. The efficiency is generally flat in $\eta$ with bin-by-bin fluctuations dominated by the number of detector modules crossed by a track which varies slightly as a function of $\eta$. The efficiency shows a slight decrease of a few percent going from 10 to 60 reconstructed primary vertices per event. The two samples have different efficiencies for the same average number of reconstructed vertices because the efficiency is plotted vs. the number of reconstructed vertices and the 69 pile-up sample has a lower average vertex reconstruction efficiency. The efficiency is 83% for tracks with $p_T$ of 1 GeV and rises to above 90% for $p_T > 10$ GeV. There is a slight loss in efficiency for tracks with $p_T > 40$ GeV. The 69 pile-up samples is slightly less efficient than the 46 pile-up sample, illustrating the same effect as seen in the slope in the upper right plot of Figure 10.

In order to obtain an accurate estimate of the fake rate with FTK tracks, a special sample of $H \rightarrow \tau^+ \tau^-$ MC were generated with the full truth particle record for all interactions in the event. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the fraction FTK tracks with less than 50% of their hits coming from a single truth particle in 46 and 69 pile-up samples as a function of $\eta$ and $p_T$. The fake rate versus $\eta$ is 3% in the barrel region.
and rises to 8% in the end-caps for the 46 pile-up sample and 10% for the 69 PU sample. The fake rate is 5% for $p_T < 4$ GeV and rises for higher momenta. The fake rate in the end-caps could be improved by using a stricter $\chi^2$-cut, at the cost of lower efficiency for true tracks.

### 3.2 Event Object Performance

#### 3.2.1 Lepton Isolation

High $p_T$ lepton signatures will remain a cornerstone of the physics program in Run 2 and beyond. Here we consider the case of muons from W decays. In order to separate muons from electroweak boson decays and muons from heavy flavor decays or meson decay-in-flight, an isolation requirement is typically imposed. Track based isolation has the advantage that tracks coming from the primary interaction vertex can be selected, minimizing the effects of pile-up. Calorimeter isolation is in principle more powerful because it is not sensitive to fluctuations of the charge fraction of jets, however it has a strong dependence on pile-up because it integrates all of the energy in a cone around the muon, regardless of which interaction produced it. As a result, only track based isolation is currently used in the HLT muon triggers [17]. In this section we study the use of FTK tracks in track based isolation. Studies of corrections to calorimeter isolation that could lessen its dependence on pile-up will be studied for the forthcoming ATLAS TDAQ Phase I upgrade TDR.

To study track isolation we pick a signal sample of muons from W decays, and a background sample of muons from heavy flavor decays. Our signal muons come from a MC sample of $WH \rightarrow \mu \nu q\bar{q}$ and our background muons are filtered from semi-leptonic $B$–hadron decays in $WH \rightarrow \mu v b\bar{b}$ and $t\bar{t}$. In the background sample, truth matching is employed to make sure the muon came from the $B$-hadron decay and not the $W$.

Events are selected from MC requiring that the lowest un-prescaled Level-2 single muon trigger, L2_mumu20, has fired in the event. A muon candidate is then matched to the region of interest in the detector where the trigger has fired. To avoid trigger turn-on effects, we require that the muon candidate have a transverse momentum larger than 20 GeV.

Muons are classified at truth level as coming from a $B$ or a light hadron, or a $W$ boson decay using a $dR = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$ matching between the truth and reconstructed muons track parameters.

Tracks in the isolation cone are required to satisfy the high pile-up cuts described at the beginning of this section. To identify the offline muon, an offline track must additionally pass the following muon identification criteria [18]:

![Figure 11: Fraction of FTK tracks not matched to truth as a function of $\eta$ (left) and $p_T$ (right). Both the 46 (black) and 69 (red) simultaneous interactions samples are shown.](image-url)
• The impact parameter must be less than 0.2 mm
• The number of B-Layer hits must be greater than 0
• There must be a successful extension to the TRT when the track is inside the TRT fiducial volume ($0.1 < |\eta| < 1.9$)

The FTK and offline track isolation are computed as follows. Tracks are selected which have $|z_0 \times \sin(\theta)|$ separation less than 1.5 mm from the highest $p_T$ track matched to the muon. The $p_T$ is summed in a cone of size $R_{cut}$, the quantity denoted $\Sigma_{dR<R_{cut}} p_T$, and the highest $p_T$ track is removed from the sum. The relative track isolation is computed as

$$\frac{\Sigma_{dR<R_{cut}} p_T - p_T^{lead}}{p_T^{lead}}$$

where $p_T^{lead}$ is the leading track $p_T$. If the muon is well isolated as in the decay of a $W$ boson the relative isolation should be small. If the muon arises from a $B$ hadron decay it is likely to have poorer track isolation because it is embedded in a jet.

The relative isolation for two different cone sizes (0.2 and 0.3) when the muon is truth matched to a $W$ boson or $B$ hadron in central ($|\eta| < 1.1$) or forward regions ($|\eta| > 1.1$) of the tracking system are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Good agreement is seen between FTK and offline in both the central and forward regions.

![Relative Track Isolation (R=0.2)](image1)

![Relative Track Isolation (R=0.3)](image2)

Figure 12: Relative track isolation plotted for muons from $W$ decays (Black), from $B$-hadron decays (Red). Plots on the left(right) are computed using a cone of size $dR < 0.2(0.3)$. In all plots muons are required to be in the central region ($|\eta| < 1.1$).

The efficiency for muons from $W$s versus the rejection of muons from $B$-decays is plotted in Figure 14 for both the $R = 0.2$ and $R = 0.3$ cones. In the barrel region FTK and offline have similar performance for efficiencies of greater than 97%. In the forward region FTK has less rejection than offline for fixed efficiency for all points except at very high efficiency and low rejection. For both the FTK and Offline the cone of $R = 0.2$ performs better than $R = 0.3$. Figure 15 shows the stability of the efficiency of the isolation cut as a function of the number of primary vertices in the event.

3.2.2 b-jet tagging

New physics that couples to heavy fermions may be rich in final-state b quarks, but not necessarily other easily identifiable objects which can be used in the trigger. Given the large QCD production of light
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Figure 13: Relative track isolation plotted for muons from W decays (Black), from B-hadron decays (Red). Plots on the left(right) are computed using a cone of size $dR < 0.2(0.3)$. In all plots muons are required to be in the forward region ($|\eta| > 1.1$).

In the remainder of this section, the basic $b$-tagging performance with FTK is presented. The quantitative enhancements to specific physics analyses will be included in the upcoming TDAQ technical design report.

Throughout this section the performance of FTK tracking and $b$-tagging is shown using the fully simulated samples of $t\bar{t}$ events described at the beginning of this section. These events provide realistic samples of both signal $b$-jets, from the decaying top quark, and background jets, from hadronically decaying W-bosons, initial and final-state radiation, and from additional pile-up interactions.

To suppress the rate of fake tracks the cuts described in Section 3 are applied. In addition, the following requirements are imposed:

- $|d_{0}| < 2$ mm
- $|z_{0}\sin(\theta)| < 1.5$ mm
- $B$-layer hit

The FTK track finding efficiency for this selection prior to the B-layer requirement is presented in section 3.1 for single particles and for inclusive physics events. Note that these cuts necessitate the knowledge of the primary vertex location which is not possible in normal trigger processing without FTK. For these studies the offline primary vertex is used for both FTK and offline tracks.

For accurate $b$-tagging, good performance in dense jet environments is necessary. Figure 16 shows the $\Delta R$ distribution between the tracks in a jet and the jet axis for both offline and FTK tracks. The plots
Figure 14: Efficiency versus rejection curves found in R=0.2 and 0.3 cones around a (a) central or (b) forward muon candidate that has originated from a W boson or B hadron. The central region’s FTK efficiency versus rejection curves are in agreement with those observed in offline. The forward region FTK efficiency versus rejection is less efficient for similar B hadron rejection than observed in offline. The band represents the statistical uncertainty.

The transverse impact parameter distribution is the basic input to b-tagging. This distribution is sensitive to the long lifetime of particles within the b-jet and provides a means of separating b-jets from light-flavor jets. The transverse impact parameter distribution is signed such that track displacements in the direction of the jet are given positive values, while tracks with displacements opposite of the jet direction are given negative values. A longer positive tail is present for the tracks associated to heavy-flavor jets for both the offline and FTK tracks, as is expected for particles from B-hadron decays. The light flavor jets have a symmetric distribution with much smaller tails, allowing for good separation between the two classes of jets. This separation is seen in both the $\mu = 46$ and the $\mu = 69$ samples and the relative performance does not degrade in the higher pile-up sample. Because it has a larger impact parameter resolution, the FTK tracks have a broader distribution.

The transverse impact parameter significance, defined as the transverse impact parameter divided by its associated uncertainty, is shown in Figure 20. The FTK track $d_0$ uncertainty described in Section 3.1.1 is parameterized in $\eta$ and $p_T$. The offline tracks use the uncertainties from the covariance matrix of the track fit. Again, separation is seen for the tracks associated to light-flavor and heavy-flavor jets. The differences between FTK and offline seen in Figure 19 have been absorbed by their respective resolutions and good agreement is seen for the b-quark jets. The light-flavor jet distribution has more events in the high significance tail, however good separation between light and heavy flavor jets is still seen.
Figure 15: Efficiency of a relative isolation cut of 0.1 for tracking isolation as a function of the number of primary vertices in the event.

The number of tracks associated to a jet in the tail of the transverse impact parameter significance distribution is shown in Figure 21. Here, the tail is defined as tracks with transverse impact parameter significance greater than four. For both the offline and FTK tracking, the number of tracks with large impact parameter significance is significantly larger for $b$-quark jets than for light-flavor jets. The good resolution parametrization for FTK tracks results in a good agreement for the number of tracks with large impact parameter significance in $b$-jets, both for the barrel and the end-caps. For light jets FTK shows nearly the same performance as the offline in the barrel, while more tracks with large impact parameter significance are observed in the end-caps.

As a baseline for studying $b$-tagging performance at Level-2 using FTK, a simple impact parameter based $b$-tagger has been developed. This $b$-tagger uses the transverse impact parameter significance of tracks associated to jets in a likelihood to distinguish $b$-jets from light-flavor jets. No attempt is made to use secondary vertex information. The input distributions to the likelihood are taken from a set of events independent of those used to test the performance. In the remainder of this section, the performance of the FTK $b$-tagging is shown using this $b$-tagging algorithm. It is planned to explore the secondary vertex information in a more refined $b$-tagging algorithm.

It is important that the events selected by an FTK-based trigger would be useable by the offline tagging algorithms, therefore we evaluate the performance of the offline algorithms assuming several FTK $b$-tagger working points. Figures 22 and 23 show the efficiency versus light-jet rejection of offline $b$-tagging algorithms with respect to the FTK selection. Two offline $b$-tagging algorithms are evaluated at three different FTK working points at 46 and 69 pile-up interactions. The offline algorithms considered are the IP2D tagging algorithm [20], shown in Figure 22, and the more sophisticated JetFitterCombNN $b$-tagging algorithm [21], shown in Figure 23. IP2D is a simple likelihood-based tagger utilizing the transverse impact parameter significance and is robust to pile-up effects. JetFitterCombNN exploits the topology of $b$-hadron decays by finding the $b$- and $c$-vertices in the jet and using them to calculate the flight path of the $b$-hadron. As can be seen in the figures, with offline operating points slightly below the online FTK operating point, good online rejection can be achieved with little loss in performance. For the offline IP2D tagger offline working points of 70% can be used with little loss in efficiency in the barrel. For JetFitterCombNN, using an offline working point of 50% efficiency, a factor of 18 in light-flavor rejection at Level-2 can be achieved with little loss in offline $b$-tagging performance. At a typical working point of 60% some offline rejection is sacrificed for a factor 18 online rejection.

We also examine the performance of the FTK $b$-tagging algorithm in a sample of jets selected by
Figure 16: $\Delta R$ between tracks and the axis of light-flavor jets. The solid lines show the distribution for the offline tracks, whereas the points show the distribution for the FTK tracks. The left-hand plots show the distribution in the barrel and the right-hand plots show the distribution in the end-caps. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.

Figure 17: Efficiency of FTK tracks with respect to offline tracks in light-flavor jets as a function of $p_T$ and distance from the jet axis in a sample with 46 (black) and 69 (red) pile-up events.
Figure 18: Fake rate of FTK tracks with respect to offline tracks in light-flavor jets as a function of $p_T$, $\eta$, and distance from the jet axis in a sample with 46 (black) and 69 (red) pile-up events.
Figure 19: Transverse impact parameter of tracks associated to light-flavor (black) and heavy-flavor (red) jets. The solid lines show the distribution for the offline tracks, whereas the points show the FTK tracks. The left-hand plots show the distribution in the barrel and the right-hand plots show the distribution in the end-caps. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 20: Transverse impact parameter significance of tracks associated to light-flavor (black) and heavy-flavor (red) jets. The solid lines show the distribution for the offline tracks, whereas the points show the FTK tracks. The left-hand plots show the distribution in the barrel and the right-hand plots show the distribution in the end-caps. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 21: Number of tracks with transverse impact parameter significance larger than 4 in light-flavor (black) and heavy-flavor (red) jets. The solid lines show the distribution for the offline tracks, whereas the points show the FTK tracks. The left-hand plots show the distribution in the barrel and the right-hand plots show the distribution in the end-caps. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 22: Performance of the offline IP2D $b$-tagging algorithm on samples selected using FTK. The curves show the total light-flavor rejection as a function of the total $b$-jet efficiency. The black curve gives the offline performance if no FTK selection is applied, the red curve shows the combined offline and FTK performance where an FTK selection giving a factor of 2 light-flavor rejection has been applied, the blue curve gives the performance where an FTK selection gives a factor of 5 light-flavor rejection has been applied, and the green curve gives the performance when an FTK selection with a light-flavor rejection of a factor of 18 has been applied. The plots on the left-hand side show the performance in the barrel, the right-hand plots show the performance in the end-cap. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample. The widths of the curves indicate the size of the statistical uncertainties.
Figure 23: Performance of offline JetCombNN $b$-tagging algorithm on samples selected using FTK. The curves show the total light-flavor rejection as a function of the total $b$-jet efficiency. The black curve gives the offline performance if no FTK selection is applied, the red curve shows the combined offline and FTK performance where an FTK selection giving a factor of 2 light-flavor rejection has been applied, the blue curve gives the performance where an FTK selection gives a factor of 5 light-flavor rejection has been applied, and the green curve gives the performance when an FTK selection with a light-flavor rejection of a factor of 18 has been applied. The plots on the left-hand side show the performance in the barrel, the right-hand plots show the performance in the end-cap. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample. The widths of the curves indicate the size of the statistical uncertainties.
the offline $b$-tagging algorithms as is shown in Figures 24 and 25. For a given offline efficiency the corresponding FTK efficiency is plotted for three different FTK working points. These plots show for the various FTK working points what the trigger efficiency of the event selection would be for jets that are selected on offline analyses with varying efficiency. For example, at a factor of 5 of FTK rejection of light-flavored jets, 90% of offline events passing the 60% JetCombNN $b$-tagger in 46 pile-up events would be selected at the trigger level, leading to an overall efficiency of 54%. For multi-$b$ final states, this level of $b$-tagging would allow the rate of multi-jet events to be significantly reduced at Level-2, while remaining efficient for signal. This Level-2 rejection could allow for higher Level-1 multi-jet rates, e.g., from lowering of the jet $p_T$ thresholds.
Figure 24: Efficiency of the FTK $b$-tagging algorithms as a function of the IP2D offline selection efficiency in the barrel (right) and in the end-cap (left) for 3 different FTK working points. The black curve shows the FTK operating point that gives a factor of 18 light-flavor rejection, the red curve shows the FTK operating point with a factor of 5 light-flavor rejection, and the blue curve the FTK operating point with a factor of 2 rejection. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample. The widths of the curves indicate the size of the statistical uncertainties.
Figure 25: Efficiency of the FTK $b$-tagging algorithms as a function of the JetCombNN offline selection efficiency in the barrel (right) and in the end-cap (left) for 3 different FTK working points. The black curve shows the FTK operating point that gives a factor of 18 light-flavor rejection, the red curve shows the FTK operating point with a factor of 5 light-flavor rejection, and the blue curve the FTK operating point with a factor of 2 rejection. The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample. The widths of the curves indicate the size of the statistical uncertainties.
3.2.3 Primary Vertex Finding

Primary vertex identification is an important part of offline analyses. There are many pile-up dependent corrections that make use of the number of primary vertices in offline analyses, and an accurate determination of the hard scatter interaction position allows for track selection for a variety of applications. For example, it makes the determination of the Jet Vertex Fraction (JVF), the fraction of tracks associated with a jet coming from the primary vertex, possible. However, because primary vertex finding necessitates full detector tracking and is therefore very CPU intensive, it is not possible to determine the primary vertex in standard trigger processing. The HLT vertex finding is only run on a select subset of event used for determining the beamspot position. During 2012 data-taking primary vertex finding for the beam spot algorithm was the most resource intensive task on the HLT farm. The time spent on pattern recognition for full scan tracking was $\approx 200$ ms per event, while the fitting of vertices was performed in $\approx 150 \mu s$.

Because FTK performs full scan tracking in tens of $\mu s$, it can improve the vertex finding in a number of ways:

- Provide tracking for the online vertex finding algorithm.
- Provide clusters of tracks in $z$ to seed the HLT vertex finding algorithm.
- Provide coordinates of the vertex with the highest $\Sigma p_T$, which can be assumed to be the hard scatter interaction.
- Provide event level tracking information such as multiplicity and $\Sigma p_T$ to select events for HLT track fitting and vertex finding.

Here we use FTK tracks in the online vertex finding algorithm and look at the resulting performance.

The algorithm used in this study is the ATLAS HLT beam spot finding and primary vertex reconstruction algorithm [22] adapted for FTK tracks. The primary vertex reconstruction starts by forming a cluster of tracks within a window in $z$ seeded by the highest $p_T$ track in the event record. The window width is determined by the average resolution in $z$. As each track is associated with a cluster an updated $z_0$ position is calculated as the average of the track $z_0$ positions weighted by the track $\sigma_{z_0}$. The tracks associated to the cluster are removed from the track list and when this step of clustering is finished the remaining highest $p_T$ track is used to seed the next clustering pass. This procedure is repeated until there are no unclustered tracks remaining.

The track clusters are then fed into a fast primary vertex fitter that employs a decorrelating measurement transformation to reduce the computation time. The vertex fitter in turn performs iterations on the reconstructed vertex while dropping tracks whose $\chi^2$ contributions exceed a predefined limit. The resulting vertices are subjected to additional quality cuts and the final positions are reported. The highest sum $p_T$ vertex identified as the hard scatter vertex. For the FTK primary vertex reconstruction, the window used to cluster tracks is 0.35 mm. The uncertainties on the FTK tracks come from a parametrization of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix as a function of $p_T$.

$t\bar{t}$ events with 46 and 69 additional interactions per crossing are used to study the vertex finding performance. Figure 26 shows the number of primary vertices found by both FTK and offline as a function of the number of interactions in the event. The performance shows a linear correlation with the number of interactions for both FTK and offline. Figure 27 shows the number of FTK tracks associated with vertices which pass the selection criteria, as well as the $\Sigma p_T$ distribution for primary vertices in the two different pile-up scenarios. When considering all vertices in the event, which are dominantly minimum bias vertices, the 46 pile-up sample shows a slightly higher average number of tracks per vertex and a slightly narrower $\Sigma p_T$ per vertex distribution. When isolating the hard scatter vertex, the 69 pile-up sample shows slightly more tracks per vertex and roughly the same $\Sigma p_T$, indicating some contamination of tracks from other vertices, but the tracks are at low enough momentum so as not to
Figure 26: Number of primary vertices reconstructed using FTK tracks vs the number of in-time pile-up interactions (Red) and the number of vertices reconstructed by offline tracking (Blue) in tt MC.

Figure 28 shows the σ_z vs number of tracks and Σp_T are shown for all primary vertices in the event. No pile-up dependence is seen in these distributions.

In tt MC the hard scatter vertex has, on average, 45.5 associated FTK tracks at 46 pile-up interactions and 46.2 at 69 pile-up, as shown in the bottom of Figure 27. In these samples the hard scatter vertex is well reconstructed with a σ_z as reported by the vertex fit of 56 µm with an uncertainty of 19 µm in the transverse position. The σ_z distribution is shown in Figure 29. The 46 and 69 pile-up samples show comparable performance. The top two plots of Figure 30 shows the dependence of the hard scatter vertex properties on the number of interactions in the event. There is a slight increase in the number of tracks per vertex with increasing interactions per event, and and the Σp_T is relatively insensitive. Also shown is the dependence of the σ_z on the number of interactions in the event and the FTK tracks associated with the hard scatter vertex. There is no dependence of σ_z on the number of interactions and σ_z decreases with increasing tracks per vertex in the full plotted range. Figure 30 also plots the resolution of the vertex z position with respect to the truth position for both pile-up samples. The distributions are centered at zero and have a width of 0.087 mm (0.096 mm) for 46 pile-up (69 pile-up). The efficiency to match the FTK hard scatter vertex with the MC truth vertex as a function of the number of in-time interactions is also plotted in Figure 30. The efficiency is close to 100% for low number of interactions and decreases to 90% for higher number of interactions. For the inclusive < μ > sample of 46 the efficiency is 98.1 ± 0.4 % as compared to an offline vertex-finding efficiency at < μ >= 40 of 99% [23].

The studies presented here are for a full vertex finding algorithm designed for precise beamspot reconstruction. We are investigating fast histogramming of the z-positions of tracks for one dimensional vertex finding. This type of algorithm would be most useful for vertex counting, but could also prove effective for identifying the position of the hard scatter vertex. These advanced studies will be presented in the TDAQ Phase I Upgrade TDR.
Figure 27: Top Left: Number of FTK tracks per primary vertex in $<\mu> = 46$ (Red) and $<\mu> = 69$ (Black) in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC. Top Right: $\Sigma p_T$ of FTK tracks associated to each primary vertex in $<\mu> = 46$ (Red) and $<\mu> = 69$ (Black) in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC. Bottom Left: Number of FTK tracks per hard scatter vertex in $<\mu> = 46$ (Red) and $<\mu> = 69$ (Black) in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC. Bottom Right: Sum $p_T$ of FTK tracks associated to the hard scatter vertex in $<\mu> = 46$ (Red) and $<\mu> = 69$ (Black) in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC.

Figure 28: For all primary vertices found using FTK tracks in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC. Left: Number of FTK tracks per primary vertex vs the uncertainty in z-direction of FTK primary vertices. Right: $\Sigma p_T$ of tracks associated to each primary vertex vs the uncertainty in z-direction.
Figure 29: Uncertainty in $z$-direction as reported by the vertex fit of the hard scatter FTK primary vertex in $\langle \mu \rangle = 46$ (Red) and $\langle \mu \rangle = 69$ (Black) 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC.
Figure 30: Plots for hard scatter vertices in 14 TeV $t\bar{t}$ MC. Upper Left: Number of FTK tracks associated with the hard scatter vertex vs the number of in-time pile-up interactions. Upper Right: The sum $p_T$ of the hard scatter vertex vs the number of in-time pile-up interactions. Middle Left: The $z$-position uncertainty as reported by the vertex fit vs the number of in-time pile-up interactions. Middle Right: The $z$-position uncertainty as reported by the vertex fit vs the number of FTK tracks associated with the hard scatter vertex. Lower Left: The resolution of the $z$ coordinate of the FTK hard scatter vertex compared to MC truth. Lower Right: Efficiency of matching the FTK Hard Scatter vertex to the MC truth vertex in $z$ as a function of the number of in-time interactions.
3.2.4 Hadronic taus

The $\tau$, the heaviest known lepton, plays a special role in Standard Model (SM) processes such as Higgs boson decays. It is also important in many searches for physics beyond the SM, such as searches for supersymmetry and for exotic particles. With a mass of 1.8 GeV, the third generation $\tau$ lepton is the only lepton that can decay into either hadrons or another lepton with a neutrino. Hadronically decaying $\tau$s typically decay into one or three charged hadrons, which are called 1-prong and 3-prong decays, respectively. Additional neutral $\pi^0$ particles may also be present in the decay. Analyses with hadronically-decaying $\tau$ final states face unique challenges. This decay signature is quite similar to that of jets of hadrons, as is shown schematically in Figure 31 and the extremely large production cross section of multi-jet events make these jets a major background.

To separate $\tau$s from jets the decay topology is used. The $\tau$ signal features 1 or 3 charged particles in a very narrow cone with little or no activity in a surrounding isolation cone, whereas jets typically have activity distributed throughout the isolation cone. When tracking is not available in early trigger levels, calorimeter-based selection requires a narrow isolated jet. This is the principle of the ATLAS Level-1 $\tau$ trigger. The current Level-2 selection first imposes calorimetric cuts in order to reduce the ROI rate to a level acceptable for the tracking algorithms, then tracking is performed on the remaining ROIs [24]. This two step approach results in a loss of efficiency. Here we propose rapid rejection of the QCD background by using FTK tracks at the beginning of the Level-2 $\tau$ selection process without a selection on the calorimetric variables, followed by an Event Filter (EF) selection.

To check the performance we use a sample of VBF $H \to \tau\tau \to lh, H \to \tau\tau \to hh$ for the signal and a sample of $WH \to \ell\nu qq$ for background. The background sample was chosen to ensure the presence of jets in the event which had a similar $p_T$ spectrum to the signal events, however we find that the majority of the jets passing the $\tau$ Level-1 ROI are from pile-up. All samples are available with $\mu = 46$ and $\mu = 69$ at $\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV.

We first check the FTK tracking performance in the $\tau$ cone and compare to the standard HLT $\tau$ tracking, TauB, and to the offline tracking. We select tracks that are within $\Delta R = 0.2$ of an offline $\tau$ ($\tau p_T > 20$ GeV, $|\eta| < 2.49$ and ID selection based on a BDT with a working point, medium, of 50% efficiency) and that pass the following requirements:

- $p_T > 2$ GeV
- $|d_0| < 2$ mm
- $|z_0| < 100$ mm
- All tracks in the $\tau$ cone have to be within 2mm in $z_0$ of the leading track
Figure 32: Efficiency of FTK and TauB tracks with respect to offline for events with $\eta < 1.1$ (left) and with $\eta > 1.1$ (right). The upper plots are for the $\mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.

We measure the efficiency of the FTK and TauB tracks with respect to offline tracks and show it as a function of $p_T$ separately for the barrel and for the end-cap (see Figure 32). FTK tracks are more efficient than TauB tracks at low $p_T$. At high $p_T$ they are less efficient due to the geometric coverage of the pattern banks.

The Level-2 standard calorimeter selection is applied to a Level-1 $\tau$ RoI. The standard Level-2 selection applies a cut on the total $E_T$ and on the variable $f_{\text{core}}$, which is the ratio of the transverse energy in a cone of radius 0.1 to the transverse energy in a larger cone of radius 0.4 around the tau direction. As mentioned previously, these cuts are applied first in order to reduce the ROI rate to a level acceptable for the Level-2 tracking. These requirements on $E_T > 15$ GeV and $f_{\text{core}} > 0.75$ (shown in Figure 33) keep 79% of the signal (that pass Level 1) while rejecting 48% of the background.

The Level-2 tracking reconstruction is run on ROIs passing these cuts and the number of tracks and other tracking information is obtained. The highest $p_T$ track in the RoI is found and two cones are made: a signal cone with a $\Delta R < 0.1$, and an isolation cone with a cone $\Delta R < 0.3$. The Level-2 algorithm then requires that at least one and less than 6 tracks are found within the signal cone while no requirement is applied on the number of tracks in the isolation cone. Lastly, other combined tracking and calorimetric variables are used to further reject the QCD background.

Figures 34 and 35 show the distribution of the tracks that satisfy the requirements described above inside the signal cone (within $\Delta R < 0.1$ of an offline reconstructed $\tau$ with a medium BDT requirement) for the TauB, FTK and offline tracks, for signal and background respectively. Two clear peaks are visible for the 1-prong and 3 prong decays in the barrel. In the end-caps the effect is less prominent for all track types due to lower tracking efficiency. Figure 36 and 37 shows the distribution of the tracks inside the
Figure 33: L2 calorimeter variables for the $H \rightarrow \tau\tau$ and the background sample $WH \rightarrow \ell vqq$: Minimum $E_T$ (left) and $f_{\text{core}}$ (right). See the text for the definitions of these variables.

isolation cone (within $\Delta R < 0.3$ of an offline reconstructed $\tau$ with a medium BDT requirement) for signal and background.

The use of the tracking information at the start of Level-2 processing would recover the inefficiency lost from the coarse calorimeter requirements. It would also allow EF-style calorimeter and tracking algorithms to be run on the ROIs which pass the tracking cuts, thereby recovering low $p_T$ efficiency.

To fully exploit the FTK potential we build an algorithm that selects FTK tracks at Level-2 and looks for the highest $p_T$ track in a cone $\Delta R = 0.2$ with respect to the Level-1 cluster direction. From these tracks it builds two cones as is done in the standard algorithm. We then require:

- number of tracks in the signal cone equal to 1, 2 or 3
- number of tracks in the isolation cone less than 2

In order to compare to the standard L2 algorithm we measure the $\tau$ reconstruction efficiency for 1-prong and 3-prong $\tau$ decays defined as:

$$\epsilon_{n-\text{prong}}^{\text{sig}} = \frac{\text{# of true visible hadronic } \tau \text{ with } n \text{ reconstructed tracks passing L2 and matched to L1}}{\text{# of true visible hadronic } \tau \text{ decays with } n \text{ prongs, matched L1}}$$

Figures 38-39 show the $\tau$ reconstruction efficiency for $\mu = 46$ and $\mu = 69$ pileup respectively. The denominator used to calculate the efficiency is the number of generated $\tau$ leptons that are successfully matched to a Level-1 $\tau$ cluster (Level-1 Tau, 8 GeV threshold). We observe an improvement in efficiency of 50-70% with respect to the standard algorithm.

We also show the $\tau$ reconstruction efficiency for 1-prong and 3-prong with respect to offline reconstructed $\tau$s (Figure 40) for the $\mu = 46$ sample. Here the efficiency improvement is only $\approx10\%$. This is due to the fact that the offline BDT and selection is biased toward events that are selected using calorimetric information. Therefore, in order to fully exploit the possible gain in efficiency allowed by FTK, the offline selection will need to be re-optimized. Figures 38-39 indicate that there is significant room for improvement.

A significant increase in the efficiency that also had a significant increase in fake rate would not be useful for the trigger. Here the fake rate is defined as the ratio of the number of jets passing the $\tau$
Figure 34: Number of tracks inside the signal cone ($\Delta R = 0.1$ from an offline reconstructed $\tau$ with a medium BDT requirement) for offline tracks (black), tauB track (blue) and FTk tracks (red) for $\eta < 1.1$ (left) and $\eta > 1.1$ (right). The upper plots are for the $H \rightarrow \tau \tau \mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 35: Number of tracks inside the signal cone ($\Delta R = 0.1$ from an offline reconstructed $\tau$ with a medium BDT requirement) for offline tracks (black), tauB track (blue) and FTK tracks (red) for $\eta < 1.1$ (left) and $\eta > 1.1$ (right). The upper plots are for the $WH \rightarrow l\nu qq \mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 36: Number of tracks inside the isolation cone ($\Delta R = 0.3$ from an offline reconstructed $\tau$ with a medium BDT requirement) for offline tracks (black), tauB track (blue) and FTK tracks (red) for $\eta < 1.1$ (left) and $\eta > 1.1$ (right). The upper plots are for the $H \rightarrow \tau\tau \mu = 46$ sample and the lower plots are with the $\mu = 69$ sample.
Figure 37: Number of tracks inside the isolation cone (ΔR = 0.3 from an offline reconstructed τ with a medium BDT requirement) for offline tracks (black), tauB track (blue) and FTK tracks (red) for η < 1.1 (left) and η > 1.1 (right). The upper plots are for the WH → lνqg μ = 46 sample and the lower plots are with the μ = 69 sample.
reconstruction at L2 to the total number of reconstructed jets that pass Level 1. It is shown in Figure 41 for the $WH \rightarrow \ell \nu qq$ sample at $\mu = 46$ and in Figure 42 for $\mu = 69$. These plots show that FTK could reduce the background by a factor of 10 (with respect to Level 1) using only FTK track cuts at Level-2. This level of rejection is sufficient to allow the EF algorithms to run on the ROIs that pass the track cuts. Then the more refined variables the EF calculates would be used to further bring down the jet background.

Several improvements are expected in the $\tau$ sector. In particular, this study improves the efficiency by simply applying a cut on the number of tracks in the signal and isolation cone. We could exploit further the FTK capabilities by implementing a $\tau$- vertex association to reduce the pileup dependence and increase further the background rejection. Additionally we could use other track variables to implement a high efficiency multivariate selection before EF. All these possibilities will be studied for the TDAQ Phase I Upgrade TDR.

### 3.3 Case Study: Higgs to $\tau\tau$ channel improvements

In the previous section we have shown the performance of FTK in $\tau$ tagging. We obtain a high efficiency with respect to truth $\tau$s while imposing a strong rejection over QCD background at the beginning of Level 2 processing. In order to estimate the increase in the yield of $H \rightarrow \tau\tau$ events, we use the $\mu = 46$ pileup samples and we run the full trigger chain. At Level-2 we first use the FTK optimized algorithm. The predicted triggers$^5$ for 2015 are L1$_{TAU15\_MU15}$ (5 khz) and 2$_{TAU11\_JET60}$ (5 khz). These are not available yet in the menu so we start from similar L1 triggers with the closest rate:

- L1$_{TAU11\_MU10}$ (10 khz) for $H \rightarrow \tau\tau \rightarrow lh$
- L1$_{2TAU8\_TAU15\_J15}$ (5.5 khz) for $H \rightarrow \tau\tau \rightarrow hh$

The offline analyses require the presence of a reconstructed $\tau$ that passes a BDT MEDIUM requirement (that is 50% efficient) and a BDT for the rejection of the electrons and muons [25]. The $h - lep$ analysis requires one $\tau$ with $p_T > 30$ GeV and one electron or muon with $p_T > 25$ GeV. The analysis with 2 hadronically decaying $\tau$s requires 2 offline $\tau$s with $p_T > 25$ GeV with an additional lepton veto.

We estimate that the improvements at Level 2 would translate into a 22% increase in acceptance in the $h - lep$ analysis and 28% for the $h - h$ analysis. We stress that these numbers should benefit from a re-optimization of the offline selection algorithms. The optimization would be able to take into account the 50-70% increase of the events that pass an FTK-based Level-2 trigger in the $\tau p_T$ region of interest for the light Higgs. The increase in efficiency is even more significant with 69 simultaneous interactions where the improvement from a track based selection reaches a factor of two (see Fig.39 for the 3-prong selection). These new events have a different calorimetric/tracking composition compared to the ones selected by the current trigger algorithm, and the offline analysis could exploit these new features to enrich the final Higgs samples. The Level-2 and Event Filter algorithms should also be re-optimized for the FTK selection. This could potentially lead to lower Level-1 $\tau$ $p_T$ thresholds which would directly impact the sensitivity of the analyses.

### 3.4 Discussion of selected FTK use cases

The use of FTK in the HLT will be discussed extensively in the forthcoming Trigger and Data Acquisition Phase I Upgrade Technical Design Report. This section discusses several areas under study within the ATLAS trigger group, organized by Trigger subgroups.

---

$^5$Triggers are represented in the form <level>_<multiplicity>_<type>_thresh>, e.g. L1$_{2TAU8}$ requires 2 level-1 Tau objects with an 8 GeV threshold. Further level-1 trigger items in the name separated by an underscore are “anded” in the trigger.
Figure 38: Efficiency of the Level 2 algorithms with respect to true $\tau$ $p_T$ for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong case (right). The upper plots are for the barrel region ($|\eta| < 1.1$) and the lower ones are for the end-cap ($|\eta| > 1.1$). Three working point are shown, black is the efficiency for the standard L2 algorithm, the red shows the efficiency for the Level 2 style algorithm using FTK tracks and the blue shows the efficiency for the FTK track based-algorithm.
Figure 39: Efficiency of the Level 2 algorithms with respect to true $\tau$ $p_T$ for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong case (right) for the 69 pile-up sample. The upper plots are for the barrel region ($|\eta| < 1.1$) and the lower ones are for the end-cap ($|\eta| > 1.1$). Three working point are shown, black is the efficiency for the standard Level 2 algorithm, the red shows the efficiency for the Level 2 style algorithm using FTK tracks and the blue shows the efficiency for the FTK track-based algorithm.
Figure 40: Efficiency of L2 w.r.t. offline $\tau_pT$ for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong case (right) for the 46 pile-up sample. The upper plots are for the barrel region ($|\eta| < 1.1$) and the lower ones are for the end-cap ($|\eta| > 1.1$). Three working point are shown, black is the efficiency for the standard L2 algorithm, the red shows the efficiency for the L2 style algorithm using FTK tracks and the blue shows the efficiency for the FTK track-based algorithm. The offline taus are required to have exactly three tracks in the 3-prong case.
Figure 41: Jet to $\tau$ misidentification probability at Level 2 for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong case (right) at a pile-up of 46. The upper plots are for the barrel region ($|\eta| < 1.1$) and the lower ones are for the end-cap ($|\eta| > 1.1$). Three working points are shown, black is the fake rate for the standard Level 2 algorithm, the red shows the fake rate for the Level Level 2 style algorithm using FTK tracks and the blue shows the fake rate for the FTK track-based algorithm.
Figure 42: Jet to τ misidentification probability at Level 2 for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong case (right) at a pile-up of 69. The upper plots are for the barrel region ($\eta < 1.1$) and the lower ones are for the end-cap ($\eta > 1.1$). Three working point are shown, black is the fake rate for the standard Level 2 algorithm, the red shows the fake rate for the Level Level 2 style algorithm using FTK tracks and the blue shows the fake rate for the FTK track-based algorithm.
The Jet trigger group is considering use of FTK tracks in three different ways. The first is to apply energy corrections based on the number of primary vertices found by FTK. These corrections would bring the trigger jets in closer alignment with the jets used in the offline. They will also use the primary vertex information to apply jet vertex fraction cuts. This is useful for multi-jet triggers as well as selecting jets for $b$-tagging. Use of FTK tracks for $b$-tagging will also be extensively studied in order to improve on the preliminary results shown here. Either a sophisticated algorithm based on FTK tracks could be used, or a simple FTK-based tagger could provide early rejection, freeing the HLT to use a near-offline quality tagger on the jets passing the selection. Lastly, there are studies of using FTK tracks to recover efficiency for low $p_T$ or close-by jets.

The Muon and Electron trigger groups are both investigating using FTK vertices to control the pile-up dependence of calorimeter isolation. The Muon slice is also investigating using FTK tracks for their track-based isolation due to the increased flexibility of cone sizes over ROI based tracks. Additionally, the muon group is exploring the possibility of recovering Level 1 trigger inefficiencies for dimuon events by looking for an isolated high $p_T$ FTK track and using it to seed a search for matching MDT segments. The electron group will explore the possibility of correcting electron shower shapes for pile-up contributions using FTK information.

The Missing Transverse Energy trigger group is investigating using track and/or primary vertex information to improve the Level 2 missing energy resolution.

The Tau trigger group will further optimize the use of FTK tracks in the tau chains following the discussion in Section 3.2.4. They may also be able to correct calorimeter shower shapes for pile-up using FTK tracks. Additionally they will explore the possibility of recovering inefficiencies due to the high Level 1 thresholds by searching for isolated one or three track objects in events triggered by leptons. This is of particular interest for associated Higgs production channels where the $W$ or $Z$ boson decays to an electron or muon and the Higgs decays to a pair of $\tau$s.

The Beamspot group is interested in using FTK tracks either a) as a direct input to vertex finding, b) by refitting them to improve the parameter resolution before input to the vertex or c) by counting the number of tracks or vertices to select the best events for processing by the standard HLT tracking and vertex finding.

In addition to the specific studies mentioned above, we will study the effect of refitting FTK tracks using the Level-2 tracking software to improve the track resolution. This could be used in specific cases, such as when doing $\tau$-finding or $b$-tagging.

## 4 Hardware

An overview of the FTK system architecture is presented in section 2.1 (see especially Fig. 3). In the following, we give more details on the hardware implementation of this architecture.

### 4.1 The FTK System: a data driven pipeline

FTK has a very large number of devices organized in pipelines connected by thousands of specialized links: 16400 dedicated custom chips (AM chips) that perform pattern matching and 2000 FPGAs for all other functions. Figure 43 shows the organization of this large computing system. The black arrows show the connections on fibers and the yellow rectangles show high frequency connections between mezzanine cards and motherboards or between two boards in the same crate slot, like the Associative Memory board and the auxiliary card behind it.
4.1.1 Data flow between boards and the Hold mechanism

A simple communication protocol is used for data transfers in FTK. The data flow through serial links connecting one source to one destination. The protocol is a simple pipeline transfer driven by control words, for example idle words and alignment words. An 8b/10b encoding is used in the serial data stream in order to provide effective error detection, i.e. a 32-bit word is transmitted as 40 bits. The idle word is transmitted when no valid data is available. On each link the FTK information is transmitted in words (FTK words) whose format depends on the kind of information being processed in that portion of the FTK pipeline. Alignment words are periodically transmitted between FTK words. Input FTK words in each processing step of the pipeline are pushed into a de-randomizing FIFO buffer. All the words that are not identified as control words are pushed into the FIFO (write-enable signal asserted to the FIFO). The FIFO is popped by whatever processor sits in the destination device. The source and destination devices are two separate logic functions in the pipeline which can be on separate boards or even be two functions in the same large FPGA, for example between the Data Organizer and the Track Fitter (see section 4.5).

To maximize speed, no handshake is implemented on a word-by-word basis. A hold signal (HOLD) is used instead as a loose handshake to prevent loss of data when the destination is busy. If the destination processor does not keep up with the incoming data, the FIFO produces an Almost Full signal that is sent back to the source as the HOLD signal. The source responds to the HOLD signal by suspending data flow. Using Almost Full instead of Full gives the source enough time to stop. Since the source is not required to wait for an acknowledge signal from the destination device before sending the next data word, data can flow at the maximum rate compatible with the link bandwidth even when transit times are long. The standard FTK clock frequency is 100 MHz for 16-bit words, which corresponds to 2 Gb/s for serial transmission. Some links run at transmission speeds up to 6 Gb/s.

The HOLD signal travels in the direction opposite to that of the data, from destination to source. It is transmitted as a single ended signal when two devices are on the same board, like the Data Organizer and Track Fitter on the AUX card, or when two boards are directly connected by a connector, for example the FTK_IM input mezzanine and its Data Formatter motherboard, or between the AUX card and the
Associative Memory board in the Processing Unit. When two devices are far apart and the connection is made by fibers, the Hold mechanism is implemented with the XON/XOFF protocol (see section 4.2), which we tested on the S-LINKs between the Dual-Output HOLA and the FTK_IM (September 2011, tests performed at point-1 before the Dual-Output HOLA production).

When the FTK information is organized into a packet of words, a specific bit in the FTK word is defined as an End Packet bit (EP). The EP bit marks the last word of the packet. The End Event (EE) word separates data belonging to different events on each transmission link. It is marked by a specific control word and signifies the end of the data stream for the current event. The EE word can be expanded to a packet if the End Event information requires more than one word. Each device will assert an EE word or EE packet in its output stream after it has received an EE word or EE packet in each input stream and it has no more data to output. The EE word has a special format used to tag the event and to report the parity and any error flags.

Any device or function in the pipeline can have many input streams, and events arriving from different sources have to be synchronized since the same event can arrive on different inputs at different times. The device inputs have FIFOs for this purpose whose depth covers fluctuations in the device processing time and arrival time of input data. In the following sections critical points will be identified for which particularly deep FIFOs are assigned.

When the device starts to process an event, words are popped from the input FIFOs for the various input streams. The data is processed and results are sent to the output stream. When the End Event word is received on an input stream, no additional data is read from that FIFO until the End Event word is received on all the other input streams. The device can issue a Hold signal if a FIFO becomes almost full, causing back pressure, but the goal is to have the FIFO deep enough to limit back pressure as much as possible. The End Event words from the input streams are checked to make sure they contain the same event tag. Once the event is completely read out from the input FIFOs and the device finishes its processing, the event is closed by sending an End Event word to the output with the same event tag as in the input streams.

The standard ATLAS event headers and trailers propagate with the FTK event and are sent by the FLIC to the High Level Trigger ROSs.

4.1.2 The numbers of roads and fits: pattern bank optimization

As noted above, data is transferred from a source device to a destination device in the pipeline (Figure 43) on serial links typically operating at 2 Gb/s, to transfer 16-bit words at a 100 MHz rate. For a level-1 trigger rate of 100 kHz, the average event transmission time on a link cannot exceed 10 µs and thus the average number of words per event per link cannot exceed 1000. The degree of parallelization in FTK is designed to satisfy this requirement.

The FTKSim simulation program described in Section 5 processes complete events produced by the full ATLAS detector simulation and creates the same list of tracks that will be produced by the FTK hardware. Since FTKSim produces all the event information at each point in the pipeline, we can analyze the average size of the event data in each pipeline connection and its fluctuations. The design specifications for each board are based on this information as described in the following sections.

In the FTK system, optimizing the pattern recognition resources versus the track fitting resources was tuned during the design. Because of the finite width of a pattern, a road may contain silicon hits from different particles. This produces fake roads through which no single particle fully passes. Fake roads, whose track candidates will all be rejected when fit at full hit resolution, are produced at a rate that increases with increasing pattern width and increasing hit occupancy. The number of roads found can become much greater than the actual number of tracks at high detector occupancy. Since the number of tracks to be fit is determined by the number of roads to be processed and the combinatorics of 1 hit per
layer in a road, the fitting workload depends on the average ratio of the number of matching roads to the number of actual tracks in the event, \( \langle \text{roads/track} \rangle \), as well as on the average number of hit combinations per road, \( \langle \text{combinations/road} \rangle \).

For this reason the quality of the pattern bank is characterized by both its coverage and by the rate of fake roads it generates. The coverage is defined as the fraction of tracks that match at least one pattern in the bank. It describes only the geometric efficiency of the bank. Track efficiency on the other hand includes the effect of all the algorithms used in FTK, the clustering of single detector channels before the AM and track fitting whose efficiency is determined by a \( \chi^2 \) cut. Given a certain pattern size, the coverage of the bank can be increased by adding patterns to the bank. Unfortunately, however, the number of fake roads is roughly proportional to the number of patterns in the bank. Moreover, as the luminosity increases, the fake rate increases rapidly because of the increased detector occupancy. To counter that, we must reduce the width of our patterns. If we decreased the pattern width using the standard AM technology, the number of patterns would increase sharply, making the overall system very large and extremely expensive.

We have proposed an elegant solution to this problem [26]: variable resolution patterns. Each pattern and each detector layer within a pattern can have an optimal width that is implemented using a “Don’t-Care” (DC) feature (inspired by ternary content-addressable memories or CAMs) to increase the width of a pattern for any detector layer when that is more appropriate. In other words we use patterns of variable shape. As a result we can reduce the number of fake roads while keeping the efficiency high and avoiding the excessive bank size that would occur from an overall reduction in pattern width (see Fig. 44).

Optimized pattern shapes are quite different for high coverage and low coverage patterns. Because many different particle trajectories pass through a high coverage pattern, reducing its width would produce many narrower patterns and not significantly reduce the fake rate. Consequently these are retained as wider patterns. On the other hand, low coverage patterns, which are needed for an overall tracking efficiency above 90%, are consistent with many fewer trajectories. They typically are made narrower in one or more detector layers, thus reducing the fake rate.

The choice of wider or narrower road width is made layer by layer using the simulation. For example, when we split the road in a layer into two parts, in some cases both halves are traversed by real tracks while in other cases just one of them contains real particle trajectories. For the former, the layer is used with the DC feature enabled to widen the road by a factor of 2 by ignoring the least significant bit of the pattern word during the comparison with silicon hits. For the latter, the layer is used at full resolution, reducing by a factor of two the area in that layer that the road offers to uncorrelated hits from other tracks.

Figure 44: The sketches from left to right show the ability of variable resolution to reduce the number of Associative Memory patterns and the pattern volume available to random hits. The fuzzy lines in the left sketch show the 3 patterns needed to accept the tracks. The color of a Super-Strip indicates its area.
Table 1: Results of the Don’t-Care study in the barrel. The numbers of patterns loaded and the roads and fits per event are per \( \eta - \phi \) tower. The efficiencies quoted are for events containing a single muon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>DC bits</th>
<th>Road Width</th>
<th># of patterns</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>(&lt;\text{roads}&gt;)</th>
<th>(&lt;\text{fits}&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((1,0)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,36)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>34M</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.8k</td>
<td>23k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>21M</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.9k</td>
<td>33k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>18M</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3.4k</td>
<td>28k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>16.8M</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3.2k</td>
<td>26k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((1,2)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,144)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>8M</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>60k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 2</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 64</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>8M</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>6k</td>
<td>98k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of the Don’t-Care study in the endcap. The numbers of patterns loaded and the roads and fits per event are per \( \eta - \phi \) tower. The efficiencies quoted are for events containing a single muon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>DC bits</th>
<th>Road Width</th>
<th># of patterns</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>(&lt;\text{roads}&gt;)</th>
<th>(&lt;\text{fits}&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((1,0)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,36)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>34M</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>5.8k</td>
<td>33k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>18M</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>7.1k</td>
<td>56k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>16.8M</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6.9k</td>
<td>55k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>15M</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6.2k</td>
<td>50k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((1,2)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 1</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,144)<em>{\text{pix}}, 32</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>8M</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>90k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((1,1)<em>{\text{pix}} \cdot 2</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>((30,72)<em>{\text{pix}}, 64</em>{\text{sct}})</td>
<td>8M</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>9k</td>
<td>154k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variable resolution was implemented in the simulation and used to optimize the Super-Strip sizes. A \( WH \) sample with a mean of 69 pileup events was chosen as typical of the high occupancy multijet events that come out of the level-1 trigger. The pattern banks described in section 5 were used. The narrowest road width has SS sizes that are 16 strips in the \( r-\phi \) SCT layers and 15 (36) pixels in the \( \phi(z) \) direction in the pixel layers. This is indicated with the road width notation \( ([15, 36]_{\text{pix}}, 16_{\text{sct}}) \). We studied the impact on the number of matched roads and candidate tracks to be fit for different road widths, \( i.e. \) the number of Don’t-Care bits used for each detector layer. For example, if the maximum SS width in some layer is increased by a factor two, we say that a single DC bit (1) has been activated in that layer. A bank with \( ([0,0]_{\text{pix}} \cdot 1_{\text{sct}}) \) DC bits uses the narrowest road width in the pixel layers for all patterns but allows one DC bit to be set on the SCT layers, increasing the width by a factor of 2, from 16 to 32 strips, when the simulation finds that it is best for that pattern. The AMchip allows up to 6 DC bits in a layer. For example, a bank with Don’t-Care bits \( ([3,2]_{\text{pix}}, 1_{\text{sct}}) \) allows a large width increase in the pixel layers: in this case the SS size can be as large as 120 pixels in the \( \phi \) direction and 144 pixels in the \( z \) direction (again we decide on the optimal number of DC bits on a pattern-by-pattern basis based on simulation). Although at present the DC configuration is the same for all pixel layers and the same for all SCT layers, this is not required. We may find with future study that it is better, for example, to have different DC settings for inner and outer SCT layers.

Tables 1 and 2 show the results from the pile-up = 69 \( WH \) sample for selected configurations. The 8 layers used for pattern recognition are the three external pixel layers (IBL is not yet in the simulation), the four axial SCT layers, and the third stereo SCT layer from the inside. Table 1 is for the barrel and Table 2 is for the endcap. The numbers of patterns loaded, roads and fits are per \( \eta - \phi \) tower.

The options are ordered by decreasing number of patterns. The maximum allowed is 16.8 M, the number of memory locations on the two Associative Memory boards in a tower (see section 4.6). Thus option 1 cannot be used. For the option 2 configurations, we reduced the bank size and efficiency to satisfy this constraint. There are two other hardware constraints that must be satisfied (see section 4.5): the average number of roads \( (<\text{roads}>\) and fits \( (<\text{fits}>\) per tower per event should not exceed 16 k roads and 80 k fits respectively. For this reason we have chosen option 2.2 for the end-cap and 2.3 for the
Table 3: The number of bad silicon modules in the layers used in 1st-stage and 2nd-stage FTK tracking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MC11</th>
<th>MC12</th>
<th>run 215091 (Dec. 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of bad modules in the 1st stage</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of bad modules in the 2nd stage</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

barrel as the default FTK configuration for our performance studies. However we note that for a given DC configuration, reducing the number of patterns (going from 2.1 to 2.2 to 2.3) reduces the number of roads and fits while minimally reducing the efficiency. Thus option 3 might also work, since with a little tuning the number of fits in the endcap could fall into the acceptable range while requiring an AM bank less than half the size of option 2. Although future studies of more DC options might result in a better choice, for now we work with option 2.2/2.3.

The numbers above were obtained with the standard requirement of hits on at least 7 of the 8 layers used in stage 1. However to minimize the loss in efficiency in the transition region between the barrel and endcaps, we reduce the requirement in that region only. This increases the numbers of roads and fits in that region, but the numbers still satisfy the hardware limits.

We have also studied the data flow for pile-up = 46, which is likely to occur early after LS1. We find that we can cover the barrel region with 16 Processor Units, each one covering two $\eta - \phi$ towers.

**Impact of using the Wild Card option:** As described in section 4.5.7, the wild-card option is used to reduce the impact of dead silicon modules on tracking efficiency by considering all Super-Strips in such modules to contain a hit during the pattern recognition stage. This reduces the tracking constraints in those regions and thus increases the number of fake roads and the number of fits to be done. The study above was repeated using the selected DC configuration but now with the use of wild cards. Our MC11 simulation has the number of bad modules not very different than those in MC12 or in a run near the end of 2012 data taking (see Table 3).

Figures 45(a) and 45(b) show the relative increase in matched roads and fits compared to not using the wild card option. Averaged over all towers, the number of roads goes up by a factor of 1.3 and the number of fits increases by a factor of 1.2. However, since dead modules and thus the wild card use will not be uniform over the detector, we have plotted the increase as a function of the number of broken modules per tower. In the plots the worse case increase is 2 and 1.7 for roads and fits, respectively. Even for the higher dead module multiplicities, the rates remain within our hardware capability.

However it is clear that there are limits to the use of the wild card, limits that could come from excessive data flow. In that case efficiency and data flow would have to be balanced. If a detector layer has too many broken modules in a tower, that layer can be replaced by a different layer in the pattern bank for that tower.

**4.1.3 Internal monitoring and diagnostics: the Spy Buffer system**

FTK processes a large quantity of data, little of which winds up in the event record. If an error occurs, properly diagnosing its source requires access to the data at every step in the FTK pipeline. To accomplish this, we implement the Spy Buffer system, which consists of Spy Buffers in the input and output of each board and between major functions on the board. A Spy Buffer is a circular memory and a register that contains its status. This memory is continuously written with the data being processed by the board.

The write operation is stopped when a Freeze signal is asserted to preserve the data already written. The Freeze signal has 3 possible sources. (1) When an error is detected on a board, Freeze is asserted to all Spy Buffers on that board. (2) When an error is detected on a board, Freeze is sent to the board(s) immediately upstream of it to freeze their output Spy Buffers. (3) There is a bit in the Event Trailer
Figure 45: The relative increase in the number of (a) roads and (b) fits with the wild card enabled. The scatter is partially due to the location of the dead module in the tower.

record that tells all FTK boards to freeze their Spy Buffers after processing the current event. This last option enables events without error flags set to be read out and compared with simulation to ensure that there aren’t subtle problems in the hardware. After Freeze is set, no data can be written into the memory and the content of the memory is read through VME access.

For each Spy Buffer there is a Status Register that contains a pointer to the first free memory location, an overflow bit that indicates if the memory has been written more than once, and the Freeze bit.

Spy Buffers are small since we want to use them to monitor or analyze a single event. Each Spy Buffer will contain 4-8 average events. Since the maximum average number of words per event that can be transmitted on a FTK link is 1000, each single Spy Buffer will be 4-8 k locations deep.

4.2 Dual-output HOLA

The SCT and pixel RODs send the silicon hit data to the DAQ ROSs after each level-1 accept. HOLA output mezzanine cards on the RODs convert the parallel data to serial and then transmit it over optical fibers using the S-LINK protocol. In order to provide FTK with the data, we designed a HOLA with two identical output streams. The functional diagram of the dual-output HOLA is shown in Fig. 46.

The 32-bit silicon hit words enter the HOLA at up to 40 MHz. The data are read from the FIFO at 50 MHz and converted to 16-bit words at 100 MHz. The external serializer-deserializer (SERDES) in the original HOLA is now replaced with a pair of SERDES megafunctions within the more modern Altera FPGA. Since they receive data from a common FIFO, the data being sent out are identical. The SERDES outputs feed a pair of optical transceivers. Moving the SERDES onto the FPGA reduces power and cost while retaining 90% of the original HOLA firmware.

The handling of the return control data, shown as pink arrows in the figure, is unique to the dual-output HOLA. The channel that feeds the DAQ ROS implements the full S-LINK protocol including link-down, link-reset, and general return lines. The FTK channel however only implements the XON/XOFF part of the S-LINK protocol to stop and start data flow. This is important to enable FTK modules to be installed and commissioned during a run without interfering with ATLAS data taking. (The $\eta-\phi$ coverage and computing power of FTK will be increased during 2015-2017.) Since we want XON/XOFF flow control functionality during normal FTK operation, but not during installation and initial commissioning, an FTK_XOFF_enable register implemented on the HOLA is set to 0 on HOLA power up and not set to 1 until a specific control sequence is sent by the FTK_IM mezzanine card on the Data Formatter. FTK_XOFF_enable can also be set back to 0 if desired and it is automatically set to 0 if the link to FTK goes down. This scheme has been exercised extensively in a test stand and in the ATLAS DAQ at Point.
Figure 46: Functional sketch of the dual-output HOLA. The blue arrows show the flow of the silicon hit data, while the pink arrows show the return control data.

1 and found to work without error (see section 7).

The handshake required to start S-LINK data transfer occurs between the HOLA and the DAQ ROS. S-LINK comes up even if the fiber to FTK is unplugged. On the FTK side, we use a modified S-LINK receiver that does not require an initial handshake. Since the two fibers from the HOLA transmit identical data, once a fiber is connected to an FTK board, that card sees the silicon data almost immediately. The receiving FTK board is responsible for informing the DAQ system that a ROD-to-FTK link that is supposed to be operating is in fact down. The Data Formatter does this by setting an error bit in the End Event word. When the link is re-established, a global INIT is sent to all FTK boards.

A prototype dual-output HOLA was produced early in 2011 and it went through a series of thorough tests including a bit-error-rate test to more than $1 \times 10^{15}$ bits without error. The XON/XOFF scheme was also fully tested. Following a CERN production readiness review, we produced and tested all of the HOLAs that were to be used with the full FTK system since the HOLAs had to be installed during LS1. As a result of the recent decision to increase the number of RODs in the silicon system for data taking starting in 2015, we will produce and test a small number of additional HOLAs prior to the summer installation date. A photograph of the dual-output HOLA is shown in Fig. 47.

4.3 FTK Input Mezzanine (FTK_IM)

The functions of the FTK_IM are to receive the pixel and SCT data from the Inner Detector RODs, to perform clustering, and then to forward data to the Data Formatter main board. Clustering will be performed on both pixel and SCT data with the dual purpose of reducing the amount of data to be processed by downstream FTK functions and determining the cluster center to improve spatial resolution. Full clustering of pixel data is performed, and the partial clustering done in the SCT and IBL detectors upstream of FTK is completed by the FTK_IM.

Each FTK_IM will receive up to 4 S-LINK fibers from Inner Detector RODs. On board there are two FPGAs each receiving data from two S-LINK channels. The four data streams received by the FTK_IM...
will be processed independently and sent over independent channels to the Data Formatter. In this way event synchronization will only be performed on the Data Formatter board. In order to make better use of resources on the FTK_IM FPGAs, each FPGA will receive one pixel S-LINK and one SCT S-LINK. This means that if the full 128 FTK_IMs are installed the Data Formatter + FTK_IM system will be able to receive up to 256 pixel S-LINKs and 256 SCT S-LINKs.

4.3.1 Hardware description

The FTK_IM functions are implemented in a mezzanine card with a size of 149mm x 74mm that will connect to the Data Formatter main board with a High Pin Count (HPC) FMC connector. Figure 48 shows the FTK_IM prototype. The four SFP+ connectors on the left side of the card receive the 4 S-Link channels and are directly connected to the two Spartan6 FPGAs (XC6SLX150T-3FGG484C) on the right side of the FTK_IM. Each FPGA receives two links, processes data independently, and transmits the output to the FMC connector. Each FPGA is also equipped with a 18Mb external SRAM and a 32Mb flash memory. These memories are not used in the current firmware implementations. The SRAM can be used to implement a large look-up table if a more sophisticated clustering algorithm will need it. The FTK_IM is powered from the FMC connector, but has also an external power connector for tests without the Data Formatter motherboard. The JTAG chain for FPGA configuration is accessible both from the FMC connector and an external connector. The chosen SFP optical transceiver supports a line speed of up to 2.0 Gbps. The Spartan6 FPGA is able to run the S-LINK up to 3.1 Gbps. This makes it possible to
increase the S-LINK speed by replacing the SFP and adjusting the firmware.

4.3.2 Clustering algorithms

The SCT clustering algorithm decodes strip hits already associated with a cluster by the ABC130 front-end chip and extends the cluster to consecutive strips that are split at the ABC130 boundaries.

The Pixel clustering algorithm is more complicated due to its 2D nature. In order to combine speed with quality, we split the algorithm into two steps. The first step groups together hits belonging to the same cluster. The second step analyzes the hits in the cluster in order to calculate the cluster properties.

The baseline algorithm for the first step is described in [27]. It has a complexity that scales linearly with the number of hits in the module. This is important because it means that the rate at which hits are processed is practically independent of instantaneous luminosity. Hits are loaded into a matrix that replicates a small fraction of a pixel module (164x8 pixels) and clusters are formed using local logic. With this approach the processing time in clock cycles is $2 \times N_{\text{hits}} + 2 \times N_{\text{clusters}}$, which corresponds to approximately 3 clock cycles per hit independent of the occupancy. With the FPGA we have chosen, the largest in the Spartan6 family, logic resource usage is approximately 60%, making it a challenging firmware project.

We are working on an improved version of the algorithm that has some dependence on the occupancy but uses a much smaller region of the pixel module (a grid between 7x6 and 13x10 pixels). The logic resource usage scales with the area of the grid and the speed scales with the square root of the area of the grid for this algorithm. Since more cores can be instantiated in the FPGA, we expect a gain of at least a factor of 10 in overall speed which will allow us to loop over hits multiple times in busy detector regions.

For each hit received, we consider neighboring hits with a maximum distance of 4 pixels along the $\phi$ direction and 5 pixels along the orthogonal direction in the 7x6 grid. The maximum distance can be extended to 7 pixels along the $\phi$ direction and 9 pixels along the orthogonal direction in a 13x10 grid. After loading neighboring hits in the grid, hits forming a cluster with the first hit received are identified and sent to the second algorithm step. Hits within a small distance of the first hit received but not part of the same cluster will be processed again until the cluster they belong to is identified. This algorithm reduces the logic needed by clustering in a grid not larger 7x6 pixels (or up to 13x10). This means that clusters exceeding 4 pixels along $\phi$ or 5 pixels along the orthogonal direction will be truncated. This is a good compromise that reduces the usage of resources on the FPGA and is compatible with the chosen Spartan6 device. The implementation of this algorithm is in progress.

The second step of the algorithm determines the center of the cluster assuming equal weight for all hit pixels. An improved cluster centroid determination based on Time-over-Threshold (ToT) information is being evaluated. The FPGA resources will not be a limitation for simple algorithms.

4.3.3 Hardware status

A first version of the FTK_IM was produced with a connector compatible with the EDRO board [28, 29] to which it was connected in the FTK vertical slice test (see section 7). The first prototype FTK_IM with the FMC connector has been assembled and is currently under test. Firmware that implements the SCT clustering exists. For the pixels, we have simulated the algorithm that will be used in the firmware.

---

6 We define a cluster as a set of hits that are contiguous either through a common side or a common corner.
7 The $z$ direction for barrel modules, and the $r$ direction for modules in the disks
8 The grid is 7 pixels wide along the $\phi$ direction to allow clusters extending to either $\phi$ side. Hits will be presorted in the orthogonal direction so the grid extends only to one side in the orthogonal direction.
4.4 Data Formatter

4.4.1 Introduction

As noted previously, FTK is organized as a set of parallel processor units within an array of 64 $\eta$-$\phi$ towers. The $\phi$ divisions are shown in Figure 49 and the $\eta$ divisions are shown in Fig. 4. To avoid inefficiency at tower boundaries, the towers must overlap because of the finite size of the beam’s luminous region in $z$ and the finite curvature of charged particles in the magnetic field. The Data Formatter system receives the hits from the Pixel and SCT readout drivers (RODs) through input clustering mezzanine cards (FTK.IM), remaps the ATLAS Inner Detector geometry to match the FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ tower structure, performs data sharing in overlap regions, and delivers the hits to the Processor Units.

Figure 49: 16 FTK $\phi$ sectors. The sectors overlap to avoid inefficiency due to finite curvature of low momentum tracks. As an example the coverage of the $\phi00$ sector and $\phi01$ sector is shown with green and blue arrows respectively in the figure.

The input S-LINK pixel and SCT fibers are assigned to FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ towers so as to minimize the data sharing. Figure 50 illustrates data sharing that is needed among the FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ towers in the $64 \times 64$ matrix after optimizing the input link assignments. Off diagonal elements represent the data sharing between different towers. The red boxes show how the system is divided into 4 crates to minimize inter-crate data transfer. Figure 51 shows an example of the needed interconnections among the FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ towers for the assignment shown in Fig. 50 in which each crate contains the 16 $\eta$-$\phi$ towers within four $\phi$ sectors.

4.4.2 The Data Formatter System

The Data Formatter hardware design is dominated by the input and output requirements, but it also maintains the flexibility needed to accommodate future expansion and allow changes in both the number of input links and the Inner Detector module-to-fiber assignments. Based on the design requirements, a system based on a full-mesh Advanced Telecom Computing Architecture (ATCA) backplane interconnect is found to be a natural solution for the DF design. Each of the boards is connected to each other with multiple point-to-point links in the full-mesh ATCA backplane. The key design features of the Data Formatter system are:

- One Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is assigned to each FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ tower;

- Each DF board contains two FPGAs;
Figure 50: This $64 \times 64$ matrix shows the data sharing among the FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ towers in the Data Formatter system. The red boxes indicate the assignment of towers to 4 DF crates to minimize inter-crate data sharing. The color scale indicates the number of clusters shared between towers per event for 8 TeV data with 50 ns bunch separation and $\langle \mu \rangle = 30$.

Figure 51: The interconnections for data sharing among the 64 $\eta$-$\phi$ towers within 4 DF crates. A green ball represents one FTK tower. Blue lines represent data sharing between the upper FPGAs or lower FPGAs in a shelf. The red lines represent data sharing between an upper and a lower FPGA, and the yellow lines represent inter-shelf data sharing.

- 8 boards (16 FTK $\eta$-$\phi$ towers) are assigned to each ATCA shelf (see Figure 51);
- The system consists of 64 FPGAs, 32 Data Formatter boards, and 4 ATCA shelves.

**Design Concept**  Figure 52 shows the design concept of the Data Formatter board. Fiber links from RODs are received on input FTK_IM mezzanine cards which perform hit clustering. Cluster centroids from the mezzanine card are fed into one FPGA on the Data Formatter board (yellow lines). The two FPGAs share data with each other (orange line), with other boards on the same shelf (pink line), and with other shelves (green line). Finally trigger tower data are sent downstream to the FTK core crates (blue line). The Rear Transition Module (RTM) is used to send the data downstream as well as to perform inter-crate data sharing.

The Data Formatter board is equipped with three types of internal data-sharing paths. The first is
Figure 52: Data Formatter design concept. Each DF board supports up to four FTK_IM mezzanine cards and two large FPGAs. The RTM board contains fiber optic transceivers for sending data downstream to the FTK core crates.

Figure 53: Three types of data sharing in the Data Formatter. (a) A local bus connects the two FPGAs on the board. (b) All FPGAs in the shelf are directly connected using the ATCA backplane fabric interface. (c) Inter-shelf data sharing uses RTM transceivers. These links are driven by serializers and deserializers implemented in the FPGAs.
a local bus that connects the FPGAs on the same Data Formatter board (Fig. 53(a)). The second is the fabric interface in the full-mesh ATCA backplane. All top FPGAs in the shelf are directly connected over high speed serial links in the backplane, as are all bottom FPGAs (Fig. 53(b)). The third path is for inter-shelf data sharing using fiber optic transceivers on the RTM (Fig. 53(c)). All FPGAs in the system are interconnected with the three types of data sharing links. The routing table is implemented in firmware and therefore is user defined and flexible.

**Board-Level Design Implementation** The block diagram of the Data Formatter board, nicknamed Pulsar IIa, is shown in Fig. 54. The FPGAs are the DF’s processing engines and are interfaced to the input mezzanine cards (through the FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) connectors), the ATCA full mesh backplane (through the Zone-2 connector), and the RTM fiber transceivers (through the Zone-3 connector). The FPGA high speed SERDES transceivers (GTX) connect to the ATCA backplane and RTM fiber transceivers (dark red lines). The two FPGAs on a DF also share data with each other over a high speed low voltage differential pair (LVDS) local bus (blue line).

Additional circuitry on the Data Formatter board is used for power distribution, slow control, and clock distribution. Each DF board has a microcontroller interfaced to the Zone-1 connector. It is used for ATCA Shelf management (through the IPMB bus) and slow controls (through 100BASE-T Ethernet). The prototype board is shown in Fig. 55.

**A Scalable and Flexible Architecture** The Data Formatter system described above supports up to 128 input mezzanine cards. Each mezzanine card supports up to four SFP+ optical transceivers for a total of 512 input links. This is significantly more than the total number of Pixel and SCT readout links used.
in the 2012 run (222 links). The number of links after LS1 will be 214 (128) from the pixels (SCT), including IBL. Note that 8 slots are used per ATCA shelf while the Data Formatter is designed to be able to use all 14 available slots. The extra six are available for future expansion.

RTM boards support up to eight QSFP+ and six SFP+ optical transceivers; half of the transceivers are directly connected to the top FPGA and the other half are directly connected to the bottom FPGA. Optical or copper serial transceiver modules may be installed in any SFP+ or QSFP+ location on the RTM. The Data Formatter sends data to Processor Unit AUX cards for the first stage tracking and Second Stage Board for the second stage tracking. The SFP+ and QSFP+ transceivers may also be used for extra board-to-board data transfers (e.g. inter-shelf links).

4.4.3 Bandwidth Requirement Estimation

Bandwidth requirements for the Data Formatter design were developed using ATLAS data. A software model of the data sharing was created so that data flow in the system could be simulated using actual data taken in 2012. These results were scaled and extrapolated to the target LHC operating conditions of $\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV, $\langle \mu \rangle = 70.0$, and 25 ns bunch spacing. The reduction in data volume due to hit clustering was also included in the estimation. Under these conditions the Data Formatter design was found to meet bandwidth requirements for all internal data links. Table 4 shows the estimated bandwidth for output links sending data downstream and internal links sharing data in the DF system. The capacity is significantly larger than needed. The link merging points within the DF also have capacity much greater than required for $3 \times 10^{34}$ operation.

The full-mesh ATCA backplane makes possible many equivalent alternate paths among FPGAs, allowing further optimization of the routing algorithm and improvement in the bandwidth use in the system. The current data-driven estimate does not include the IBL, which will be added in the future after final decisions are made for the IBL module-to-fiber mapping.
Table 4: Summary of the expected bandwidth requirements (in Gb/s) and the preliminary system bandwidth capacity (in Gb/s) in the DF system. The maximum capacities shown are given for the less expensive of the two chips being considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BW Required</th>
<th>Maximum Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Bus</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Crate</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Processor Unit AUX

Pattern recognition and first stage track fitting are done in the Processor Units (PU) in the core crates. Each PU consists of an Associative Memory VME card (AMB) with a large auxiliary board (AUX) behind it. The AMB is described in section 4.6.

4.5.1 AUX functionality

The AUX receives hits from the Data Formatters for the 8 silicon layers used in the first stage of track reconstruction. It stores the hits in the Data Organizer (DO), a smart database built on the fly that allows rapid retrieval of hits in a road, and sends the hits to the AMB with coarser resolution appropriate to pattern recognition (Super-Strip or SS). When the AMB finds a road with hits on at least 7 of the 8 layers, the road number is sent to the AUX which then retrieves all of the hits in the road. Rapid hit retrieval is possible because hits are stored in the Data Organizer by SS address, and a road consists of a single Super-Strip in each layer. The hits, the road number, and the sector number are transferred to the track fitter (TF).

The Track Fitter calculates the $\chi^2$ for each combination of one hit per layer in the road (Nominal fit) using linear constants stored by sector number. The same constants are used when there are hits in only 7 of the 8 layers (Majority fit) by calculating the hit location in the missing layer that would minimize the overall $\chi^2$. Any combination with $\chi^2 < \chi^2_{\text{cut}}$ is sent out of the TF. If a combination with hits on all 8 layers has a $\chi^2$ above $\chi^2_{\text{cut}}$ but below $\chi^2_{\text{high}}$, that track candidate is refit 8 times with one hit dropped each time in order to allow for detector inefficiency and picking up a random hit (Recovery fit). If a refit satisfies the goodness of fit requirement, it is accepted.

The tracks forwarded from the Track Fitter go to the Hit Warrior (HW) function for duplicate track removal. If two tracks in the same road share more than a programmable number of hits, only the higher quality track is kept. The quality is defined based on the $\chi^2$ and how many pixel and SCT layers have a hit. Tracks exiting the HW are forwarded to the Second Stage Board where hits on the other 4 detector layers are added.

A functional diagram of the AUX is shown in Fig. 56. The hits from the Data Formatters enter through two QSFP+ connectors with one silicon layer per fiber. Within the Input FPGAs, the superstrip number for each hit is generated and sent through the VME P3 connector to the Associative Memory Board. The Super-Strip number and the full-resolution hit coordinates are sent to the 4 Processor FPGAs, each of which contains a Data Organizer and Track Fitter to handle a quarter of the Associative Memory Board (one LAMB mezzanine card). Pattern addresses for roads containing at least 7 hit layers are sent back from the AMB through the P3 connector. They are received by the processor chips which extract the hits on the road and carry out the fits. The tracks that pass a $\chi^2$ cut are sent to one of the input FPGAs where the duplicate track removal is done, and the remaining tracks are sent to the Second Stage Board through an SFP+ fiber connector. The top-side assembly drawing of the AUX is shown in Fig. 57.
Figure 56: Functional diagram of the AUX card showing the data flow on the board.
Figure 57: Top-side assembly drawing of the AUX card. The four Processor FPGAs are in red and the Input FPGAs are in dark blue. The VME connectors are in yellow, the QSFP+ connectors that receive the hits from the Data Formatters are in green, and the SFP+ connector that sends data to the Second Stage Board is in light blue. The external memory used by each Processor FPGA is in light purple.
Table 5: Mean number of hits sent to an AUX card in a barrel or endcap tower for \(WH\) events with a mean of 69 pileup events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>barrel</th>
<th>endcap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 0</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 1</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 2</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT 0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT 1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT 2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT 3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT 4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 Data rates

A sample of simulated \(WH\) events with an average pile-up of 69 was used to estimate the number of hits that will be sent from the Data Formatters to an AUX card. The numbers in table 5 include the overlap regions across towers. A QSFP+ fiber has a maximum data rate of 6 Gb/s. With 32 bits per word and a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate, 1500 hits per event could be transferred for each silicon layer. This provides significant margin over the numbers in Table 5. The 2 Gb/s serial links carrying the Super-Strip for each hit from the input FPGAs to the Associative Memory Board have similar margin; the 16-bit words are carried on 2 links per pixel layer and 1 link per SCT layer.

The 69 pile-up \(WH\) sample was also used to estimate the number of roads that will be sent from the Associative Memory Board back to the AUX for track fitting (see Tables 2 and 1). The number of roads processed by an AUX is half of the numbers given in the tables since there are two Processor Units per \(\eta - \phi\) tower. There are 32 2-Gb/s serial links per tower (16/PU \(\times\) 2 PUs/tower) each capable of carrying 500 32-bit words per event. This provides adequate data flow margin. Future studies will optimize the rapidity boundary between the barrel and endcap regions and the use of variable resolution to better equalize the numbers of roads in the two regions.

The number of good tracks coming out of an AUX card for a mean pileup of 69 is approximately 50 per event. Ten words will be sent per track: the 8 hits, the road number, and a word containing the sector number and the HitMap which indicates which layers had hits. At a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate, this corresponds to 50M 32-bit words/s, which can be accommodated with a single 6 Gb/s SFP+ fiber from the AUX.

4.5.3 Input FPGAs

For each silicon hit received from a Data Formatter, the Input FPGA looks up the Super-Strip address using the SSMAP memories. The SS address is needed both for pattern recognition in the Associative Memory Board and for the location in the Data Organizer where the hit will be stored. There is a separate SSMAP for each layer to take advantage of the parallel input of the layer-by-layer data from the Data Formatters. Because each module in a given detector is identical, the local hit position in the module is converted into a local SS ID. The tower SS address is obtained by adding the local SS ID to the SS offset for that module.

Input FPGA 1 handles the pixel layers and one SCT layer, while Input FPGA 2 handles the other SCT layers. Since the hit position is the address into the SSMAP, larger memory is needed for a pixel layer than an SCT layer since a pixel hit position is specified by two coordinates. As a result, the total memory needed for the SSMAP is 6 Mb in Input FPGA 1 and less than 1 Mb in Input FPGA 2, both
of which are much less than the 20 Mb internal memory available in the Altera Aria V FPGAs that are being used.

The Input FPGAs send the Super-Strip IDs to the AMB on 12 serial links, one for each SCT layer and 2 per pixel layer. An additional 12 serial links will carry the hit data from the Input FPGAs to the Data Organizers in the Processor FPGAs, again one link per SCT layer and 2 per pixel layer. Now however, each link has to carry both the SS ID (16 bits) and the hit word (32 bits for a pixel hit, 16 bits for a SCT hit). Here again there is significant margin since these links are designed for 6 Gb/s transmission. To simplify the work of the DO for the pixel layers as described below, the data from the Input FPGA to the DO are split between the two links based on the SS ID.

The data from the Input FPGAs go only to the nearest Processor FPGA. The data is then rapidly sent to the other Processor FPGAs in a daisy chain manner using Altera’s Reverse Serial Loop-back connection in the FPGA transceivers.

Input FPGA 2 also implements the Hit Warrior function as described below.

4.5.4 Data Organizer

The Data Organizer stores the detector hits in a smart database that allows rapid extraction of all hits within a road. The database is filled with the hits that are received from the Data Formatters at the beginning of each event. Hits are stored according to Super-Strip number so that when a road address is received from the Associative Memory Board, all hits in each detector layer associated with the Super-Strip in the road can be quickly transferred to the Track Fitter. The DO processes the data from the 8 silicon layers in parallel so that it can handle the expected average input rates of 1 hit per layer per 25 ns and 1 road per 10 ns, based on the numbers in Tables 2, 1, and 5. The DO firmware can process a hit every 5 ns and a road every 5-7 ns depending on the pattern bank configuration.

The DO has two states, WRITE and READ. The firmware is duplicated within each processor, with one DO in WRITE mode on event \( n \) and the other in READ mode on event \( (n-1) \). In WRITE mode, hits received from the Data Formatters are written into the DO. In READ mode, hits are extracted for each road address sent by the Associative Memory Board. When WRITE mode is finished, the state is switched to READ mode for the same event. When READ mode is finished, the state is switched to WRITE mode for a new event. The READ and WRITE modes form a two step pipeline for each event.

**WRITE MODE:** Hits are received on the 12 serial links from the Input FPGAs, 1 link per SCT layer and 2 links per pixel layer. Each pixel hit consists of a 16-bit Super-Strip number and a 32-bit hit word. For SCT hits, the 16-bit SS number and the 16-bit hit information are packed into a single 32-bit word. The hits within a single SS are sent consecutively to the DO from the Data Formatter.

The DO uses three sets of on-chip memory for each detector layer: the Hit List Memory (HLM), the Hit List Pointer (HLP), and the Hit Count Memory (HCM). The HLM sequentially stores each hit received from the DF. The HLP stores the HLM address of the first hit stored for each SS. The HCM stores the number of hits in each SS.

A potentially serious problem is how to reset all of the HCM locations at the beginning of a new event to ensure that stale hits from a previous event won’t be used. There are so many SSs that it is time prohibitive to physically reset all of these memory locations. However the problem is avoided because the Data Formatter sends all of the hits in a Super-Strip to the AUX consecutively. When the DO sees a new SS address, it knows this is the first hit in that SS and resets that one HCM location. This scheme does not reset the HCM for those SSs without a hit in the current event. That is not a problem since no road coming out of the AMB will request hits in those SSs.

\(^9\)For pattern recognition using 3 pixel layers and 5 SCT layers, 11 of the serial links are used. All 12 are utilized for a 4 pixel, 4 SCT configuration.
The use of variable resolution patterns complicates this simple picture. The width of a superstrip in any layer can be different for different patterns. Some patterns will use the narrowest Super-Strip, others will use 2, 4, or 8 times that width. To solve this, the HCM is divided into 8 memory banks each 2k deep. The depth is the maximum number of the widest Super-Strips (Widest-SS), and the 8 banks for a given address hold the hit counts for the 8 narrowest SSs within the Widest-SS. There are 2k 1-bit registers that specify whether a Widest-SS HCM has been reset during the current event (collectively called the Data Count Reset or DCR). Those 2k bits are all set to 0 at the beginning of an event. When a hit arrives from a Data Formatter, the DCR bit for that Widest-SS is checked. If it is 0, signifying that the Widest-SS has not been zeroed, the count in the 8 HCM banks for that Widest-SS address is zeroed and the DCR bit is set to 1. If the DCR bit had previously been set to 1, then nothing is done. The hit is then processed, inserting it into the HLM, incrementing the HCM, and storing the HLM address in the HLP if this is the first hit for that narrow SS.

The pixel layers provide an additional challenge since data for each layer is arriving on two serial links. These links can be handled in parallel by having the layer’s HLM split into 2 independent memories, one storing hits whose Widest-SS address is even and the other storing hits whose Widest-SS address is odd. The HLP and HCM memories are similarly split.

For each pixel (SCT) layer, the HLM contains up to 1k 32-bit (16-bit) hits, with the depth being $>6\sigma$ above the mean number of hits at $3 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$. With WH simulation we have verified that the hit distribution for a tower follows a Gaussian distribution. If an event would overfill the HLM, an error bit is set. The HLP is a memory of 10-bit words 16k deep, the maximum number of superstrips in a tower. The pixel (SCT) HCM consists of 8 banks of 2k words each 5 (3) bits wide. These memories are needed for each of the two Data Organizers in a Processor FPGA. When implemented in the chip, the total memory used is 7 Mb out of the 24 Mb available in the Altera Aria V chosen for the Processor FPGAs.

**READ MODE:** Matched roads are sent from the Associative Memory Board to each Data Organizer on 4 serial links. The 32-bit word contains the road address and an 8-bit Hit Map that tells the DO which layers in the road contain hits. In order to retrieve the hits from the HLM, the Super-Strip for each layer must be obtained. The AM_Map provides this information. For each of the 2M road addresses covered by a Processor FPGA, the AM_Map contains a wide 144-bit word. There are 16 bits for each of the 8 layers, which includes the 14-bit SS address and 2 bits for the width of the SS for that pattern (the variable resolution feature). In addition there is a 16-bit sector number that is needed by the Track Fitter. The total memory for the 2 Data Organizers in an FPGA is 576 Mb, which is external to the FPGA. The memory chips are 16M×36 bits organized in 8 banks. The maximum speed is 533 MHz, while we run it at 400 MHz which gives a 1.25 ns read time per word. With a burst length of 4, the 144-bit wide word is read every 5 ns.

The Super-Strips for the 8 layers are then processed in parallel. The narrow SSs specified by the SS widths for that road are looped over, and for each the hits are extracted from the HLM starting at the address found in the HLP, with the number of hits specified in the HCM. The hits along with the road number, the Hit_Map, and the sector number are stored in FIFOs for access by the Track Fitter. Since each detector layer is operating in parallel, there is a FIFO per layer. Each word is 32 bits wide, and our baseline design has 2000-word deep FIFOs.

### 4.5.5 Track Fitter

Track candidates are fit using a linear calculation in place of a helical fit [30]. For a region of the detector sufficiently small, the linear approximation gives helix parameter and $\chi^2$ resolutions close to those of a full helical fit (see section 3.1). The region we use is a sector, consisting of a physical silicon module in
Table 6: Summary of the number of products required in the Track Fitter for fits with hits in all layers (Nominal), Majority fits with one missing Pixel layer (Pixel), Majority fits with one missing SCT layer (SCT), and recovery fits (Recovery). The scalar product counts are separated based on the size of the array, and the stage of the fit calculation. A “-” is used when a calculation is not required by the fit. Each multiplication uses 1 DSP on the Arria V chip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit type</th>
<th>χ²-components</th>
<th>Pixel guess</th>
<th>SCT guess</th>
<th>Squaring</th>
<th>Total multiplications</th>
<th>DSPs used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>6(12)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>1(6)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel</td>
<td>6(12)</td>
<td>2(6) + 8(2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1(6)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT</td>
<td>6(12)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1(6) + 7(1)</td>
<td>1(6)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>SCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6(6) + 24(2)</td>
<td>5(6) + 35(1)</td>
<td>8(6)</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

each layer. In the first-stage fit, there are 8 layers with 11 measured coordinates when there are hits on all layers (3 pixel layers each provide two coordinates). Since there are 5 helix parameters, the fit has 6 degrees of freedom each of which gives a function of the coordinates that should equal zero. The χ² is the sum of the squares of those functions:

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{11} S_{ij}x_j + h_i \right)^2$$

where $S_{ij}$ and $h_i$ are precalculated constants for that sector (see section 5.2) and $x_j$ are the hit coordinates.

To decide which tracks to pass to the second stage, the first stage only calculates the χ², not the helix parameters. In the second stage, when all 12 silicon layers are used, the χ² and the 5 helix parameters are determined. The helix parameters ($\tilde{p}_i$) are also estimated with a linear calculation:

$$\tilde{p}_i = \sum_{l=1}^{N} C_{il}x_l + q_i$$

where $C_{il}$ and $q_i$ are constants and $x_l$ are the $N$ hit coordinates.

To avoid a large penalty for detector inefficiency, we allow one layer to not have a hit (Majority Fit). In that case, we can still use the same set of constants to calculate χ² provided that we have an estimate of where the hit in the empty layer would have been. The missing hit coordinate can be estimated using a linear function of the other hit coordinates. (This equation comes from minimizing the χ² over the position of the hit in the empty layer.) If the missing layer is in the SCT, we estimate one coordinate. If the missing layer is in the pixel detector, we estimate two coordinates.

As noted above, there are different types of fits: (a) a Nominal 8-layer fit that can be followed by Recovery fits if the χ² cut fails, (b) a Majority fit in which the missing hit is in a pixel layer, and (c) a Majority fit in which the missing hit is in a SCT layer. The fractions of the different kinds of fits needed were determined from simulation, with results that were rather insensitive to the parent monte carlo sample. As a result we have 1 full/recovery fitter, 3 pixel-Majority fitters, and 5 SCT-Majority fitters, with 9 fits done in parallel in order to reach the design goal of 1 fit per ns in each FPGA, as shown in the functional diagram in Fig. 58.

The Altera Aria V FPGA has 1156 DSPs of which we use 1000. The number of DSPs in a fitter varies with the type of fit being done (see Table 6). The scalar products are done using N multipliers where N is the array length, followed by a parallel adder for summing the products. So a 12-dimensional scalar multiplication uses 12 DSP multipliers and one parallel adder with 12 inputs.

A road enters the Track Fitter in the Road Organizer which determines which kind of fit is to be done and then puts the road information into the appropriate road FIFO. Based on the road’s sector number,
The task of the Hit Warrior is to remove duplicate tracks. It is run in both the first and second stages. In the first stage, only tracks within the same road are compared. If a track shares more than a predetermined number of hits with a previously stored track in that road, the track with the higher quality factor is retained. The quality factor depends on the $\chi^2$ and the number of pixel and SCT layers with hits. After all the tracks in a road have been processed, those tracks remaining are transferred to the Second Stage Board.

The Hit Warrior implementation is described in section 4.7.4.

**4.5.6 First Stage Hit Warrior**

A set of constants occupying 2.4 kb is fetched in parallel in a single clock cycle. The Combiner then prepares the hit combinations to be fit, one hit per layer. The Hit Extractor converts the hits into the format needed in the DSP and pairs a hit with the constant by which it is to be multiplied. The linear fit calculation is then executed in a pipeline and tracks passing the $\chi^2$ cut are pushed into the Track FIFO. Simulation at high luminosity shows that this restriction has negligible effect on tracking efficiency.

When the memory needed for the constants is 6.2 Mb, the total memory used by the TF is 7.8 Mb. When added to the 7 Mb used by the DO, a total of about 15 Mb is needed out of the 24 Mb in the Altera Aria V. This leaves substantial memory for FIFOs and Spy Buffers.

**4.5.7 Second Stage Hit Warrior**

The Hit Warrior implementation is described in section 4.7.4.

**Figure 38:** Functional diagram for the track fitter in an FPGA.
4.5.7 Wild-Card Processing

In order to retain good efficiency for tracks passing through a silicon module that is disabled for a significant period of time, the Associative Memory Board has the ability to apply the Wild-Card option. For purposes of pattern recognition, all superstrips in the dead module are treated as if they contain a hit. The Hit Map for matched roads passing through that module will have that layer set to 1, as for a real hit.

The operation of both the Data Formatter and Track Fitter is altered for roads with a Wild-Card. This is accomplished by modifying the DO’s AM_Map for that road and the TF’s fit constants for that sector. For the former, the superstrip number for the layer with the Wild-Card will be set to a value that tells the DO not to fetch a hit from the HLM. The DO will then change the Hit_Map bit for that layer to 0 so the TF knows there is no hit to be fetched from its input FIFO. For the latter, the fit constants will be those needed for a track missing a hit in the wild-card layer. The $\chi^2$ cut in the TF will be appropriate to one fewer degree of freedom. Since the wildcard implementation requires modifying the pattern stored in the Associative Memory Board and the pattern and fit constants stored on the AUX, it is only foreseen to be used for semi-permanently disabled modules.

4.6 Associative Memory System

The associative memory system carries out pattern recognition at the high silicon detector readout rate by comparing hits at reduced resolution with a very large number of prestored patterns nearly simultaneously. The AM system consists of the Associative Memory chip (AMchip), an ASIC designed and optimized for this particular application, and two types of boards, a VME board (AMB) on which are mounted local associative memory boards (LAMB), a mezzanine that holds the AMchips. Both the AM chip and the boards have a long development history described in the FTK Technical Proposal. We report here only on the latest version, AMBFTK, LAMBFTK and AMchip04, developed specifically for the FTK project. We also describe their future evolution that includes an AMchip containing 128k patterns.

4.6.1 The AMBFTK

The AMBFTK [31] is a 9U VME board on which 4 LAMBFTKs are mounted. Figure 59 shows the AMBFTK layout, highlighting one of the LAMBs (in yellow). A network of high speed serial links characterizes the bus distribution on the AMBFTK: 12 input serial links (in red) that carry the silicon hits from the P3 connector to the LAMBs, and 16 output serial links (each blue arrow represents 4 links) that carry the road numbers from the LAMBs to P3. These buses are connected to the AUX card through a high frequency ERNI P3 connector. A custom board profile was studied and simulated at the CAD station to guarantee a perfect board-to-board closure of the P3 connector without backplane support in that region. The data rate is up to 2 Gb/s on each serial link. Thus the AMBFTK has to handle a challenging data traffic rate: a huge number of silicon hits must be distributed at high rate with very large fan-out to all patterns ( 8 million patterns will be located on 128 AMchips on a single AMBFTK) and a similarly large number of roads must be collected and sent back to the AUX.

The motherboard has flexible control logic placed inside a group of FPGA chips visible in the figure. They are Xilinx Spartan6 FPGAs which have Low-Power Gigabit Transceivers (GTP). Ultra-fast data transmission requires specialized, dedicated on-chip circuitry and differential I/O capable of coping with the signal integrity issues present at these high data rates. Spartan-6 LXT devices have two 8-gigabit transceiver circuits. The incoming hits are received by the GTPs in the two input FPGAs (red boxes) and saved in large derandomizing FIFOs that are 4k words deep per link. Outgoing road IDs from the LAMBs (4 links/LAMB) are sent to the FPGAs (in the blue boxes) near the P3 connector. The FPGA inside the grey box is the Control chip. It is connected to all of the FPGAs in the AMBFTK to control
event processing and handle error conditions.

4.6.2 The LAMBFTK mezzanine

The LAMBFTK and the AMBFTK communicate through an SMD connector placed in the center of the LAMB (inside the yellow central rectangle in Fig. 60, corresponding to the 4 green boxes in Fig. 59A). Each LAMB contains 32 AMchips, 16 on each side of the board, as in previous designs. However, the AM chips are new, AMchip04 [32]. They are 65 nm standard cell devices except for groups of 64 patterns each of which is a single custom cell designed to maximize the pattern density and minimize power consumption. They are in thin LQ208 packages (1.4 mm thick) and contain the stored patterns along with the readout logic. They have a core voltage of 1.2 V and an I/O voltage of 3.3 V. A large current (up to 25 A per LAMB) is provided through the two connectors in the yellow boxes at the bottom of Fig. 60 to support the 1.2 volts. The 3.3 V current is provided by the mezzanine central SMD connector. The 32 AM chips in each LAMB are connected as eight 4-chip pipelines (4 on the top side and 4 on the bottom side of the mezzanine). Each AM chip receives an input road bus from its upstream chip (in Fig. 60 the green arrows show the direction of the road flow) which it multiplexes with its internally matched roads onto a single output bus to its downstream chip. The roads flow down the 8 pipelines and are collected and merged into 4 streams by the two GLUE chips shown on the bottom of the LAMB inside green boxes. The GLUE chips are Spartan6 FPGAs containing high-speed GTP serial links that are used to transfer roads to the motherboard through the SMD connector.

The hits for each event, organized into 8 buses, 1 for each of the 8 detector layers, arrive at the LAMBFTKs from the AMBFTK through the SMD connector and are fed partially in parallel, partially serially. They are distributed to the 32 AMchips with a four-fold fan-out to distributor chips through the Input Distributor (INDI) chips shown in the red (Spartan6 FPGAs) and blue (Xilinx CPLDs) boxes. The mixed nature of this data transfer (half serial buses, half parallel) is due to the AMchip04 not having serial I/O. Serial transmission is preferred, but AMchip04 requires a translation from serial to parallel of each input bus before distribution of the data to the AM bank. This translation would have required too
Figure 60: The LAMBFTK board showing the dataflow into and out of the board as described in section 4.6.2.

much space if applied to all 8 buses. (See section 4.6.5 for the upcoming change to all-serial data flow.)

The 4 buses that are distributed serially by the AMBFTK are received by the GTPs in the Spartan FPGAs, while the CPLDs receive the parallel buses. The CPLDs are located in the center of the board; the left column distributes the 4 buses to the left half of the board (see blue arrows), while the right column distributes the same buses to the right. There are also multiple Spartan chips, one set placed at the top and one at the bottom of the LAMBFTK, and they distribute their output to the bottom or top half of the board. The red arrows show how each bus is split four ways and distributed by the Spartan FPGAs while the blue arrows show the bus distribution by a pair of CPLDs.

**Event Processing:** When the Control chip starts to process an event, hits are popped in parallel from all the hit input FIFOs and are simultaneously sent to the four LAMBs. An End Event (EE) word, which includes the event tag, separates hits belonging to different events. The data in different streams have to be synchronized to guarantee that hits from the same event are being processed by the AM patterns. The input FPGAs contain deep FIFOs for this purpose, one for each serial link. If occasionally a FIFO becomes Almost Full, a HOLD signal is sent to the upstream board, which suspends data flow until more FIFO locations become available. The Almost Full threshold is set to give the upstream board enough time to react. The 12 Holds for the input serial links are sent back to the AUX through the P2 connector. Holds are also sent by the AUX to the AMBFTK to stop sending roads if an AUX FIFO receiving one of the road links becomes Almost Full.

AMchip04 is able to process two events using a two step pipeline: (1) hit loading, and (2) pattern matching and readout. While hits from one event (event \( N \)) are being downloaded into the LAMBs, locally matched roads from the previous event (event \((N - 1)\)) are being collected from the LAMBs and sent to the AUX. When the EE word is received on a hit stream, no more words are popped from the relevant FIFO until the EE word containing the same event tag is received on all 12 hit streams. At that time, event \( N \) is fully loaded into the AM chips. Once the LAMBs have sent the last of the roads for event \((N - 1)\) to the AUX, including the 16 EE words on all the 16 road serial links, event \((N - 1)\) is considered fully processed. At that time, the Control chip sends INIT to push events forward in the pipeline: event \((N - 1)\) is deleted by the AMBFTK since it is fully processed, the hit information for event \( N \) is copied.
into the pattern matching and readout part of the AMchip, the hit portion of the pattern bank is reset for a new event, and the read-out of the roads from event \( N \) starts to complete the processing of event \( N \). Finally, the hits from a new event, \((N + 1)\), are popped out of the input FIFOs and sent to the AM chips.

### 4.6.3 The AM chip

The architecture, technology, and prototype design of the new AM chip, AMchip06, maximize pattern density, minimize power consumption and improve functionality with respect to previous versions.

A full custom cell is the most important design change for the new ASIC AM chip. It includes all the hardware necessary for the elementary functions of a single pattern layer: SRAM bits, comparators, and a final latch to store the match. In the previous AM chip, AMchip03, these functions were implemented with a set of standard cells, unavoidably occupying more silicon area. We get a reduction of more than a factor two in the area required for a single pattern layer. Since the bank patterns occupies roughly 70% of the full AM chip (50% for the 14 mm\(^2\) prototype), the new design provides a factor of 2 more patterns per chip.

The global readout and control logic is implemented with standard cells to minimize the development time. The density gain of the new full-custom cell combined with the gain due to scaling from 180 nm technology to 65 nm produces an estimated global increment in the number of patterns of a factor of 15. We can also expand the silicon area, since the package we plan to use can house a 16 mm \( \times \) 16 mm chip, while the AMchip03 was just 10 mm \( \times \) 10 mm. Considering that for ATLAS we need 8-layer patterns, while in CDF we used 6 layers, the final gain can be as large as a factor of 28. For the goal of 128 \( \times \) 10\(^3\) patterns per chip, a die of 14 mm \( \times \) 14 mm would be sufficient.

The full custom cell also offers the opportunity to implement important new strategies to reduce the power consumption of the chip. This is a crucial issue because the pattern density growth will eventually be limited by power consumption. The clock cycle is limited to \( \geq 10 \) ns by the board complexity: each hit found in the detector has to be distributed to 128 AM chips per board, with a very high fan-out factor. However inside the 65 nm chip the 10 ns clock cycle is conservative. This clock period is used to ease the distribution of the data through the chip. In addition we can reduce the speed of the match operation in exchange for reduced power consumption. So we perform the pattern comparison using a “pre-match” technique that first compares the 4 least significant bits of each layer word, then after a successful pre-match the remaining bits are compared. The “pre-match” technique can save up to 80% in power consumption. The overall power consumption is slightly larger than in the old device, despite the large jump in pattern density and the higher operating frequency. Power consumption is another reason to limit the maximum operating frequency to 100 MHz.

The features of the new AMchip, and in particular the performance of the full-custom cell, have been evaluated in order to validate our expectations and to gain experience for further improvement of the associative memory technology. For these purposes we designed a MPW (Multi Project Wafer) prototype of the new AM chip with 65 nm technology. The main goal was to verify that the full-custom associative memory cell works properly and to verify the expected gains in pattern density and power usage. The AMchip04 MPW prototype uses a reduced silicon area of 14 mm\(^2\) and is designed to store 8192 patterns, with an estimated core power consumption of 70 mW from the custom cells. The power consumption is the most difficult parameter to predict. The expected values for the custom cell were validated by measurements with the real device (see the next section). The remaining logic of the AMchip04 is implemented with standard cells and is very similar to the AMchip03 logic. The main change is that the new chip will perform pattern recognition with 8 layers instead of 6 or 12. The tests of AMchip04 show a power consumption of approximately 230 mW for the core logic that includes the full-custom pattern cells, the bitline switching and the standard cell logic contributions.

Table 7 compares the performance of AMchip03 with the expected performance of a full AMchip06 extrapolated from the current MPW AMchip04 design. AMchip05 is a small area, low cost MPW,
functionally equivalent to AMchip06, the only difference being the small pattern bank (only 4k patterns). It will be used in early testing of the AMBSLP and LAMBSLP boards (see section 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>AMchip03</th>
<th>AMchip04</th>
<th>AMchip06</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock freq.</td>
<td>180 nm</td>
<td>65 nm</td>
<td>65 nm</td>
<td>×8 pattern density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die size</td>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>faster, higher power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core voltage</td>
<td>10 × 10 mm²</td>
<td>14 mm²</td>
<td>12 × 12 mm²</td>
<td>×1.5 increased area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core power</td>
<td>1.8 V</td>
<td>1.2 V</td>
<td>1.2 V</td>
<td>lower power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective precharge</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>~ 80% power saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full custom</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>×2 pattern density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layers</td>
<td>6 (or 12)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 pattern density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns/chip</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>128k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits/layer</td>
<td>up to 18</td>
<td>up to 15</td>
<td>up to 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternary bits/layer</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3 to 6</td>
<td>3 to 6</td>
<td>better S/N (see text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: AMchip parameters for the previous and new designs. The 3.6 W core power for AMchip06 is for 128k patterns. For a 64k-pattern chip, the core power would be 1.8 W.

The AMchip working principle: The AMchip is based on an array of CAM cells (Fig. 61). Columns are used to distribute the hit information over vertical buses called search bit lines (or just bitlines), whereas rows are used for the write lines (the signals that enable the write operation) and for the match lines (the signal that identifies a match). Each bitline bus consists of 36 lines: the 18 bits in a hit and the 18 corresponding inverted bits. Each row in the array corresponds to one pattern. A row is organized in sub-blocks of 18 CAM cells that we call a layer block. Each layer block stores the course resolution hit position in that layer for a pre-calculated track trajectory. A pattern is composed of 8 layer blocks, so it can identify a track crossing up to 8 detector layers. Each pattern contains the logic necessary to compare the stored position with actual hit position for each hit in one event. A pattern matches when all, or almost all, of the layers match hits in the input data for one event.

The event hit positions are received over 8 input buses of 15 bits each. This limits the maximum number of positions to 32,000 for each layer. This might seem a strict limit, however since different AM chips (or different groups of AM chips) can independently process data from different parts of the detector, 15 bits are enough to reach a granularity below 10 SCT strips or an area of 12×18 pixels, respectively, along the rφ and z directions. The choice of 15 bits was based on the performance needs for FTK. The positions stored in each layer block are encoded in the following way. Of the 18 CAM cells each storing one bit, 12 are used to store the 12 most significant bits of the word, while the other 6 are arranged in 3 pairs and used as ternary cells storing either 0, 1 or X values. The X value means “don’t care”, so the hit present on the hit bus will match the stored word regardless of the values of the bits set to X. The use of the “don’t care” (DC) feature, as in ternary CAMs, allows us to have variable size patterns [26]. Normally the least significant bit of each layer corresponds to a fixed area on the detector (e.g., 20 consecutive SCT strips). This area is the width of the matching window implemented by one pattern. When a bit is set to the DC value, the effective pattern size for that bit is doubled because it will match two numbers. With 3 DC bits, we can enlarge the coincidence window up to a factor of 8 for each pattern and for each layer independently. In this way patterns can be tailored to maximize the acceptance for valid tracks, while reducing the probability of matching spurious hit combinations. In other words each pattern has a better signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, AM patterns are employed in a smarter and

10In AMchip04, the total number of bits used to encode a hit can be reduced from 15 to 12 while increasing the number of ternary cells from 3 to 6. Intermediate steps with 4 or 5 ternary cells are also possible.
more efficient way. Patterns using only two ternary cells per layer are as effective as an increase by a factor 3 to 5 in the number of patterns without ternary cells [26]. This gain required an increase in chip area of just 3 CAM cells per layer which corresponds to 17% of the layer or 1 mm² total area. This is a very important improvement in associative memory technology.

Input data in the columns are compared in parallel with the data stored inside the layer blocks. If a layer block matches all 18 bits (accounting for DC bits in ternary cells), a Set-Reset Flip-Flop (SR-FF) is set to the high logic value. As we can see in Fig. 61, the majority block counts the number of SR-FFs set to 1. If this number is equal to 6, 7 or 8, the data are transferred to the AM readout block which is able to generate the address of the matched pattern by using a priority list. This block is based on a modified Fischer tree [33]. It is worth repeating that the majority block identifies not only matches of all layers, but also partial matching in which one or two layers for a given pattern are not hit\(^\text{11}\).

A detailed description of the chip design is given in Appendix I.

### 4.6.4 Test of the integrated AM system

**AMchip04 Test Results:** The first prototype of AMchip04, which had an excellent yield above 80%, was tested and it is fully functional. Figure 62(a) shows the test setup. A Xilinx demo board ML605 was used as a pattern generator with the Virtex FPGA configured as a MicroBlaze RISC processor using the Linux operating system. The first tests were executed using an Agilent 16902B Logic Analysis System as the output analyzer. The test was performed by storing 8000 different patterns and by applying a sequence of 4000 different matching patterns at the input. This corresponds to the worst case condition when every input pattern matches. We observed excellent agreement between simulated and measured parameters. A small portion of the output is shown in Fig. 62(b). The prototype output data match the simulated data even at 100 MHz. More extensive tests were executed using the Xilinx demo board as the pattern generator and logic analyzer.

The power consumption was measured at frequencies from 15-100 MHz and is linear (see Fig. 63). We studied in detail the 50 MHz point and measured the various contributions to the ~ 100 mA total. Roughly 25 mA are drawn if no hits are distributed (mainly clock distribution), while the standard cell

\(^{11}\)Our current plan is to only process roads in which all layers or all except one have a hit.
Figure 62: Test of the AMchip04 prototype: (a) test-bed, (b) results

Figure 63: Total measured current (mA) in an intensive test as a function of frequency (MHz).

The first AMBFTK prototype and its mezzanine were tested before soldering in AMchip04 prototypes (see Fig. 64). This was an important test since the two boards have a very large network of serial-links. For testing these connections, sequences of hits were downloaded through VME into the AMBFTK input FIFOs. When the FIFOs were full, their outputs were enabled and the data were sent at 2 Gb/s to the LAMB on the long serial links. The Spartan receivers in the LAMB knew the sequence and incremented an error counter if an input word was not as expected. We ran the test for ~70 hours with no error on any serial link on the board, including those crossing the SMD LAMB connector. After the board tests, a few AMchip04s were mounted on the LAMB. To test the complete system, we sent fake hits compatible with the downloaded pattern bank, read the output roads from the AMchip output FIFOs, and compared them with the expectation from simulation. Again the system worked correctly at 100 MHz, as expected.

AMBFTK and LAMBFTK Test Results: The first AMBFTK prototype and its mezzanine were tested before soldering in AMchip04 prototypes (see Fig. 64). This was an important test since the two boards have a very large network of serial-links. For testing these connections, sequences of hits were downloaded through VME into the AMBFTK input FIFOs. When the FIFOs were full, their outputs were enabled and the data were sent at 2 Gb/s to the LAMB on the long serial links. The Spartan receivers in the LAMB knew the sequence and incremented an error counter if an input word was not as expected. We ran the test for ~70 hours with no error on any serial link on the board, including those crossing the SMD LAMB connector. After the board tests, a few AMchip04s were mounted on the LAMB. To test the complete system, we sent fake hits compatible with the downloaded pattern bank, read the output roads from the AMchip output FIFOs, and compared them with the expectation from simulation. Again the system worked correctly at 100 MHz, as expected.

4.6.5 The evolution of the full FTK AM system

The power consumption of the chip requires us to provide a large number of VDD and GND pins. Already with the current small area chip (14 mm²), we are using all of the available pads on the LQ208
package. Increasing the chip area requires a change to a BGA package. Even so, the complexity of the LAMBFTK makes it extremely difficult to add a lot of additional VDD and GND pads and vias with the existing board design.

These problems led us to a different strategy for the processing unit, based totally on serial link communications, the Serial Link Processor (SLP). We are designing new boards, the AMBSLP and the LAMBSLP. The main differences between the system we have now (AMBFTK and LAMBFTK) and the new SLP are as follows.

- We bought an IP from Silicon Creations to provide serialized I/O buses inside the AMchip. The Silicon Creations Multirate SerDes (Serializer/Deserializer) macro includes all high-speed analog functions for a single channel (or multi-channel) serializer and deserializer and is optimized for low power operation at data rates from 584 Mb/s to 2.4 Gb/s. Alternative 10b and 40b input and output data paths simplify the design of link layers created from RTL using regular standard cells and regular synthesis, placement, and routing. AMchip05 will have 8 serialized Hit inputs and one output serialized Road address bus. In addition, there are also two input serialized buses that transmit addresses of fired patterns from neighboring chips. The two inputs are internally multiplexed with patterns found in the chip itself and sent to the single output.

- We investigated sophisticated packaging options and found the best solution, given our available funds, to be a wire bond BGA, with I/O optimized to work at 2 Gb/s.

- We decreased power consumption by reducing the core voltage to 1 V. This complicates the AMBSLP because the AMchip will need a core voltage of 1.2 V for the Silicon Creation IP and 1 V for the rest of the chip. In addition, the voltage for the I/O for both FPGAs and AMChips will be 2.5 V. A study is ongoing to further reduce the custom cell voltage down to 0.8 V.

As a consequence of the all-serial strategy, the LAMBSLP layout has been squeezed compared to the LAMBFTK to leave space for additional DC-DC converters and filters. Figure 65 shows the floor planning performed in CADENCE for one fourth of the new LAMBSLP. (The four sectors will be identical, so we will produce a first prototype that covers only one fourth of the mezzanine.) The AMchips are the
Figure 65: Floor plan for $\frac{1}{4}$ of the LAMBSLP showing the data flow.

large squares ($23 \times 23 \text{ mm}^2$ BGA). In the $\frac{1}{4}$-board design, 4 AMchips are placed on the top of the board. They are organized into two pairs, one on the left (shown inside a blue dashed box) and one on the right.

Each AMchip receives a low jitter LVDS input clock generated by a crystal placed in the middle of the $\frac{1}{4}$-board. The yellow box in Fig. 65 contains the crystal and a fan-out buffer in a common package to provide the clock to all 4 AMchips. The only signal that is asynchronous with the local clock is the INIT signal provided by the AMBSLP, but it is wide enough to be latched by the local clock.

All the other small chips in the figure are 2.5 GHz including the 1:4 LVDS fan-out buffers used to distribute the Hit input buses. From the SMD connectors the 8 Hit buses arrive on serial links. We are focusing on the design of the bottom portion since the top one is identical. Eight incoming serial links have to be distributed point-to-point to 4 AMchips in each quarter of the LAMB for a total of 32 links. This is a challenging network to design since each serial link must be a differential pair with uniform impedance, and the routing must be done on a single PC layer with no discontinuity except for the final connection to the pins. To accomplish this, we have implemented a tree of fan-outs that provide distribution through parallel vertical or horizontal lines with no crossings. As a result the routing is done with a minimum number of layers.

The pin-out on the AMchip is chosen so that the routing appears very regular with parallel vertical lines, both in the right and left quartets. Figure 66 shows how the chip differential inputs (8 hits inputs, 2 address inputs and one clock input) and one output are distributed on the border of the BGA.

Figure 67 shows the distribution of the 32 input links in the quarter-LAMB. The links are horizontal or vertical using only 3 layers (the white, pink and green planes). In addition there will be 8 other horizontal links that will connect the address buses to be merged into a single link to the SMD connector. The LAMB will have 4 output links, one per $\frac{1}{4}$-LAMB. The new LAMBSLP is better organized than LAMBFTK which had very complex routing (see Fig. 68). As seen in Fig. 65, the new LAMBSLP can also be substantially smaller than the LAMBFTK (the yellow external square shows the size of the old LAMB). This is important because it leaves free space on the AMBSLP to add new larger DC-DC converters (see Fig. 69).
Figure 66: Serial link pinouts on the BGA.

Figure 67: Routing of the 64 serial links needed to distribute the Hits to 4 AMchips
Figure 68: LAMBFTK routing.

Figure 69: AMBSLP with the needed DC-DC converters: the 4 blue ones in the center provide 40-50 A at 1 V to each LAMB for the AMchip core, the green one provides up to 80 A at 2.5 V (I/O) for the whole board, and the red one provides 3 A to each LAMB at 1.2 V for the IP cores.
4.6.6 Voltage and power for the AM chip core

Large current must be provided for the core of the AM chips. An extrapolation of the AMchip04 current measured at 100 MHz implies that the current needed for the AMBSLP is 48 A per LAMB at 1.2 V, for a total consumption of 230 W per AMBSLP. A significant power reduction can be obtained by lowering the voltage, which also produces a current reduction (during AMchip04 tests we observed that operating at 1 V produced a reduction of roughly 20% in current). We studied two different approaches to reducing the voltage:

1. The existing custom cell can run at 1 V, since it is much faster than needed for our slow clock period of 10 ns. Using 1 V would imply (a) rerunning the simulations for full characterization at 1 V, (b) substituting the appropriate library for standard cells, and (c) using voltage shifters to interface the core of the AM bank with the core of the new SERDES IP which needs 1.2 V. For 1 V we would use one 24 V → 1 V DC-DC converter per LAMB, which can produce 50 A for a total power of 200 W. This solution could provide the needed current even if the AMchip were operated at 1.2 V, like AMchip04 (option 3).

2. We could gain much more by redesigning the custom cell to operate at lower voltage and making small changes at strategic points. This is the ongoing work that could produce a significant decrease in power consumption. We would use one 12 V → 0.8 V DC-DC converter per LAMB which could produce 40 A for a total power of 128 W. We would also need voltage shifters to interface the voltage needs of the different sections (standard cell logic and IP core).

In conclusion the AM chip core power will be less than 1.5 W for option 1, substantially less than 1.2 W for option 2, and 1.8 W for option 3. The final decision will be made in the near future (review at the end of June) taking into account the advantages of 2 on one side but also the schedule constraints on the other side. In the worst case, 3, the AMBSLP would require 230 W, and in the best, 1, probably half that amount.

Details of the cooling tests that were carried out are given in Appendix II.

4.7 Second Stage Board

In the second stage, tracks from the first stage are received from the AUX card and combined with hits from Data Formatters (DF) for the remaining layers. The second stage is needed to reduce fake tracks which occur at a large rate at high luminosity. It also improves helix parameter resolution (especially $z_0$) since it performs fits using all 12 detector layers.

Each Second-Stage Board (SSB) receives through a Rear Transition Module (RTM) the output from 4 AUX cards and the hits on the additional layers from the Data Formatter system for the 2 $\eta-\phi$ towers associated with those AUX cards. The SSBs perform duplicate track removal (currently based on the number of shared hits between tracks) and also share track data with other SSBs for $\eta-\phi$ overlap removal. The SSBs merge FTK data within a core crate for output to the FLIC crate via two fiber-optic connections on the RTM.

4.7.1 Design features

The SSB functions are summarized in Fig. 70. These functions are implemented in firmware loaded into separate FPGAs on each SSB. They are:

- **Extrapolator**: Use 8-layer track information to compute likely positions of hits in the other 4 layers for use in 12-layer track fitting;
- **Track Fitter (TF)**: Determine $\chi^2$ and the helix parameters from hits in roads using 12 silicon layers;
Figure 70: Diagram summarizing the three primary functions of the SSB.

- **Hit Warrior (HW):** Remove duplicate tracks based on the number of shared hits.

  Because of the need to do duplicate track removal across tower boundaries due to the tower overlap, it is most efficient to concentrate the HW function in those SSBs that send the final tracks to the FLIC cards. Consequently there are two types of SSBs in the system that alternate in SSB slots within a core crate and have identical Extrapolator and TF functions but different HW functions to perform duplicate track removal:

  - **Preliminary (or “pre”) SSB (pSSB):** Sends its tracks to the +φ neighboring fSSB in the same core crate for output to the FLIC. Also sends its tracks to the neighboring fSSBs (excluding the fSSB just mentioned) solely for use in duplicate track removal. Since the pSSB doesn’t do duplicate track removal, but sends its tracks to adjacent fSSBs where that function is carried out, the “HW” on a pSSB is essentially just a fanout.

  - **Final SSB (fSSB):** Receives tracks from its own TF and the -φ neighboring pSSB for output to a FLIC. These tracks are only output if they are not duplicate with any tracks from two φ neighboring pSSBs (excluding the pSSB just mentioned) and two φ neighboring fSSBs.

  Its important to note that all SSBs will have identical hardware; only the firmware in the HW will vary.

### 4.7.2 Functional Layout, Interconnections, and Physical Design

Each SSB plugs into a Rear-Transition Module (RTM) located in the back of the VME crate using an ERNI-204781 connector. The purpose of the RTM is to provide a fiber optic transceiver interface to other boards in the FTK system. The RTM contains a series of SFP+ modules with signals routed to a connector in the P3 area and mated to an equivalent connector on the SSB. Special considerations
are given to the P3 connector and proper power/grounding on the RTM and SSB to accommodate the multiple high-speed serial lines.

A diagram showing the boards in an FTK core crate is shown in Fig. 71 with emphasis on SSB inter-crate and intra-crate data flow. A diagram showing the functional layout for the pSSB and fSSB are shown in Fig. 72 and Fig. 73, respectively. The physical layout of the SSB and its rear transition module is shown in Fig. 74.

**4.7.3 Input Data Flow**

At a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate, the track information sent by the Processor Unit AUX card corresponds to 50 Mwords/sec, which can be accommodated with a single SFP+ fiber link per AUX card (see section 4.5.2).

The SSB receives from the Data Formatter hits from 4 silicon layers. Based on Table 5 and the worst case of an inner pixel layer plus 3 SCT stereo layers as input, the data volume to the SSB is estimated to be 3.6 Gb/s per link, which is below the maximum bandwidth of a single SFP+ link.

**4.7.4 Primary Functional Elements**

**VME Interface** The VME interface will be used for board configuration and diagnostics, read/write access to memory used to store the 12-layer constants, and for readout of the SpyBuffer memory. It will also provide the ability to change the FPGA firmware, which is especially useful during the early
Figure 72: Diagram showing the functional layout of the pSSB.

Figure 73: Diagram showing the functional layout of the fSSB.
Multi-Stream Synchronization  The SSB has multiple points where data streams from off-board sources must be merged together. They are not synced with one another, but they are sent in packets that contain a 32-bit Extended Level-1 ID (ELID) which provides unique packet identification. The SSB synchronization engine (SyncEngine) provides an algorithm to line up packet streams to a common ELID and performs a post-alignment check on subsequent ELIDs to maintain packet synchronization.

The SyncEngine is designed to be scalable and accommodate a variable number of input streams. It is implemented at the front end of the Extrapolator, Track Fitter, and Hit Warrior functions of the SSB. The Extrapolator receives 4 streams of data from the Data Formatter and 4 streams of data from the AUX cards. The Hit Warrior may receive data from an onboard Track Fitter and from Hit Warriors on 5 other SSBs. In both cases, packets from multiple sources must be processed from the same event.

Extrapolator  There are a total of 12 layers in the FTK system. In the first stage, 8 layers are used\textsuperscript{12}. In the second stage, information from the other 4 layers is used to further improve the track quality. The purpose of the Extrapolator is to compile hit lists in the layers not used in the first stage so the 2nd-stage Track Fitter can loop over them.

There are four basic Extrapolator steps:

1. Obtain the most likely hit position in each unused layer;
2. Look up the Super-Strip ID (SSID) that contains the hit coordinate;
3. Compile a list of hits in that SS and the 2 adjacent ones;
4. Do a majority logic test to check that there are at least 10 layers with real hits. If so, then pass the track to the TF.

A functional diagram for the Extrapolator is shown in Fig. 75. The Extrapolator FPGA requires 12\textsuperscript{12}The default is 3 pixel layers, 4 SCT axial layers and 1 SCT stereo layer.
Figure 75: Functional description of the extrapolator. Tracks sent from the Aux input are used to calculate the most likely hit coordinates in the additional layers, while the Data Formatter input hit lists are inserted into a structured array. Once hits have been found, the majority logic is applied to determine whether this is a valid track candidate. If so, the output manager reads the hit lists, compiles the output stream, and passes it to the Track Fitter.

access to sets of sector constants to do the extrapolation. There are 36 24-bit constants in a set. With 26,000 sectors per board, this is approximately 3MB. Given an expected rate of 200 tracks/SSB/event and a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate, on average 50ns are available per constant set or 1-2ns per constant. Xilinx provides Memory Interface modules to handle signal exchanges between discrete off-chip memory and user application code within an FPGA. For the Extrapolator, we use a 48-bit wide data bus to handle two constants per memory address and 8-burst access to DDR3 memory chips on-board the SSB. Modular VHDL code implemented in the Extrapolator handles read/write operations for the Memory Interface.

**Track Fitter** The Track Fitter (TF) firmware developed for the AUX (see section 4.5.5) is being modified for the SSB to carry out the 12-layer fits. The TF functional diagram is shown in Fig. 76. The inputs from the extrapolator are first sent to the Road Organizer (RO) and the constants MUX. The job of the RO is to look for the next available fitter block and forward the 8-layer track and candidate hits in the missing layers. Which type of fitter block is used depends on whether all 4 missing layers have candidate hits or not. If they do, the NOM fitter blocks is used.; if not, the SCT fitter blocks are used. At the same time, the 12-layer sector ID is sent to the constants MUX where the necessary preloaded constants are pulled from memory and forwarded to the same fitter block.

Inside the fitter blocks, the 8-layer track and candidate hits are first loaded into a FIFO. They are sent to the combiner which builds all possible track combinations from the hits and sends them to the fitter along with the constants. Each of these tracks is also fed into a shift register for temporary storage while the fit is being performed. The extractor extracts the existing 8-layer hit coordinates and arranges all 12 hits in an easy to use format for the fitter.

The fitter uses the constants and the 12 hit coordinates to calculate the helix parameters and $\chi^2$. If the $\chi^2$ is below a cut value, the fit FIFO is informed that the track is to be saved.

If the $\chi^2$ is above the cut and this is an SCT fitter block, the track is dropped. However, in the NOM fitter block, the majority recovery is done at this time. Four new tracks candidates are fit, by not using
Figure 76: Functional diagram of the SSB track fitter. The SCT fitter block is enlarged below. The NOM fitter block (not shown) has a recovery fitter which differentiates it from the SCT fitter blocks.

The successful 12-layer fits are sent to the fit DEMUX where the fits from the many fitter blocks are recombined into a single output stream which is sent to the Hit Warriors (HW) for duplicate removal.

**Hit Warrior** The main task of the Hit Warrior (HW) is the deletion of duplicate tracks in an event. There are two versions of the HW, one on the AUX that deals with 8-layer tracks and only removes duplicates within a single road, and another version on the SSB that removes duplicate 12-layer tracks within an entire event.

In order to maintain high efficiency in the Track Fitter (TF), two hits in a track are allowed to be missing. Therefore, the HW must count how many hits are in each track in addition to how many hits the two tracks share. Two tracks are considered duplicates if they share more than a certain number of hits, \( N_{\text{max}} \), a value that is easily configurable within the code and will be tuned to maintain high efficiency and low duplicate rate.

When two tracks share more than \( N_{\text{max}} \) hits, they are considered duplicates and one is removed. The simplest selection criteria are given in Table 8. The HW code allows for more advanced criteria to be easily added in the future. For example, the pixel layers and SCT layers are counted separately which would allow for decision schemes that favor missing SCT layers over missing pixel layers.

The HWs, both pSSB and fSSB, use the same Xilinx Virtex6 FPGA. As noted above, the pSSB only uses the HW as a fanout. The pSSB HW has only one input coming from the onboard Track Fitter, and the data is fanned out to the three neighboring fSSBs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track 1</th>
<th>Track 2</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 layers</td>
<td>12 layers</td>
<td>Remove track with highest ( \chi^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 layers</td>
<td>11 layers</td>
<td>Remove 11-layer track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 layers</td>
<td>11 layers</td>
<td>Remove track with highest ( \chi^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Example duplicate track removal criteria for the Hit Warrior
Figure 77: Functional diagram of the fSSB Hit Warrior. Not shown is the onboard Track Fitter data being passed through the HW and sent out to 2 other fSSBs.

The functional diagram of the fSSB HW is shown in Fig. 77. All memory elements used in the design are internal to the FPGA; no external memory is necessary. The fSSB HW receives 6 serialized input streams. One comes from the onboard Track Fitter, three are from other SSBs in the same crate, while two come from SSBs in a neighboring crate (see Fig. 71). This allows duplicate removal on a global scale.

The fSSB HW has three serialized output streams. One is the primary output that is sent to the FLIC. The other two are simply a pass-through of the onboard Track Fitter data to the neighboring fSSBs for overlap removal. Once the signals are received, they are deserialized and then sent to a synchronizer which synchronizes the six streams by Level1_ID and merges them into a single stream that is stored in the Stream FIFO.

The data are pulled out of the Stream FIFO one event at a time and transferred to the Raw FIFO. While this is happening, the track frames are also being loaded into individual RAM elements. The output of each RAM element is tied to its own track comparator. The track comparators are also connected to the Stream FIFO.

The first track in an event is loaded into RAM element 1 and the Raw FIFO, 1 clock cycle for each of the 12 layers plus 12 clock cycles for the track header. The second track is then loaded into RAM element 2, the Raw FIFO, and is compared to track 1 simultaneously. The third track is then loaded into RAM element 3, the Raw FIFO, and compared to both track 1 and track 2 simultaneously. The last track is loaded into RAM element N, the Raw FIFO and simultaneously compared to all previous tracks received in the event.

This means that by the time all tracks are transferred from the Stream FIFO to the Raw FIFO, all track comparisons have already been made. In order for the track comparisons to be made this quickly, it is necessary that the track data line up perfectly, so that all the RAM elements can share common pointers. This is why the hits must be in the same order every time and why placeholders are needed for missing hits.
Figure 78: $\eta - \phi$ mapping within a core crate. Each color represents the 2 $\eta - \phi$ towers that are connected to a single SSB.

Once all the comparisons between tracks have been made, the tracks that survived are transferred from the Raw FIFO to the Cut FIFO. Adding this extra stage to the HW allows for the removal of random gaps that would otherwise be created in the stream upon the removal of a track. Finally, the event is emptied from the Cut FIFO, serialized and sent out of the FPGA. The event is sent out as one continuous record, but there are idle gaps between events.

It is necessary for the entire event to be received by the Raw FIFO before it can start to transfer its data to the cut FIFO. This is because the last track in the event has the potential to be a duplicate to any other track in the event. Therefore, all comparisons must be made before the transfer can begin. However, as the event is being transferred to the Cut FIFO, the next event can be loading into RAM and the Raw FIFO simultaneously.

Similarly, the Cut FIFO cannot be drained until the entire event is received so that the entire event is sent out as a single record. Again, this can be done in parallel with the other processes. This allows the HW to process 4 events simultaneously: one event being read in and synchronized, a second event being loaded into the Raw FIFO while simultaneously having its tracks compared to one another, a third event being transferred into the Cut FIFO removing random holes created by track removal, and a fourth event that is being sent out of the FPGA.

Each core crate covers the full rapidity range and 45° in $\phi$. There are 8 $\eta - \phi$ towers in a crate each covering one quarter of the rapidity range and 22.5° in $\phi$. A crate has an overlap of 10° with the neighboring crate that must be checked for duplicates. There is also internal overlap between boards in the crate that can produce duplicates. As shown in Fig. 78, each SSB processes 2 $\eta - \phi$ towers (4 AUX cards) with an overlap in $\eta$, and the neighboring SSB also has overlap in $\eta$ for the same $\phi$ strip. For this reason, it is easier to group the SSBs in pairs so that half the crate is dedicated to the lower 22.5° of $\phi$ and the other half of the crate is dedicated to the upper 22.5° in $\phi$.

The $\eta$ overlap removal is easily done by linking the 2 SSBs (one pSSB and one fSSB) within a given $\phi$ strip to each other. All $\eta$ overlaps are contained within a single pair of SSBs. This leads to 2 pairs of SSBs within a crate, each processing tracks for one $\phi$ strip.

The $\phi$ overlap duplicate removal is more complicated since each pair of SSBs shares tracks with the other pair of SSBs within the crate and with a third pair of SSBs in a neighboring crate. This leads to the wiring scheme shown in Fig. 79. Each fSSB has 2 primary inputs (shown in green) which are the only tracks that the specific fSSB will ever output. This means each fSSB only outputs good tracks within its given 22.5° of $\phi$. The primary inputs are read into the HW first and loaded into RAM. As the tracks are loaded into RAM, they are simultaneously compared to one another and scanned for duplicates as outlined earlier. Then the tracks from the 4 secondary inputs (red going to increasing $\phi$ and blue to decreasing $\phi$) are read into the HW. Note that these tracks do not need to be loaded into RAM, as they
Figure 79: Wiring scheme for connecting SSBs together for global duplicate track removal. All data flows from Track Fitter to HW. Green arrows show the flow of data, while red and blue copies of data are sent to neighboring HWs for overlap removal. All communication between SSBs is handled inside the HWs. Data that simply passes through a pSSB HW is shown as a direct link between the originating Track Fitter and its target HW.

are only brought into this HW to find potential bad overlap tracks within the given $\phi$ strip and remove them. Since either one of the 2 neighbors could have the better of the two tracks, this communication between neighboring $\phi$ strips needs to be bidirectional. Each surviving track will then be sent out of the crate to the FLIC on one of two distinct connections corresponding to different $\phi$ strips.

This method requires 2 fSSBs within each crate, each with 6 inputs to the HW. Each fSSB is connected to the other 3 SSBs within the crate and 2 external SSBs within the neighboring crate.

4.7.5 Output Data Flow

The data sent from the SSB to the FLIC consists of event records, one record per event containing a header, track data blocks (track frames), and a trailer. Each track frame contains the data from a single track: a header and the track words (see section 4.8.3).

4.8 FTK Level-2 Interface Crate (FLIC)

After an event is processed by the core crates and the track information produced, the data is sent to the FTK Level-2 Interface Crate (FLIC) from the fSSBs as encapsulated records. The FLIC receives these records, processes them, and then sends the output to the High Level Trigger ROSs where the data is made available to the Level-2 trigger (LVL2).

4.8.1 FLIC Functionality

Each core crate has two data links to the FLIC, one for each $22.5^\circ$ $\phi$ region. The data received by the FLIC is buffered in a FIFO, pending processing. After processing, the data is then stored in an output FIFO, pending transfer to the ROSs. As for data processing in the FLIC, for the baseline design there is no full event assembling. The FLIC combines the two data streams from each core crate, formats it into ATLAS ROD fragments, and then sends this information directly to the ROSs as a single data stream. The High Level Trigger requests these fragments individually and assembles them as necessary.
However, we preserve the option to include additional functionality in the FLIC, such as primary vertex finding or beam spot determination. The feasibility of such options are being studied and the hardware implications investigated.

The event data across the entire FLIC is identified by the Level-1 ID (L1ID), along with other information which is part of the data record header sent by the fSSBs. Since each core crate may require a different time budget for processing a given event, the records from the individual core crates could arrive at the FLIC at different times but always less than a maximum time relative to the time of the event, and always time-ordered. A core crate sends a record even if there is no track information from its detector region for a given event so that the LVL2 knows that no event fragments have been lost.

The core crates operate in data-push mode. The FLIC can assert flow control back to the core crates if the buffer is nearly full due to either the FLIC or the ROSs. The FLIC also operates in data-push mode and the ROS can assert flow control back.

In addition the FLIC provides monitoring and diagnostic capability. The system has an interface to the TDAQ infrastructure to facilitate monitoring and control. For monitoring, spy buffers are implemented so that the overall performance of the system can be monitored. For diagnostics, it has the ability to process both fixed pattern data and user-defined data through the processing chain.

4.8.2 FLIC Design

The FLIC is implemented in a single separate crate (shelf). Advanced Telecommunication Computing Architecture (ATCA) technology is chosen for this subsystem. A 6-slot shelf with full mesh backplane is used but the backplane could work in the dual-star mode as needed. Furthermore the 14-slot shelf could be adapted if there is a universal shelf recommendation from the ATLAS collaboration.

There are two Input Cards and two Output Cards. An Input Card + Output Card pair services four core crates. Each core crate uses two SFP links to send data to the front panel of the FLIC Input Card. The data from core crates are processed on the Input Card and then passed via the Zone 3 connector of the ATCA shelf to the Output Card, which is a Rear Transition Module (RTM). The Output Card holds eight SLINK connectors, two for each output channel. If a ROS can handle the 100 KHz request rate, one of the two SLINK connectors will be used to send data to the ROS. Otherwise the output data of each channel will be sent to two ROSs through the two SLINK connectors by a simple Round-Robin algorithm. Figure 80 illustrates the design concept.

ATCA technology allows the implementation of full event processing within the shelf as a future option. The architecture required for such a functionality is the dual-star backplane configuration, where every payload blade (Input Card) can communicate with two dedicated slots in the shelf. One slot is needed for control and monitoring, while the other slot could be used for future functions, such as advanced event processing or triggering. To facilitate an optional trigger processor in the future, the event data streams are copied to Zone 2, utilizing one of the two star connections in the backplane. A prototype Input Card with this implementation is shown in Fig. 81. Each of the mesh networks on the backplane provides four pairs of send and four pairs of receive connections to the dedicated processors in the shelf. The trigger connection would use one of these sets. The combined transmission rate of the four pairs is 10 Gb/s.

To facilitate the control functionality and the readout of monitor information, a processor blade uses the second of the two star connections on the Zone 2 backplane. This blade communicates with the TDAQ infrastructure over standard Ethernet. The blade is envisaged to be a commercial processor, and must be compliant with the ATCA Zone 2 connectivity for 10 Gb/s communication.
Figure 80: Design concept of the FLIC.

Figure 81: A prototype of the FLIC Input Card.
4.8.3 FLIC Data Transmission

At the LHC luminosity of $3 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$, a typical ATLAS event averages $\sim 300$ tracks with $p_T > 1$ GeV, based on ATLAS simulation. The content of the input data to the FLIC includes the track parameters and the hit information of every track. The data size is expected to be $\sim 100$ bytes per track, plus an overhead of $\sim 40$ bytes per event for header and trailer. This leads to the average data rate $\sim 3 \text{ GB/s}$ to the FLIC and $\sim 3 \text{Gb/s}$ from each core crate, assuming that the data is evenly distributed among the eight core crates. The FLIC does not increase the overall data size during the processing but adds only a few additional words of header and trailer, which is small compared to the size of the data received. Therefore the output data rate is similar to the input data rate.

The data records from the core crates to the FLIC are in 16-bit word format and each record corresponds to one event (one L1ID). An input record contains multiple track frames, with each containing information on a specific track in that event, including the helix parameters as well as hit information. There may be a variable number of frames in a record. A record begins with a record header that describes the event. The first word contains a fixed binary code to provide a way to identify the start of a record. A record is terminated by the record trailer which contains a series of words with fixed binary codes to identify the end of the record. The track frames contain the actual tracking information. A track frame begins with the track level information of twelve 16-bit words, which contain the track helix parameters. This is followed by a hit data block consisting of sixteen 16-bit words that enumerate the hit data ordered by detector layer.

The track frame from the core crates contains the tower number and the sector number fields. In order for the High Level Trigger to use FTK track information without reading another additional large geometry database, these two fields need to be translated into the detector module number by the FLIC. The module number table is loaded into the FLIC during configuration at system start-up, or whenever new geometry maps are generated. As the record is received from the core crates and being buffered into a FIFO, the tower number and sector number received in the track header of each track frame are used to provide the base address to the fast static RAM lookup table. As each word of the track frame is received from the core crate, a pipelined lookup of module numbers from the static RAM is merged with the incoming data to form a differently formatted data word that contains all the information from the core crate plus the associated module number.

The ROS expects the data to be in the standard ROD format, so the FTK ROD fragment is in 32-bit word format. The FLIC uses the information from fSSBs to create the ROD header but fixes the subdetector ID to that assigned to FTK, 0x7f. Following the standard ROD header, the first 32-bit word contains the number of tracks above low and high $p_T$ thresholds. Then the track records follow, with each fixed length track record defining a single track. The last two long words following the track record(s) are the core crate status (received from the core crate) and the FLIC status (presently undefined). At the end is the standard ROD trailer.

4.9 Hardware infrastructure

FTK will occupy a total of 7 racks on the second floor of USA15: two for the Data Formatters, four for the core crates, one for the FLIC, plus one more as a spare if possible. The FTK ROSs will stay in the TDAQ rack area, where one rack is needed. A standard ATLAS rack has 10 kW electrical power and 10 kW cooling capacity though higher electrical power and cooling capacity are possible with modifications. This limits to two the number of 14-slot ATCA shelves or 21-slot 9U VME crates per rack.

The racks along with the power distribution and cooling will be installed by ATLAS OPM during LS1. The fibers connecting the PIX/SCT RODs (FTK ROSs) will be laid out from the ROD racks (to the ROS racks). The number of fibers will match the number of existing PIX/SCT RODs, plus the IBL RODs and the additional SCT RODs to be installed. The control network connection and DCS connection will
be routed into the racks via either a switch in the rack or from an adjacent rack. For those racks holding core crates, a file server will be installed for each rack to store the pattern bank and fitting constants associated with the crates in that rack.

Commercial ATCA shelves will be used for the DF and the FLIC, but the choices will be based on the ATLAS recommendation so that central service support is secured for the long term. A series of modifications of the conventional VME crate are needed for the core crate to accommodate the voltage requirements of the Associative Memory Board and the AUX card. The modification exercise is being performed within both a CDF crate and a standard Wiener crate. The intermediate and final choice will be based on the technical complexity and being ATLAS compliant.

4.9.1 Power consumption

For the ATCA system, the maximum power dissipation per blade is \( \sim 300 \) W, and per RTM \( \sim 30 \) W. With the extra power needed for the shelf manager and the fan trays, the maximum power consumption per shelf could take 5.1 kW or higher, but the DF system and the FLIC system will work well below that limit. Each shelf has its own power supply which will satisfy the ATLAS requirements on efficiency, fluctuation and load protection. The power supply sits at the bottom of the shelf and will not block access to the RTMs.

The power consumption of the core crates is not yet fully determined. In the baseline design, a fully loaded core crate will host 16 Associative Memory boards with up to 2048 AM chips, 16 AUX cards and 4 Second Stage Boards. The test results of the prototype AMChip04 chip extrapolated to 64K patterns would need \( \sim 1.8 \) W for the core. The serial I/O links for an AM board would require more than 140 W. Thus one core crate would need more than 7 kW of power with such a design. R&D is underway to reduce the chip power consumption as described in section 4.6.5. This will result in lower overall power consumption.

4.9.2 Cooling

Vertical airflow is to be used for cooling. For an ATCA blade 40-50 cubic feet per minute airflow is enough and this corresponds to an overall 910-1130 m\(^3\)/hour for the 14-slot shelf. This is compatible with the 1180 m\(^3\)/hour capability of the turbine of the ATLAS racks. The fan trays of the two shelves in the same rack will be set to deliver the same airflow or to run at full speed.

Cooling tests are being performed for the core crate with the default ATLAS rack cooling configuration. If the airflow is not adequate to cool the fully loaded AM board, the rack cooling infrastructure would be upgraded.

4.9.3 Detector Control System (DCS)

FTK will implement DCS components in the existing ATLAS DCS [34] to supervise and monitor the hardware and its infrastructure. The ATLAS DCS applications are implemented in the framework of a commercial Supervisory Controls And Data Acquisition (SCADA) product, ProzessVisualisierungs and SteuerungsSystem (PVSS).

For each ATCA shelf the shelf manager performs the control functions of the individual blades and Field Replaceable Units (FRU, such as the fan-tray and the power supply), such as power on/off, fan speed adjustment, etc., and it also monitors the states of the blades and FRU, such as the fan speed, the temperature, etc. The shelf manager uses the standard IPMI protocol, and some open source software frameworks (IPMItool, etc) are available. The ATLAS collaboration is investigating the methods (such as using openHPI) to communicate the IPMI platform to the PVSS. The FTK DCS components for the Data Formatters and the FLIC will adopt the ATLAS recommendation.
The industrial standard VME crates used for core crates can accept operation commands such as switch on/off and reset, and can provide monitoring of the general status such as power on/off, error, etc. of the cooling fans, and of temperature at different points. The FTK DCS components for the core crates will be organized under the existing TDAQ DCS, and a Local Control Station (LCS) PC with CANbus interface card will connect via CANbus to the core crates. The industry standard OPC protocol will be used as the software protocol for communications. The needed components in PVSS will be implemented, such as FTK panel in the Finite State Machine (FSM), configuration database, alarm system, etc.

4.10 Timing

A simulation tool for calculating FTK latency was developed for tuning the system architecture and parameters and to ensure that FTK can handle a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate at high luminosity. The system is divided into functional blocks: Data Formatter, Data Organizer write mode (receiving hits from the DF and sending Super-Strip to the Associative Memory board), Associative Memory Board, Data Organizer read mode (receiving roads from the Associative Memory board and sending roads and hits to the Track Fitter), Track Fitter, Hit Warrior, Second Stage Board. The focus so far has been on the most time consuming steps, from Data Organizer write mode through Track Fitter. The Data Formatter should add little to the overall latency since each cluster found is immediately sent to the Data Organizer. Thus the Data Formatter and Data Organizer execution times almost completely overlap. Similarly, the Hit Warrior has a relatively short latency for each track that enters before the track is either sent to the output or discarded.

For each functional block, the time of the first and last words into and out of the block are calculated. Since each core crate operates independently, the FTK event execution time ends when the last word exits the busiest crate for that event. The execution time for a block depends on the number of input words, the processing time per word, and the number of output words. We estimate the processing time per word for each block type from the architecture and our experience with prototypes (see Table 9). The numbers of input and output words for each block come from FTKSim events. The results reported here use \( Z \rightarrow \mu \mu \) events with 69 pile-up. The solid angle covered by a core crate is divided into \( \eta - \phi \) towers. Each tower has its own unique set of Associative Memory patterns. However the hits from the Data Formatters often have to be sent to more than one tower due to curvature in \( \phi \) for \( \geq 1 \) GeV tracks, the length in \( z \) of the LHC luminous region, and multiple scattering. The amount of hit duplication was determined from FTKSim and used by the timing simulation. These studies assume very large input FIFO buffers. During the firmware design phase, we will do queuing studies to determine the needed depth of each input buffer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Data word processing rate (Number of parallelization / tower)</th>
<th>Latency for a data word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1000 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO write</td>
<td>200 MHz (1)</td>
<td>40 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>200 MHz (8)</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO read</td>
<td>200 MHz (8)</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>1 GHz (8)</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>1 GHz (0.5)</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: The properties of the functional blocks currently implemented in the FTK timing simulation. A dash indicates that the speed is high enough to have negligible effect on the overall timing.
4.10.1 FTK timing results at 69 pile-up

Figure 82 shows example timing charts for individual $Z \rightarrow \mu \mu$ events with 69 pileup. In each case, the timing is shown for the core crate that finishes processing the event last. For the event on the left, the previous event had already completed processing before the new one arrived. For the event on the right, FTK had not completed processing the previous event and thus waits to start the new event.

![Timing Chart](image)

Figure 82: FTK latency for two events at 69 pile-up. In both cases, the timing of the functional blocks is given for the core crate (region) that takes the most time. The time for each of the 64 regions is shown below that, with the total latency shown in the bottom bar. For the event on the left, FTK had completed processing the previous event before the current event arrived. For the event on the right, FTK was still processing the previous event (shown as the light shading in the TF bar).

To get higher statistics on event execution times and see whether FTK can handle the 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate, we analyzed a larger sample of events. If this rate were too large for our system, we would see the event latency (from input hits available to event completion) steadily increase as FTK falls behind, working on a stack of previous events before getting to the current one. This does not happen, as seen in Fig. 83. Some events take longer than others to do global tracking, but after such an event the latency quickly returns to the typical range. The bottom line is FTK operates well for a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate at 69 pile-up events.

To see the worst-case performance, we study a $\bar{t}t$ sample with 69 pile-up which has more high-$p_T$ jet activity than for the average event selected by the level-1 trigger. This would produce more towers with high silicon hit occupancy and thus longer latency. Figure 84 shows that while the typical latency does increase, the system still operates well.

5 Simulation

To evaluate FTK performance and test its algorithms, we developed a software emulation of FTK, which is challenging since it has to emulate a massively parallel hardware system (see section 2). It is a functional emulation of the hardware, not a bit-by-bit simulation, which reproduces in detail the logic of each stage of FTK processing and as such has been invaluable in designing the system and maximizing its
Figure 83: FTK latency for $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events with 69 pileup. For each event, the execution time starts when the event is available (10 $\mu$s after the previous event, corresponding to a 100 kHz level-1 trigger rate) and ends when the FTK has completed analyzing that event. The event-by-event latency is shown on the left, and a histogram of the latency is seen on the right.

Figure 84: FTK event-by-event latency for $t \bar{t}$ events with 69 pileup. For each event, the execution time starts when the event is available and ends when the FTK has completed analyzing that event.

capabilities. Some differences with respect the existing firmware prototypes exist for practical reasons: data types are more relaxed and transmission protocols are not emulated. These differences have no measurable impact on the results and can be removed once final versions of the FTK firmware exist.

The existing simulation code consists of a set of elements integrated into the ATLAS software framework, Athena, so that the simulation can be run within that environment. Additional tools for producing
the training samples needed by the simulation also exist. In the future, the simulation will be used for the
generation of large Monte Carlo samples and will get completely integrated in the production framework.
Integration of the FTK simulation into the overall ATLAS simulation process is discussed in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 Simulation description

FTK simulation can be performed within the Athena framework or as a standalone program to provide
maximum flexibility. The simulation consists of steps that reproduce the logical functions of the hard-
ware and then convert the results into trigger or other data formats to allow emulation of the trigger
selection. In the description of the simulation steps below, the small differences relative to the hardware
are noted.

The Data Formatter simulation is divided into two parts. The hardware clustering algorithm will be
moved into this step once a number of possible algorithms have been tested. Hits are sent to the proper
$\eta - \phi$ towers, but with a flexible scheme based on the silicon detector module position rather than its
read-out link. This doesn’t reproduce the data sharing among Data Formatter boards, which is studied
using a separate program, but it does emulate the data flow after that.

The functions of the FTK Processor Units (AM board and AUX card) are divided into two logic
steps: road finding and track fitting.

The road finding routines simulate the Associative Memory and the Write mode of the AUX card
including the calculation of the Super-Strip address for each hit. At present, pixel clustering compatible
with the FTK IM algorithm is done here. In calculating the Super-Strip ID, there are small differences
relative to the hardware due to the number of bits per word being less important in simulation. A technical
difference occurs in the Super-Strip matching, where a linear scan of the pattern bank is avoided and the
variable resolution feature is implemented in a two step procedure. The pattern bank emulation is very
flexible, allowing the working point to be easily changed to find the one that is optimal.

Emulation of track fitting, corresponding to the AUX Read mode and Track Fitter, is done after a
block of events is completely emulated in the road finder. Small differences between simulation and the
hardware exist in the work flow and in the use of floating point arithmetic. Here again tests have shown
that these result in insignificant changes in the output. Both the first stage (8-layer) and second stage
(12-layer) calculations are done. The choice of layers used in the two stages and other parameters can
be changed at runtime to allow optimization studies to be easily carried out. The hits in each of the 4
layers added in the second-stage fit are found by extrapolating the first-stage track into that layer using a
linear calculation, as in the hardware, to get the expected hit location. Hits are searched for in a region 3
Super-Strips wide centered on that position.

An early test of the agreement between the software emulation and hardware was done with the FTK
vertical slice as described in section 7 where excellent agreement is reported.

5.2 Simulation setup and configuration files

To reproduce the hardware setup, FTK simulation needs special configuration files that describe internal
parameters and running conditions. There are two types: internal configuration files, describing the
setup of the system and mapping the ATLAS Inner Detector to FTK, and files produced using a training
procedure. The latter is done using a standalone package that performs these intensive tasks using the
Grid resources.

5.2.1 Internal configuration files

The basic FTK configuration requires a small set of files that map the silicon layers to the FTK processor.
**Plane map:** It maps the physical ATLAS silicon layers to the FTK logical layers. Because we have a system that fits the tracks in two stages, we have a plane map for each stage. This file is a table in ASCII format, with an entry per ATLAS physical layer.

**Tower map:** It defines the boundaries of each FTK $\eta - \phi$ tower for the simulation, reflecting the hardware boundaries. The file contains a set of tables, one per tower, each having one entry per physical silicon layer that specifies the minimum and maximum module ID along $\phi$ and $\eta$.

**Super-Strip map:** It specifies the size of the Super-Strips used in the construction of the pattern banks. Each Super-Strip is defined as the number of adjacent channels of the SCT sensors; for the pixel sensors the Super-Strip is a rectangle and the numbers of channels in each direction are given. The Super-Strip map is a table with one entry for each physical silicon layer so that a different Super-Strip size can be set in each layer. Usually the Super-Strip size is the same in all layers of the same subdetector.

Because of the variable resolution feature in the AM chip, we need two Super-Strip maps to completely define a pattern bank. They specify the minimum and maximum size of the Super-Strips, with the maximum Super-Strip size in a layer being a power of 2 larger than the minimum: $\Delta SS_{max} = \Delta SS_{min} \times 2^{N_{DC}}$, where $N_{DC}$ is the maximum number of variable resolution Don’t-Care bits for that layer.

### 5.2.2 Production of sectors and constants

The generation of a FTK configuration starts by identifying the sectors, each consisting of one silicon module in each logical layer. A sector is an important unit in FTK because it is the region in which the linear fit with one set of constants is performed.

The list of sectors is determined with a training procedure that uses a large number of single muon events, typically 300 million, to cover all possible combinations of modules compatible with tracks coming from a region around the nominal beam spot position. Negative and positive muons are generated with a flat distribution in the following perigee parameter phase space: $d_0 \in [-2.2, 2.2]$ mm, $z_0 \in [-120, 120]$ mm, $1/p_T \in [-0.8, 0.8]$ GeV$^{-1}$, $|\eta| < 3$, and $\phi \in [-\pi, \pi]$.

The training events are produced using the full ATLAS simulation in a release with the appropriate detector geometry. Default options are used except for the digitization, where we decrease the amount of noise in the detector. In order to use very clean events and avoid contribution from noise, the hits are filtered, suppressing all the hits coming from secondaries and noise. Events are excluded that do not have hits in all the logical layers defined as active in the plane-map. If a track has clusters in two overlapping modules in the same logical layer, the hits in the module with the greater $\phi$ and $\eta$ index are removed. This does not induce biases, but it reduces the number of sectors that are identical except for one module, a category that produces an increased number of duplicate tracks without improving tracking efficiency or performance. Events with hits in non-adjacent modules or with more than two hits in a logic layer are rejected to reduce the contribution from noise. This produces a sequence of one module per layer for each single muon.

After processing all the training events, the complete list of sectors for each of the $\eta - \phi$ towers is made and sorted by the frequency of tracks in each sector in decreasing order. The frequency of a sector is an important metric and is often referred to as *coverage*. The coverage is related to the probability that a sector is hit by a track, and thus it is proportional to its volume in the phase space of the track parameters. All the sectors found by this procedure are unique, no duplicates are allowed in the same tower or in other towers.

For each sector, the linearized fit constants are produced. The linear fit procedure expresses the track
parameters ($\tilde{p}_i$) as:

$$\tilde{p}_i = \sum_{l=1}^{N} C_{il} x_l + q_i \tag{4}$$

where $C_{il}$ and $q_i$ are constants valid in a sector and $x_l$ are the $N$ hit coordinates. The coordinates are expressed as the local cluster centroid position within each module: two coordinates for pixel hits and one for SCT hits. A sector has been shown to be a small enough detector region for the linear approximation to give good resolution. We thus need to evaluate the constants in (4) for each sector.

To evaluate the fit constants we want the parameters that minimize the distance between the linear parameter ($\tilde{p}_i$) and the true parameter value ($p_i$):

$$\min \left( \langle (\tilde{p}_i - p_i)^2 \rangle \right) \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, 5 \tag{5}$$

where $i$ is a counter over the 5 helix parameters. The solution of (5) for the $i$th parameter can be extracted from:

$$\sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( \langle x_l x_m \rangle - \langle x_l \rangle \langle x_m \rangle \right) C_{mi} - \langle x_m p_i \rangle + \langle x_m \rangle \langle p_i \rangle = 0 \quad \forall l = 1, \ldots, N \tag{6}$$

$$\sum_l C_{il} \langle x_l \rangle + q_i = \langle p_i \rangle \tag{7}$$

where the averages are over the training muons. In (6) it is possible to identify the covariance matrix between the coordinates:

$$[V]_{lm} = \left( \langle x_l x_m \rangle - \langle x_l \rangle \langle x_m \rangle \right) \tag{8}$$

The solution of the linear system in (6) is obtained using the inverse of the covariance matrix $V^{-1}$:

$$C_{il} = \sum_m V^{-1}_{lm} \left( \langle x_m p_i \rangle - \langle x_m \rangle \langle p_i \rangle \right) \quad \forall i, l \tag{9}$$

The constants $q_i$ are then obtained by inserting the $C_{il}$ coefficients from (9) into (7).

From the covariance matrix in (8) we can evaluate a quality parameter that in the limit of the validity of the linear approximation is distributed as a $\chi^2$ and can be calculated as:

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i,j=0}^{N} \left( x_i - \langle x_i \rangle \right) V_{ij}^{-1} \left( x_j - \langle x_j \rangle \right) \tag{10}$$

Based on a principal component analysis [30], decomposing (8) into its eigenvalues and eigenvectors produces 5 large eigenvalues that don’t contribute to $\chi^2$, while the others are very small and make real contributions. We can reduce (10) to the form:

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N-5} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} A_{ij} x_j + k_i \right)^2 \tag{11}$$

where $A_{ij} = u_{ij} / \sqrt{e_i}$, with $u_{ij}$ the component $j$ of the eigenvector $i$ and $e_i$ its eigenvalue, while $k_i = \sum_k A_{ik} \langle x_k \rangle$.

The calculations are repeated for each sector. For sectors with low coverage, the covariance matrix cannot be inverted, and so the sector is rejected. Typically sectors in which at least 5 training tracks are found produce good constants.

The sequence of steps presented here, finding the sectors and evaluating the fit constants, is done twice, once for the first-stage fit (8 layers) and again for the second-stage fit (12 layers).
5.2.3 Production of patterns

The patterns can also be produced from a sample of training muons. However, the number of training tracks needed to produce the patterns with sufficient coverage is extremely large and would take too much time using full ATLAS simulation. To estimate the size of the training sample, we start with the 1 billion patterns that will exist in the hardware. As will be described shortly, we begin by generating a bank with narrower patterns, which means generating 10 or 20 times more patterns, plus a safety margin of about a factor 2 to minimize the impact of unusual trajectories in the training sample. Finally, the average number of tracks in a pattern is \( \sim 10 \). The net result is that \( \sim 400 \) billion tracks are needed to fully train a pattern bank. This huge number makes it impractical to use single muon events generated with the full ATLAS simulation.

Instead, we found a way to significantly speed up the process by inverting the track-fitting linear approximation. We generate 5 random numbers uniformly distributed in the track parameters \( \hat{p}_l \), as in the production of the sectors, plus \( N - 5 \) random numbers Gaussianly distributed, which represent the constraints \( \hat{\chi}_m \), and then solve the following linear equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_j C_{lj} x_j + q_l &= \hat{p}_l \quad \forall l = 1, \ldots, 5 \\
\sum_j A_{mj} x_j + k_m &= \hat{\chi}_m \quad \forall m = 1, \ldots, N - 5
\end{align*}
\] (12)

where \( C_{lj}, A_{mj}, q_l, \) and \( k_m \) are the same as in equations (4) and (11) for a given sector. The coordinates \( x_j \) can then be extracted and transformed into a sequence of Super-Strips. This provides efficient generation of all the tracks needed to produce a pattern bank. A normal bank production can be done by submitting about 10k independent jobs, which do not need to exchange information in a way similar to the simulation jobs described in section 5.1.

As was done in the case of sector creation, the patterns are ordered according to track frequency in descending order. This list of patterns is produced at high resolution, far exceeding the capacity of the hardware. Significant reduction of the bank size can be achieved by grouping the patterns and using the variable resolution feature of the AM chip using the Don’t-Care bits, and finally by removing the patterns with the least coverage, keeping the number of patterns that fit in the hardware as discussed in section 4.1.2. The process of grouping high resolution patterns into lower resolution ones and then enabling Don’t-Care bits when appropriate is shown in Fig. 85.

The first step is clustering the existing patterns, which were created using the high resolution Super-Strip size \( \Delta S_{\text{high-res}} \), into the widest patterns that would be used in the AM chips, with a Super-Strip size \( \Delta S_{\text{AM}} = \Delta S_{\text{high-res}} \times 2^{N_{DC}} \), where \( N_{DC} \) is the number of Don’t-Care bits to be used. When an AM pattern is generated, all the compatible high resolution patterns are kept and the connections between high resolution and AM patterns are saved. The high resolution pattern’s relative position within the AM pattern is important for setting the DC–bits. Figure 85 shows how the high resolution patterns are grouped into the wider Super-Strip patterns and how the variable resolution finally shapes the patterns. Since the DC implementation will be done when the pattern bank is initially produced, the bank loaded into the simulation will be equivalent to the one loaded into the hardware.

5.2.4 Configuration file distribution for TDR simulation

The many static configuration files are very small and are distributed with the simulation code bundle. The files obtained by the training procedure, the fit constants and pattern bank files, are much larger and will exist in different versions that depend on the detector and beam conditions. These large files are stored as Grid data sets and distributed to the computing tiers using the standard data movement tools developed by ATLAS.
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Figure 85: The figure shows the high-resolution bank on the left and the AM bank after the patterns are grouped at lower resolution, prior to using Don’t-Care bits, at the center. The cross-hatched Super-Strips are those shared by two high resolution patterns. The right figure shows how the DC bits change the shape of the AM patterns: the low resolution pattern produced by a single high resolution one is restored to high resolution, while the pattern produced from the merger of two high resolution patterns has some layers with high resolution and some with low resolution to provide a narrower pattern where possible.

5.3 Evolution and integration with the ATLAS production system

Sec. 5.1 describes the simulation of the FTK system that we developed and used for the design of the hardware. The major technical challenges were the large execution time needed to simulate a massively parallel system of specialized hardware and the amount of memory needed to store the $\sim 10^9$ patterns that will be in the Phase-I Associative Memory pattern bank. For the latter, each pattern in the simulation is represented as a sequence of one integer per detector layer plus one to store the sector ID which is required for the linear fit. For the 8 layers used in pattern recognition and 32-bit precision, almost 36 GB are needed to store the whole pattern bank. To provide an efficient matching scheme so that a linear scan of the bank doesn’t have to be done for each silicon hit, we index the patterns by Super-Strip in each layer at the price of almost doubling the pattern bank size. This makes the memory per pattern 68 bytes, with a total memory for the bank of almost 70 GB. Fig. 86 shows the total memory required as a function of the number of FTK patterns.

In this section, we consider how the resource requirements could evolve in the near future and the resulting impact of the FTK simulation on the ATLAS production system [35]. The long-term goal is a manageable simulation for the full FTK system that will operate during Phase-I, with 1G patterns distributed over 128 Processing Units. We also present plans for the evolution of FTK after LS1 with 16 Processing Units, corresponding to a total of 128M patterns.

The main computing limitations affecting the structure of the FTK simulation are 2 GB of RAM and 3 GB of virtual memory per core. Other constraints such as working area size are less important. Simulation is done with the same 64 $\eta - \phi$ towers as in the hardware. Given the amount of memory needed (Fig. 86), all the towers cannot be processed in one job. The hits belonging to different towers are processed by parallel jobs with an organization similar to that of the hardware. Typically the memory for one job slot would allow 1 or 2 towers to be processed, meaning the we would process an event in 64 or 32 jobs. The current baseline design is sketched in Fig 87. It requires the digitization files to be staged in storage elements for reading by the many independent FTK simulation jobs that are run in parallel on different machines. The files and jobs needed are shown in Table 10 for the current limits on the available memory per job. With some memory optimization like mapping the Super-Strips using 18 bits, the number of jobs might be reduced to 16 or less. The actual number will depend on code optimization, the number of Processing Units installed in FTK, and the available RAM per job slot. For simulation of the partial FTK system that will be installed after LS1, the number of jobs will be greatly reduced since they scale linearly with the size of the AM pattern bank. At that time, it may be possible to run the simulation in a single job.
Figure 86: The memory required to emulate the AM boards. The dashed line shows the memory needed for the pattern bank as function of the number of patterns. The solid line is the total memory needed to store the pattern bank and the layer-by-layer Super-Strip indexing structure. The vertical line shows the number of patterns that can be stored in the hardware.

Figure 87: The current implementation work flow for running the FTK simulation in the production system. Input digitization files are processed by several jobs, producing partial output files that are merged prior to running the reconstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Filetype</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>N Files</th>
<th>N Jobs full FTK</th>
<th>N Jobs FTK 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Digitization (pre-FTK)</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>64/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pattern bank (no compression)</td>
<td>570 MB</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fit constants</td>
<td>12 MB</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merging</td>
<td>FTK digitization fragments</td>
<td>5 MB</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction</td>
<td>Full reconstruction output</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: The numbers of files and jobs for full simulation with the most pessimistic assumption of 1 FTK tower per job. The number of jobs will depend on how many of the 64 towers can be grouped into a single job based on the memory available per job. The parameter N defines how many towers are simulated in a single job. The file sizes are given for 50-event files.

The current implementation of the FTK simulation work flow is shown in Fig. 87. Depending on the evolution of multiprocessing and multi-threading in ATLAS software, the work flow could evolve to that shown in Fig. 88. In order to optimize the distribution of files for the scheme described in Fig. 87, the FTK simulation jobs and the “FTK merger Reconstruction” job would have to be executed at the same grid site. The new scheduling with job merging in ProdSys2 [36] should make managing FTK production...
easier in the future. The FTK simulation output size for Phase-I conditions is 100 kB per event which
doesn’t have a large impact on the total simulation event size.

Figure 88: This sketch shows a possible future scheme if ATLAS jobs are performed using multiple cores
in a single machine. The digitization jobs could use N cores in a multi-thread or multi-process submission, the FTK simulation could then be performed in a single multi-thread job, and the reconstruction could be performed in the same job or in a additional step.

The execution time is shown in Table 11 for the full set of 64 partial simulation jobs in the existing
production system. Times are measured using high-pileup events ($\mu = 69$).

We have identified a number of ways to further reduce FTK simulation processing time. The ATLAS
software development team expects the times shown in Table 11 to improve by a factor $\sim 2.5$ by 2015 due
to the use of newer compilers and of code optimization to make better use of the vectorization available
in modern CPUs. The FTK simulation times in the table will have a similar or larger improvement when
we rewrite our algorithms explicitly for vectorization since our simple memory structures and matrix
multiplication are ideal for vectorizing. Moreover we estimate processing time reduction in the range of
30% to 60% by optimizing memory use and the algorithm work flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Time/Evt (HS06)</th>
<th>Time/Group</th>
<th>Tot time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTK Init</td>
<td>$\sim 1 \text{ h}$</td>
<td>$\sim 85 \text{ h}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Simulation</td>
<td>191 sec (1380)</td>
<td>26 h</td>
<td>2100 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction</td>
<td>160 sec (1200)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1750 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: The table shows the execution time for the current version that is run on the ATLAS production
system. The sample is 40k 69-pileup $H \rightarrow \tau\tau$ events, with FTK simulation run on groups of 2500 events
each. Initialization is performed for each group. Thus the contribution of initialization to the total time
per event will drop as larger numbers of events per group are run.

Table 12 gives the extrapolated FTK processing time per event, including the improvements discussed
above, to be compared with 4000 HS06 that is expected for ATLAS simulation and reconstruction in 2015 [37]. The FTK CPU time in 2015, when the pattern bank will be only 1/8 of that in the final
system, corresponds to about a 1% of the total ATLAS processing time per event at that time. The extrapolated FTK CPU time for the full FTK system and Phase-I luminosity would be about 8% of the
processing time per event if the overall ATLAS processing time did not increase from 2015.

Table 12: ATLAS simulation plus reconstruction CPU time per event extrapolated to 2015 with expected
improvements [37] compared with the FTK simulation time assuming improvements in the algorithms
and better compilers. The FTK 2015 number corresponds to 16 FTK Processor Units; the Phase-I number
assumes the full 128 Processor Units. The range for FTK simulation timing represents the range of
improvement from code optimization.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation + Reconstruction (HS06) for 2015</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Simulation (HS06) for 2015</td>
<td>22 – 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Simulation (HS06) for 2018-2021</td>
<td>180 – 500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to full simulation, there are other methods to emulate the FTK. Simulation could be
executed only for those events that require FTK in the trigger chain as determined by the level-1 trigger
bits. Events whose level-1 triggers require only regional use of FTK tracks could exploit regional FTK simulation. In some cases, a fast simulation could be used in which the parameterized effect of the AM-based pattern recognition is applied to the truth information and then FTK track fitting is performed. In this method, all the complications related to memory use are avoided. The quality of the tracks won’t change, although fake tracks will not be present, a feature that is shared by other fast Monte Carlo techniques.

In the context of the ever increasing requirements for high statistics simulation samples, a fast simulation and digitization/reconstruction framework is being developed in ATLAS (ISF) [38], and there should be opportunities to improve the speed of the FTK simulation in this context, albeit at the cost of some accuracy in the predictions which will have to be studied case by case, depending on the physics.

5.4 Use of new computing technology

We plan to take advantage of the evolution of the production system toward greater use of multi-thread and multi-process implementation. If, as predicted, 24-core machines are standard when FTK simulation is used for large Monte Carlo production (~ 2016 – 2017), a single machine with 3 – 4 GB of memory per core could allocate all the memory we need in a single node. We would naturally and efficiently use multiple cores due to the parallel tower structure of FTK simulation. Even if there were not as many cores or as much memory as we could use, we would still benefit from running fewer sequential jobs with more towers per core. The possible benefits are showed in Table 13. The total CPU time in this case is not reduced, but the real time is and the management of the jobs is simplified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N Cores</th>
<th>Job Memory</th>
<th>N Towers/Job</th>
<th>N Steps</th>
<th>Time/Evt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>72 GB</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~ 8 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>~ 33 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: The table shows how the average execution time per event changes by the use of multiple cores. The real execution time assumes full parallelization and a balance among the cores.

Another possibility, if Grid computing moves in this direction, is the use of parallel coprocessors, like the Intel MIC or GPU. Their use could be very beneficial because our algorithms run in parallel and use very basic algebraic operations and a small number of data types, characteristics that are well suited to these coprocessors.

6 Online software

6.1 Configuration and control

The FTK configuration and control functions will be implemented in the ATLAS online framework.

6.1.1 Configuration

As with all ATLAS DAQ components, the FTK configuration will be handled via the OKS database. The OKS database service will provide the description of the FTK hardware and software. These descriptions include the running configurations of all FTK applications during data taking and also provide the configuration parameters for them.

OKS is an object oriented database and its main persistent storage is provided by XML files. Schema files provide the blueprint of the data base structure (the classes), while the data files contain the instances of the defined classes. The data file will define the top FTK segment, nested sub-segments for the individual components from the DFs to the FLICs and ROSs and down to their sub-components, software
applications for each component and their relations with parameters, and input values for the configuration parameters. It is desirable to define FTK components as resources (in the run control terminology), at least at the board level if not down to the channel/link level so that they can be easily enabled/disabled in the partition.

The pattern bank and fitting constants will be needed to configure the core crates. Since the size of the pattern bank and fitting constants is large (a few hundred GBs), they will be broken into separated files (eight, with each corresponding to the detector coverage of a core crate) and stored on different local file servers located in the racks holding the core crates. During the FTK configuration these files will be loaded into the core crates in parallel. Preliminary tests show that the time needed to load the pattern bank and fitting constants is large (15 minutes) but the loading process is only necessary on rare occasions, such as a power cycle of the crate or a new version of the pattern bank. New pattern banks due to a change in the ATLAS geometry or a large change in the beam position should happen only a few times per year. The new banks will be prepared in advance, taking a few days, and then downloaded between fills. The more common change will occur when the list of dead silicon modules changes, requiring a change in the use of the Wild Card option. The job needed to update the pattern bank in this case will only take a few hours, and again the bank will be downloaded between fills. Furthermore the loading process will be improved and optimized as the hardware progresses. Since all the boards in a crate configure in parallel, the concurrent access to the local file server may require crate level proxies but the proxy implementation already exists in the current TDAQ infrastructure.

6.1.2 Control

The existing ATLAS Run Control system [7] is built up from a hierarchical set of controllers. The FTK controller applications will be developed and organized in the same structure, i.e., a hierarchical tree corresponding to the tree of the FTK segment. These controllers will take corresponding actions to state transitions during data taking. They will (1) interact with the OKS database to handle the configuration information of the elements, (2) be responsible for reacting to commands passed from above and for passing commands down, as well as communicating with other applications in the partition, (3) carry out message reporting through the Message Transporting System (MTS), (4) interact with the Information Service (IS) [39] to publish operational statistics and status information, and with Online Histograming Service (OH) to publish monitoring histograms, and (5) interact with the Diagnostics and Verification System (DVS) [40] to check the status of the system components and report and possibly diagnose problems detected.

The controller(s) for the DFs and the FLIC will run on the processor blade(s) located either in the shelf (crate) or in a separate rack with Ethernet connection to the shelf. The controllers for the core crate components will run on the single board computer (SBC) in the VME crate. Since there are several components in a given core crate including AM boards, AUX cards and SSBs, two options are being considered, either to develop individual controllers for these board types or to develop a combined controller with distinguishable methods. The final strategy will minimize the total FTK configuration time by maximizing the parallelism among the components, while not overloading the VME bus that feeds all the components in the crate.

In addition, error handling and reporting must be built into these control applications and they must incorporate on-the-fly error handling as well as mechanisms to allow for reconfiguring the system and removing faulty components with minimal data-taking deadtime. To perform this, all controllers will be designed to react to the formatted messages that are also reported to the MTS. If a FTK component malfunctions and propagates BUSY back, based on the predefined rules the online expert system will mask the component or the associated FTK slice out while data taking continues (stopless removal). If a FTK component loses synchronization to the reference signal, the online expert system will allow this system to recover before resuming data taking. If a component that had been previously disabled in
the same run is fixed, the online expert system will re-include it into the ongoing data taking (stopless recovery). The exact granularity of a removable/recoverable unit/slice (a tower, a board, a channel, etc.) will be determined based on the impact on the physics performance and the operational cost. These procedures will require the online expert system to temporarily hold the trigger and synchronize the related part with the rest of ATLAS. During commissioning, flow control from FTK to the PIX/SCT RODs will be disabled, thus the stopless removal will be initiated based on the error statistics seen on the FTK ROSs. During normal operation, it is necessary to hold the trigger while an action is being taken.

6.2 Monitoring

FTK will use the standard ATLAS monitoring framework to monitor the hardware status and the physics data integrity. The infrastructure and environment monitoring (crate power, cooling, etc) will be done through the ATLAS DCS system (see section 4.9.3). For online monitoring, FTK hardware-specific information and physics event data will be reported to the monitoring services, gathered and processed by the monitoring facilities across all instances, then presented by the monitoring presenters. Standard HLT monitoring will be used to monitor distributions of raw track information and HLT objects reconstructed from FTK tracks. Furthermore the Data Quality Monitoring Framework (DQMF) [41] performs data quality assessment by analyzing various monitoring data through user-defined algorithms. Offline, Tier0 monitoring will compare FTK tracks to offline tracks and also compare HLT objects reconstructed with FTK tracks to those reconstructed with offline tracks. The resulting plots will be used to determine the data quality.

The individual FTK boards have registers to store intermediate information such as the number of events received and dispatched, the link XOFF, processing errors, etc. All boards have FIFOs to handle the input and output data. The register values and FIFO states will be reported to the IS or filled into OH histograms via standard software applications.

All FTK boards will contain Spy Buffers to store data in various processing stages. They are circular buffers that hold event data that can be read out for diagnostic purposes (see section 4.1.3).

A processor blade will be deployed in the FLIC shelf. A monitoring application analogous to detector ROD monitoring could be implemented with the GNAM facility [42]. The fragments from the eight output channels could also be assembled into a full event record to allow advanced monitoring algorithms like ATHENA analysis to be performed.

TDAQ software provides methods for sampling event fragments in an individual ROS or fully built events on the HLT nodes (via the Data Collection Manager, DCM). ATHENA monitoring analysis can be performed either on FTK data alone or in correlation with the SCT/pixel ROD data. If FTK monitoring needs samples of events usually rejected by early HLT steps, a dedicated selection algorithm that tags the desired events will be developed and integrated inside the steering code.

The traffic load introduced by FTK monitoring will be configurable to ensure that the total bandwidth required for monitoring a single core Crate does not exceed the bandwidth of either the VME bus or the SBC Ethernet interface. At the same time the aggregated data rate from FTK will not exceed a pre-allocated fraction of the ATLAS control network bandwidth.

7 Vertical Slice Performance

The Vertical Slice is the system that we are using to integrate FTK into the TDAQ and test FTK prototypes. We wanted to start the integration as early as possible by using early FTK prototypes during the end of the 2012 run. As the FTK development proceeds, the FTK prototypes described in this TDR will become available. After tests at the home institutions, they will be included in the vertical slice for integrated tests with other FTK prototypes and with TDAQ.
7.1 Dual-output HOLA tests

The first test at CERN of an FTK prototype was performed in September 2011. The dual-output HOLA prototypes, which had been extensively tested in Chicago to a bit error rate $< 10^{-15}$, were available along with a first version of the FTK_IM prototype. The dual-output HOLA was installed in the BOC card of pixel and SCT RODs in the SR1 building at Point-1. Using the internal ROD simulator, RODs were used to send fake data through the dual-output HOLA card which successfully transferred data to both a Robin card and a FTK_IM card. There were no errors while data was flowing for more than a day, corresponding to about 1 billion bits. Data flow was also exercised with a light attenuator and found to work without error down to -14db. We also tested the XON/XOFF feature. We verified that:

- By default the dual-output HOLA ignores XOFF from the FTK channel;
- The FTK_IM can send an enable_XOFF command through the SLink return lines to enable the dual-output HOLA to respond to XOFF from the FTK channel;
- When the FTK_IM has sent the enable_XOFF command and it asserts XOFF the dual-output HOLA stops data flow;
- When XOFF from the FTK is ignored, the FTK fiber can be plugged/unplugged at will without interfering with data flow on the normal DAQ channel;
- The DAQ channel always complies with XOFF signals.

This last feature was also verified during late 2012 and early 2013 tests while data taking was in progress. This is an important feature for installing and commissioning additional FTK boards during post-LS1 running.

7.2 Vertical slice test

During the last part of Run-I we used existing prototype boards to begin integration tests of FTK in the ATLAS TDAQ environment during data taking. The goal was to execute the first part of the FTK algorithm, AM pattern recognition without Track Fitting, and to gain experience with TDAQ integration. This activity started with the installation of a subset of dual-output HOLAs to allow the FTK vertical slice to be connected to the detector. The hardware available was:

- dual-output HOLAs,
- early FTK_IM prototypes,
- EDRO boards designed for the LUCID project [28],
- early AM board prototypes from a silicon R&D + AM trigger test-beam experiment [29].

The existing boards allowed us to receive data from one detector tower corresponding to about 45 degrees in $\phi$ and half of the barrel in the $z$ direction. Figure 89 shows the detector ladders and modules for two vertical slice $\eta - \phi$ towers. Two FTK_IMs on an EDRO board can receive up to 8 SLinks from the detector and do data conversion in a way similar to the offline bytestream converters so that the EDRO receives detector hits identified by strip number as in the offline and a global module number. The EDRO board can perform the basic functions of the Data Formatter and Data Organizer boards: remapping input data to the appropriate logical layers for the AM, converting hits to superstrips, and sending superstrips to the AM board. The EDRO then waits for roads from the AM board and sends those roads, and optionally input hits, out to the ROS. The AM board instrumented with AM chips built for the CDF experiment.
can store up to 640k patterns for pattern recognition. This is much less than the 8M patterns per board planned with the new FTK AM board and AM chip, but it is sufficient to verify the working principle and integration.

Figure 89: (left) Silicon modules corresponding to two vertical slice $\eta - \phi$ towers ($r\phi$ projection). (right) Silicon modules corresponding to each vertical slice $\eta - \phi$ tower ($rz$ projection)

During September-November 2012, we installed the vertical slice crate in USA-15 and prepared it to receive data from 4 SCT RODs. At that time, the FTK system was working in pass-through mode, but the vertical slice crate was included in run control and the two VME boards were configured with dedicated plugins through run control. We used spare beam-off time in addition to the technical stop and machine development periods to take data with the FTK vertical slice included in the ATLAS partition. We verified that data could flow through the FTK system up to the maximum level-1 trigger event rate of 70 kHz. This was mostly a test of integration and synchronization because there was no data processing.

At the beginning of 2013, we continued software and firmware development to decode input data, map detector hits to AM layers, and prepare a pattern bank with SS numbering compatible with the AMchip. Then during the last few weeks of 2013 data taking, FTK was again included in the ATLAS partition. Initially it was included only during beam-off operations. A low rate of BCID mismatches was observed, traced to a bug in the firmware, and resolved. FTK was then included in data taking during the 2.76 TeV pp fills, specifically in run 219171. At that time, the decoding of SCT data was not perfect; some features of the offline bytestream conversion needed to be added to the decoding firmware. We looked at the acquired data to compare the list of patterns found by the FTK hardware in each event with the list of patterns found by the FTK simulation running on the raw SCT data. After correcting the simulation for the known differences in hit decoding, we found that all expected patterns were detected by the hardware. Unexpected patterns were found at a rate of less than 1 per mil. The cause for these additional roads are hits from two consecutive events that are merged on rare occasion, which would be fixed by a minor firmware change. Overall we were able to get early FTK prototypes included in ATLAS data taking and to successfully compare the preliminary FTK output to FTK simulation. While this early commissioning was in progress there was no impact on ATLAS data taking.

7.3 Next steps

The FTK prototypes that are being manufactured and tested at home institutions will be integrated together at CERN. For this purpose, we will be using a vertical slice setup in the TDAQ test lab during LS1. As shown in Fig. 92, global integration tests will be carried out in the vertical slice in mid-2014. Later that year, AM boards containing the AMchip06 chips will be tested. Toward the end of the long shutdown we will start again to use the vertical slice crate at Point-1 for integration tests with the Inner Detector and TDAQ. All pixel and SCT layers will be used and the boards will be the final FTK prototypes.
8 Phase-II Compatibility

The increased complexity of tracking in the Phase-II environment [14] will require an increase in FTK computing power. During Phase-II the mean pile-up with luminosity leveling will be 115-140 events per bunch crossing [5]. The maximum average event pileup to be used for design purposes is 200 pp interactions per bunch crossing to be compared to a maximum average of 80 for Phase I. In addition, the L1 accept rate, which is the input rate to the FTK, could increase to 200 kHz. This means a factor of 5 higher data flow, measured as event rate times event size. Furthermore the factor of 2.5 increase in pileup has an exponential effect on the complexity of the pattern recognition problem. Designing a Phase-II system now would be very costly. On the other hand, given the expected improvement in electronics between now and the start of Phase-II in 2023, more powerful systems will be possible in the future. Two upgrade paths are discussed below. The baseline path minimizes new hardware. The other is a full replacement of the FTK electronics, which makes maximum use of newer technologies to make a smaller and more modular system. Further studies will be required to understand if the latter is needed.

For Phase-II the L1Track trigger system will be installed. It is expected to do tracking in regions of interest covering an average of \( \sim 10\% \) of the detector phase space in an event and to have a higher \( p_T \) threshold, perhaps 5-10 GeV. During Phase-II the FTK will provide functionality for the HLT beyond the capabilities of L1Track:

- full tracking for primary vertex finding, Jet Vertex Fraction for assigning objects to the hard scattering vertex, and identification of objects outside of the level-1 regions of interest,
- low \( p_T \) tracking for all algorithms that need low \( p_T \) tracks, e.g. \( \tau \) leptons, \( b \)-jet tagging, lepton isolation, and possibly energy flow.

The driving motivation for the upgrade is the increase in L1 accept rate and event pileup rather than the change in detector geometry which would be largely compatible with the current hardware. The baseline geometry for the new Inner Tracker (ITK) is described in [14]. The ITK will be a full replacement of the Inner Detector. It will be an entirely silicon detector extending to a radius of 1m. Both the pixel and the strip detectors will have higher granularity than the current detector. The geometry is designed to have each track cross 4 pixel layers and 5 silicon strip modules for a total of 14 measurements: 4 from pixels, 5 \( r\phi \) and 5 stereo from the strips. A good compromise between efficiency and fake track rejection is achieved by requiring at least 11 clusters on a track as described in [14]. The upgraded FTK could require 7 out of 8 layers in pattern recognition, using the 4 pixel layers and 4 \( r\phi \) strip layers (or 3 pixel layers and all 5 \( r\phi \) strip layers). The requirement of 7 out of 8 layers for the AM will provide good rejection with minimal efficiency loss as was seen for the Phase-I FTK. This means that the only change for FTK would be increasing the number of layers used in the second stage fit by 2. If additional rejection is needed at the AM level, it will be possible to include more layers in the AM pattern recognition. The number of patterns needed with more layers can be kept under control with a more extensive use of variable resolution, \textit{i.e.} Don’t-Care bits. As described below, the most likely scenarios foresee that a new AM chip will be needed for Phase II in order to profit from the expected advances in microelectronics. The new ITK layout will have more modules and will extend to a radius of 1m. Thus the number of FTK sectors used for track fitting will increase, a number that will have to be evaluated.

The baseline upgrade option described below will retain the 1 GeV \( p_T \) threshold for FTK tracks, the same as in Phase-I, which should be possible with newer electronics. If Phase-II performance studies show that the \( p_T \) threshold can be increased to 2 GeV, there would be a significant reduction in cost since the number of patterns needed for a given efficiency (i.e. the number of AM chips), the number of fits (i.e. track fitter hardware), and the size of the overlap region in the \( \phi \) direction would all decrease by a factor of 2. Additional savings could come from hit filtering ideas that have been suggested [43]. A hit filtering scheme based on cluster size is shown to be effective in the rejection of hits associated with tracks with
\( p_T \) below 400 MeV for the innermost strip layer, although the rejection power for pixels would be small. Filtering based on \( p_T \) using hits in 2 closely spaced axial sensors would make a dramatic reduction in the hits that have to be processed, but the double-axial layers have been shown not to be optimal for physics performance and this geometry is unlikely to be employed. We note that while such hit filters would be implemented on the detector for L1Track, for FTK they could be implemented at the FTK input stage. We stress that FTK does not require these filtering schemes, rather they would further reduce hardware to be replaced. The discussion below assumes no hit filtering.

8.1 Baseline upgrade path

In order to estimate which elements of FTK will have to be replaced, we compare the hardware limits in all parts of FTK with Phase-II conditions through the FTK pipeline. With some compromise it seems possible to use most of the FTK boards in Phase-II.

8.1.1 Input to the Fast Tracker and the Data Formatter system

The FTK input is received from SLinks on the FTK IMs (see 4.3). Factors affecting the input data rate are:

- \( \times 2 \) due to the increase in L1 accept rate,
- \( \times 2.5 \) due to increased pileup,
- \( \sim +12\% \) due to one additional detector layer,
- \( \approx -30\% \) for pixel layers due to pair clustering in the FE-I4 and FE-I5 front-end chips,
- increase in the number of pixels/cluster since the inner two pixel layers are expected to have 25um x 150um wide pixels.

Overall the input data flow will increase by a factor of approximately 5. Simply increasing the number of FTK IMs and consequently DFs by a factor of 5, although feasible, is not realistic. Instead we would replace the FTK IMs with higher input bandwidth devices. This will most likely be needed in any case since faster fibers will certainly be used during Phase-II. The bandwidth available on the FTK IM to DF connector (FMC connector) exceeds 70 Gbps which is more than 5 times the current FTK IM input bandwidth of 8 Gbps. Clustering is performed in the FTK IMs which will output the cluster centroids for downstream processing. The increased number of pixels per cluster will only affect dataflow in the FTK IMs, not in the downstream logic. An interesting alternative solution that can be explored in collaboration with the ITK group is to place the DF boards in ATCA shelves shared with the ITK RODs. This approach would have the big advantage of reducing the overall fiber usage. In this scenario the FTK IMs will work as co-processors for the DF boards. After a study of cluster size filtering in the strip detectors, we will include this algorithm in FTK IM or DF logic to reduce downstream data flow.

We also must understand whether the current DF system of 32 DF boards will be sufficient for Phase-II. The bandwidth limits of the current system are given in section 4.4.3. The bandwidth to the AUX card would allow a factor of 5 increase, while other channels have safety margin factors between 2.5 and 3.8. Assuming the cluster size filter gives a factor of 2 reduction in data from strips, all data flow related to strips is already compatible with Phase-II. In the worst case, the DF system might need double the current bandwidth which could be provided by one of three options. The first is doubling the existing cards (or equivalent cards with newer components). The second is a replacement of the existing cards with boards at least twice as fast. The third option is probably the most interesting. Given the modularity of the DFs and the ATCA crate, a few newer DFs with higher bandwidth could be added to complement the existing
ones. A dedicated study will be needed to determine the number of new DFs and their configuration. If ATCA backplanes ready for a 40 Gbps fabric are chosen for the initial FTK system, they would have a factor of 2 safety margin for the fabric interface with respect to Phase-II needs.

8.1.2 The Processing Units

The Processing units represent the core processing power of FTK. They are made of the AUX card, the AM board and the LAMB that houses the AMchips. The processing power is given by the FPGAs in the AUX cards and by the AMchips. For the processing units, we consider two scenarios. The first is a minor upgrade where only the LAMBs are replaced. The second is a full replacement. The DF to AUX bandwidth is already compatible with Phase-II. Regarding the data flow of superstrips, the AUX to AMB links include a factor of \( \approx 3 \) safety margin in bandwidth and the AMB to LAMB links include a factor of \( \approx 2 \) safety margin in bandwidth. The needed factor of 5 increase in bandwidth can be achieved for AUX to AMB communication by increasing the number of \( \eta-\phi \) towers from 64 to 128. For smaller \( \eta-\phi \) towers the overlap region becomes more important. This means that to actually reduce the bandwidth we might need to increase the \( p_T \) threshold for tracks from 1 GeV to a value below 2 GeV or accept some inefficiency for tracks with \( p_T < 2 \) GeV at the tower boundaries. Whether the threshold can be kept close to the currently used 1 GeV will need a dedicated study which considers the effect of cluster size data reduction. In this scenario, the increase in pattern recognition power of the AMchips must be sufficient to keep under control both the number of roads, in order to not exceed the output bandwidth of the LAMBs, and the number of fits, in order to not exceed the computing power of the track fitters on the AUX card. Whether these limits will be satisfied by the next generation AMchip will depend on the AMchip R&D results. One issue that must be investigated before FTK production is how to make the AMB-LAMB connector compatible with the powering needs of the next generation LAMBs.

As an alternative, the upgrade in processing power can be shared between the new AMchips and new Track Fitters. In this scenario, the new LAMBs will include next generation AMchips along with 2022-era FPGAs for track fitting beyond the Gfit/FPGA. The upgrade in track fitting power on the LAMB board will allow first-stage track fitting on the LAMBs themselves, thus making the high speed connections between the AMchips and the Track Fitter more local. We expect that future AMchip R&D will provide in a single package AMchip die(s) along with one FPGA die to further reduce the size of the system and improve the AMchip to Track Fitter I/O. This scenario is probably the best one because it allows both the AM and TF power to be increased with a minimal impact on the hardware to be replaced. The replacement of the TF would handle the larger number of FTK sectors with the ITK. The only issue is that over the AUX to AMB to LAMB data path we would need to transfer hits instead of SSs which would require a factor of 2 more bits for pixels\(^\text{13}\). Some bits can be saved dropping the information on the cluster size that is currently not used in any stage of the FTK. A dedicated study will be needed to evaluate the actual limit of this upgrade path. The outcome might well be that in order to satisfy the worst case Phase-II conditions, the existing 128 Processing Units with new LAMBs will need to be complemented by some additional PUs as proposed for the DF system. The new DF with PU functions could be squeezed into a single board as described in section 8.3.

8.1.3 Second stage board, and FLIC

Given the uncertainties in the earlier parts of the system, it makes little sense to discuss the compatibility of the SSBs and FLICs because it depends on the output of the first stage. Since the 32 SSBs and 2 FLICs contain a fraction of the FTK computing power, their replacement is not a big cost driver. Several options are possible depending on the FTK upgrade path that will be chosen.

\(^{13}\) Currently SSs are 16 bits for all layers, while pixel hits are 32 bits and SCT hits are 16 bits.
8.1.4 Brief summary

Based on what we know today, we can say that:

- A new input path to FTK will be needed. This will be either new FTK IMs or DFs moved into ITK ATCA crates to receive data from the RODs over the ATCA fabric;
- Additional DFs are likely to be needed;
- A new AMchip and new LAMBs will probably be needed with or without Track Fitters on board;
- If additional bandwidth to the LAMBs is required, the existing 128 PUs will be complemented by additional processing units exploiting 2022 technology;
- Upgrade of Second stage boards and FLIC will be evaluated later.

8.2 AMchip R&D

For the requirements on AM chip, the most important change in Phase-II is the increase of the maximum expected average pileup from 80 to 200 pp collisions per bunch crossing. The greater tracking complexity necessitates increased computing power in FTK and as a result the AM chip will have to be upgraded. In the baseline ITK design, no hit filtering is implemented. A filter on cluster size can be implemented at the input of FTK, but we won’t consider that gain in the numbers below. For maximum average pileup of 200, more AM patterns will be needed in order to have a comparable Super-Strip occupancy to that in the current FTK. Furthermore the lengthening of the luminous region from $\sigma_z = 5.5\text{cm}$ to $\sigma_z = 7.5\text{cm}$ will proportionally increase the needed number of patterns. The required pattern bank size has been extrapolated from the Phase-I system. Based on our experience, increasing the AM resolution by a factor of 2 to compensate for a factor of 2 increase in average pileup requires roughly a factor of 7 more patterns. Using this scaling for the hit density and luminous region, we can expect that in Phase-II we will need to increase the total number of patterns in the AM system by a factor of 8-16 over the 1 billion FTK patterns in Phase-I. It is possible that a more extensive use of variable resolution, possibly in combination with using more layers in the pattern recognition, will reduce the need for more patterns, but this will require additional study of pattern generation. Since the associative memory works with a reduced resolution for pixels and strips, it will not be affected by the increase in pixel granularity.

Looking at the history of the AM device, we had the first AMchip designed in the '90s and operational in 2000 with 128 patterns/AMChip [15]. The second generation AMchip was designed in 2003-2004 and started operating in 2005 with 5120 patterns/AMchip [44], and today technology allows us to plan the AMchip06 to have 64k or 128k patterns in 2014 [45]. Even the most ambitious goal (without any hit filtering assumptions) of 1M or 2M patterns/AMchip in 2022 seems within reach. With this pattern density 8000-16000 AMchips\(^{14}\) will be needed to reach 8-16 billion patterns. Certainly it will require significant R&D to achieve the needed pattern density and to keep power consumption under control. One possibility is to stack more than one die in a single AMchip package to save area on the PCB. This approach helps to increase the area density but still requires a reduction in power consumption per pattern. The L1Track may also use the AM technology. It is possible to merge the requirements for FTK and L1Track into a common design and thus share the development costs.

8.3 ATCA-based upgrade path with full replacement

The discussion above suggests that the AMchip will have to be replaced to meet the Phase-II challenges. Expected technological advances will allow more hardware to be placed in the same board area. In

\(^{14}\text{This is the same number of AMchips planned for the Phase-I FTK.}\)
particular for the AMchip we foresee the possibility of stacking more than one device in a single package. The Data Organizer and Track Fitting functions could be moved onto the LAMB board closer to the AMchips, or perhaps even inside the AMchip package itself by stacking one FPGA on top of the AMchip dies. Figure 90 shows multiple dies wire-bonded in the same package, a technology that exists today.

An FTK LAMB will hold 16 AMchips with 128k patterns each. Given the expected increase in the number of patterns per AMchip, we foresee by 2022 a LAMB with 16 newer AMchips each storing 1-2M patterns and sufficient track fitting power. Assuming we replace the VME crates with a system fully based on ATCA, the new LAMBs could be put directly on the ATCA board thus merging the DF function with the AMB and AUX card functions in a single main board. In this scenario, an ATCA rear transition module would be used to receive data from the ITK and to share data among the crates. The ATCA main board would perform pixel clustering and data distribution as the DF is currently doing. The full upgraded FTK system could have a size similar to that of the current FTK system with a total of 12 ATCA crates. Assuming as now there are 512 LAMBs distributed over 128 boards, they could be organized as 11 boards per shelf times 12 ATCA shelves, or 8 boards per shelf times 16 ATCA shelves. The remaining ATCA slots would house the SSB and FLIC functions. In this scenario a newly designed ATCA card could be made suitable for all the FTK functions. The fully ATCA scenario would be pursued only if dedicated studies of the FTK upgrade for Phase-II show that a majority of the components would have to be replaced.

9 Project Management

FTK will be built by a group of ATLAS institutions that commit to designing, constructing, and commissioning the system. Since trigger malfunctions, either obvious or subtle, can have serious consequences for physics analysis, the FTK institutions will also be responsible for long-term monitoring and maintenance of the system. Many of the FTK institutions have long experience in designing and maintaining trigger hardware for high luminosity hadron collider experiments as well as in extracting science from the data selected by that hardware.

The FTK construction project will have a distinct organization and management structure, but it will remain embedded within the overall TDAQ project, as it has been in the past. There are regular discussions between FTK and TDAQ leadership, and the FTK Project Leader reports to the TDAQ Steering Group and the Upgrade Steering Committee. Today a majority of FTK institutions are members of the TDAQ Institute Board (TDIB). All FTK institutions will be encouraged to become members of the TDAQ Institute Board.
9.1 Management Structure

The FTK project will have a Project Leader (PL), a Technical Coordinator (TC), a Management Board (MB) consisting of leaders of individual tasks, and an Institute Board (IB). The roles of each are described below. The organization is shown in Fig. 91.

Figure 91: The organization chart for the FTK project.

9.1.1 Institute Board

As noted above, all FTK institutions will be encouraged to become members of the TDAQ Institute Board which has overall responsibility for the ATLAS TDAQ systems. The leader of the FTK effort at each FTK institution will form the FTK Institute Board (FTK-IB). This body will function as a subcommittee of the TDIB for the duration of the construction project. The FTK-IB will elect the Project Leader and confirm appointments made by the Project Leader to other positions in the management team. Although the Project Leader may choose to discuss organizational issues with the FTK-IB, it is expected that, as has been the case in the past, all discussions regarding FTK, its implementation, and its capabilities will continue to involve the entire FTK group, typically at its weekly meeting. Once FTK construction is complete, the FTK construction project and the FTK-IB will be dissolved.

9.1.2 Project Leader and Technical Coordinator

The FTK project is led by a project leader (PL), elected by the IB from candidates selected by an IB-appointed search committee. The PL is responsible for overseeing the design, construction, installation, commissioning, and maintenance of FTK, and for regularly communicating the status of the project to both ATLAS management and the TDAQ management team.

The PL will be elected after the approval of the FTK TDR by the LHCC. The PL term is 2 years, with periodic reelections as prescribed by the ATLAS collaboration. The PL will appoint members of
the management team including the Technical Coordinator. Such appointments must be ratified by the IB.

9.1.3 Management Board

The Management Board consists of the leaders of the major FTK activities. Management Board members are responsible for the activities being effectively executed, including meeting milestones and overseeing resources. The major activities at present are the design and construction of each of the hardware subsystems, testing and integration in the Vertical Slice at CERN, infrastructure issues (power, cooling, etc.), interface to the HLT, FTK simulation, and monitoring. The major activities will change with time.

10 Cost and Funding

A cost estimate for the construction of FTK was made at the time of the Phase-II letter of intent. That was an early estimate, done before the boards or AM chip were fully designed and engineered. Most of the system has now been designed by engineers, and we find that the total cost of the system has increased by approximately 10%. This is partially the increased cost of manufacturing the ASIC chip and partially the need for more powerful FPGAs in the system.

Our current understanding of the core cost for producing FTK is shown in table 14, which also shows the distribution of the funding over the collaborating institutions. The cost basis for the estimate is as follows. For boards in the prototyping stage, the cost is based on industry quotes for the PC boards, parts, and assembly. For boards with a new version in design, the cost is based on the cost of the previous version and the parts that are to be used. For the AM chip, the one ASIC in the system, the cost is based on a quote for production and an estimate for testing at the production house, since we do not yet have a quote for that. But the largest uncertainty in the budget for the AM chip is the future dollar/Euro exchange rate; 65% of the chip’s funding is in Euros, while the cost of production will be billed in dollars.

The cost estimates were made in Euros and dollars. They were converted to Swiss Francs on May 15, 2013, at the exchange rates for that day: 1 Euro = 1.243 SF, 1 dollar = 0.957 SF. The US funds have been fully received. The other funds are based on discussions over the past several years with the funding agencies.

11 Sharing of Work and Responsibilities among Institutions

The FTK institutions have all been working on the development of the project and are committed to its successful construction and operation. Overall system monitoring and software development including simulation will be a shared responsibility of all the institutions. Here we specify the individual responsibilities agreed upon within the FTK collaboration. Each institution that is building hardware is committed to long-term monitoring and maintenance of that subsystem.

1. Argonne (USA): Argonne is responsible for the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the FLIC boards. This work will be done with Northern Illinois University.

2. AUTH (Greece): AUTH will participate in the firmware development for the AMBSLP, LAMB-SLP, and FTKIM boards as well as in the testing, integration, and commissioning of those boards.

3. Chicago (USA): Chicago is responsible for the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the HOLA cards and the AUX boards. In addition, Chicago assumes the maintenance responsibility for the Data Formatter boards that have been designed by Fermilab.
Table 14: The core costs of FTK in thousands of Swiss Francs. Following the cost of each item is the source of the funds - Italy, United States, Switzerland, Japan, Germany, France, and Greece. The cost of the AM chip includes the masks, wafers, packaging, testing, and production. The infrastructure includes crates, shelves, fans, power supplies, and fibers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>COST</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>JP</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>FR (LPNHE)</th>
<th>GR (AUTH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOLA: produced and paid in 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK_IM</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM boards &amp; LAMBs</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM chip</td>
<td>1265</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLIC</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>3940</td>
<td>1379</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Geneva (Switzerland)**: Geneva is responsible along with Pisa for the design and construction of the LAMBSLP boards. Geneva, Pisa, and AUTH are responsible for LAMBSLP testing, integration, and commissioning.

5. **Heidelberg (Germany)**: Heidelberg is responsible for testing the production AMchip06 chips and will participate in prototype development and characterization.

6. **Illinois (USA)**: Illinois is responsible for the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the Second Stage Boards.

7. **Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF-INFN, Italy)**: LNF is responsible along with Waseda for the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the FTK_IM boards. AUTH will collaborate on the 2-D pixel clustering firmware. LNF is also responsible for the AMchip06 custom cell design and for coordinating the FTK simulation.

8. **LPNHE (France)**: LPNHE is responsible along with Milan for the design and construction of the AMchip06.

9. **Melbourne (Australia)**: Melbourne will participate in the testing, integration, and commissioning of the AMBSLP boards.

10. **Milan (INFN, Italy)**: Milan is responsible along with LPNHE for the design and construction of the AMchip06. It is also responsible for the production of the INFN test stand for AM chip prototype characterization.

11. **Northern Illinois (USA)**: Northern Illinois is responsible for working with Argonne on the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the FLIC boards.

12. **Pavia (INFN, Italy)**: Pavia is responsible for FTK infrastructure and the test stand for LAMBSLP board production.

13. **Pisa (INFN, Italy)**: Pisa is responsible for the design and construction of the AMBSLP boards. Pisa is responsible along with Melbourne and AUTH for the testing, integration, and commissioning of those boards. Pisa is responsible along with Geneva for the design and construction of the
LAMBSLP boards. Geneva, Pisa, and AUTH are responsible for LAMBSLP testing, integration, and commissioning.

14. **Waseda (Japan):** Waseda is responsible with LNF for the design, construction, testing, integration, and commissioning of the FTK,IM boards. Waseda will also participate with INFN in the AM chip system commissioning and in producing and managing the AM pattern banks.

Table 15 is a summary of the hardware responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>HOLA</th>
<th>FTK,IM</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>AMB</th>
<th>LAMB</th>
<th>AMchip</th>
<th>AUX</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>FLIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argonne</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTH</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidelberg</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNF-INFN</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPNHE</td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Illinois</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavia</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisa</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waseda</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: Construction responsibilities of FTK institutions.

### 12 Schedule and Milestones

The FTK team’s major tasks are to complete component design, test each board independently, test each board with those boards to which it communicates, integrate the board types and carry out global integration, and prepare a system for data taking in 2015. The schedule for the next 2 years is shown in figure 92.

Many of the prototype boards are either currently being tested, are being manufactured, or are about to be manufactured. Their testing is scheduled for this summer, to be followed by testing of multiple cards in the autumn and winter and then global testing in spring, 2014. There are two exceptions. The HOLA cards that were expected to be needed were all produced and tested over a year ago because they had to be installed early in LS1 in order not to negatively impact the work that the silicon groups have to do during LS1. They will be installed at Point-1 in July of this year. There was a recent ATLAS decision to increase the number of silicon detector RODs for 2015 data taking. We have enough HOLAs for them all, but our stock of spare boards will drop to 0. As a result, we are building an additional 40 HOLAs, which will be produced by the early part of the summer.

The second exception is the Associative Memory system, whose schedule is dominated by the AM chip. The AM chip still has a few development steps; the planned submissions are shown in pink in the schedule. The first one is the AMchip05 MPW submission to produce a small chip (12 mm²) in the final
Figure 92: The FTK schedule for the next 2 years. Green represents independent testing of a board, while blue signifies testing a board with the boards with which it communicates. Yellow represents global integration of the system elements, and orange is production and commissioning.

BGA package. This chip will be used to test the AM and LAMB boards alone and as part of the partial and global integration tests. The second one will be for the final 128k-pattern AMchip06, which will be submitted after the AMchip05 has been successfully tested. The availability of the final chip dictates when the final Processor Units can be installed. We will have 16 Processor Units for 2015 data taking, which will cover the full barrel region of the detector for pile-up up to 46. The number would drop only if there is an unexpectedly low yield of the AMchip06 or the LAMB and AMB boards that hold them. In 2016, we would have 32 Processor Units, which would cover the entire detector again assuming pile-up as high as 46. The remaining Processor Units would be built and installed as needed by the LHC luminosity profile and allowed by the European funding profile.

The major milestones for the project are:

1. Submission of the AMchip06 in the spring of 2014
2. Installation of a system to cover the barrel region for pile-up 46 by July, 2015
3. Installation of a system to cover the entire detector for pile-up 46 by the end of 2015.
4. Installation of a system to cover the entire detector for full Phase-I pile-up by the end of 2018.

The regions covered by milestones 2 and 3 would drop if the yield of AMchip06 or the LAMB and AMB boards is much less than for our recent prototypes.

13 Appendix I: AM chip design

The single layer: In more detail, the layer block shown in Fig. 93 consists of a current source, 4 NAND CAM cells, 14 NOR CAM cells, and a SR-FF. The current source charges the match line with a constant current only if the data stored inside the cells match the input data on the bit lines. On the contrary, if at least one of the NAND cells does not match the input data it breaks the match-line, preventing it from being charged. If a NOR cell does not match, a path from the match line to ground is created, and consequently, the match line is discharged. In terms of node voltages, if all the cells match the data input, the match line is charged up to a high logic value (about 1 V); on the contrary, if at least one of cells does not match, the match line is not charged and the voltage is approximately 0 V. To save power we have used two different match-line driving schemes: (1) current race scheme, and (2) selective pre-charge scheme. This is the reason we have used two different types of cells. Both schemes are based on standard CAM designs [46].

| Months | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
|--------|---|---|---|----|----|----|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| Tasks  | 2013 | 2014 | 2015 |
| Dual Output HOLA | | | |
| FTK Input Mezzanine | | | |
| Data Formatter | | | |
| Miniasic | | | |
| AMchip05 | tapeout | test | |
| AMchip06 | | | |
| AMBSLP-LAMBSLP | test | w AM05 | w AM06 | 8-16 PUs |
| AUX CARD | test | w DF | w AMBSLP | |
| Second Stage Board (SSB) | test | w FLC/AUX | |
| FTK Level-2 Interface Crate (FLIC) | test | w SSB - ROS | |
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Since our goal is to increase cell density, we minimized the area of each cell. To this end, we designed a full-custom layer block. That enabled us to place staggered transistors with a gate width equal to the minimum value allowed by the technology rules. To guarantee compatibility and easy integration with the standard cell library, we designed all the cells using a VDD-to-VSS wire pitch equal to 1.8 \( \mu \text{m} \) and VDD/VSS wire widths of 0.33 \( \mu \text{m} \). The layer block size and the size of each component are given in Table 16. The transistors in the current source were carefully designed to ensure that they are identical (same W/L ratio, same gate orientation, same number of contacts and distances, and same diffusion areas) to the transistors of the reference block to ensure good current matching. A single reference is used for 64 current sources to save area and power. In the SR-FF block, we also used a reset transistor controlled by the initialization signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current source</td>
<td>3.7 ( \mu \text{m} ) ( \times ) 1.8 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND cell</td>
<td>4*2.6 ( \mu \text{m} ) ( \times ) 1.8 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR cell</td>
<td>14*2.8 ( \mu \text{m} ) ( \times ) 1.8 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-FF</td>
<td>4.7 ( \mu \text{m} ) ( \times ) 1.8 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55 ( \mu \text{m} ) ( \times ) 1.8 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: AMchip layer block sizes

**Full Custom Array:** To design the 64-half-pattern block (Fig. 94) we created an array of 64 x 2 layers called TOP. We then duplicated this block to produce the 64-half-pattern block (64 x 4 layers) called TOP2. TOP2 is a large full-custom block designed using Cadence Virtuoso and the TSMC design kit at 65 nm. The upper part of Fig. 94 shows the floor plan of the 64 x 2 layers (TOP), while the lower part shows two TOP2 blocks with the majority and Fischer tree logic between them. The majority and the Fischer tree blocks were designed using standard cell logic.

**Standard Cell and Full Custom Integration:** The entire chip was designed using a hybrid approach. More repetitive regions were created with a full-custom design, while the more complex logic was produced with a standard-cell implementation. To place and route standard cells, we used Cadence Encounter. Figure 95 shows the floor-plan of the entire chip. The AMchip has an area of 14 mm\(^2\) (3510 \( \mu \text{m} \) \( \times \) 3985 \( \mu \text{m} \)). The memory is organized as an array of 22 columns \( \times \) 12 rows of full-custom macro blocks (TOP2). The majority logic and the Fischer tree are placed between two TOP2 blocks.
Figure 94: Full custom floor-plans. The block in the upper left is an array of $64 \times 2$ single layers (TOP).

Figure 95: Full AMchip floor-plan.
The blocks not designed with full-custom logic were automatically placed by Encounter using a flat description of the logic. In addition, to decrease routing congestion, we designed fence areas that contain the majority, Fischer tree, and 4 TOP2 macro blocks. We placed the left-lower TOP2 without rotation, the right-lower TOP2 with horizontal mirroring, the left-top TOP2 with vertical mirroring, and the right-top TOP2 with a rotation of 180°. To prevent routing congestion, we also designed partial placement blockages (13.2% of cells are allowed) in the narrow routing channels at the boundary between two TOP2 blocks. In this way only bitline buffers are placed in these narrow channels. The 13.2% value was carefully calculated for this purpose. In the middle of the chip, we left free space for the control logic and the JTAG machine. In the surrounding area we placed a ring of 208 pads.

We estimated that the chip would have current consumption of about 70 mW for the core 1.2 V from the full-custom cells only. For this reason, metal-1 and metal-6 strips (the two main metals used for powering) are not sufficient to guarantee good power distribution. Hence we placed horizontal power strips in metal-5 (width = 3600 nm). These strips were placed in a staggered manner to prevent routing congestion. We also placed a large number of power and ground pads to guarantee adequate power supply for the core (Fig. 95).

We chose bidirectional pads with a driving current of 2 mA or 4 mA. Even with only 2 mA the estimated pad to output time (including the PCB line capacitance for up to 3000 mils) is less than 4 ns. Since the power consumption of the chip will be significant (~230 mW), we filled the empty spaces with decoupling capacitors to fully filter the power. The expected power consumption of the I/O pad ring is 100 mW at 3.3 V.

For placement and routing, we used Foundation Flow by Cadence Encounter which contains important optimization steps: pre-CTS (Clock Tree Synthesis) optimization, post-CTS optimization, and post-route optimization. These steps were performed to enhance the timing performance of the chip. The clock tree was generated and results confirm that the clock distribution is good. The maximum clock skew is equal to 400 ps. The timing constraints are described in a .sdc file which contains: (1) setup time for input clocked registers ranging from 0.1 ns to 2.5 ns, (2) output time after the clock for all outputs ranging from 0.1 ns to 2.5 ns, and (3) a minimum clock period equal to 10 ns. All these constraints were fulfilled in each optimization step. Table 17 gives a summary of the area occupied by each part of the chip. The largest areas are taken by the full custom TOP2 blocks, the pad ring, and the big vertical channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Relative size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big vertical channels (maj., readout)</td>
<td>2.018 mm²</td>
<td>14.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal channels</td>
<td>0.178 mm²</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small distributed channels</td>
<td>0.880 mm²</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP2</td>
<td>7.050 mm²</td>
<td>50.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central region</td>
<td>0.415 mm²</td>
<td>2.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads (including boundary scan)</td>
<td>3.522 mm²</td>
<td>25.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: AMchip region block sizes

14 Appendix II: AM cooling tests

The final FTK core crate will contain up to 16 AMBFTK boards. If we assume that an AMchip06 core uses 1.2 W as described in section 4.6.6, a single AMBSLP will consume 150 W for the AM chip core, 125 W for serial link distribution, and 15 W for the SERDES IP on the AM chips, for a total of 4.6 kW only considering the AMBSLP boards in the crate.
We assembled a stand for cooling tests as shown in Fig. 96. The front of the crate contained 9U boards with enough resistors to produce a load of 4.5 kW. Temperature sensors were mounted on these boards. We placed in the middle of the crate an old AM board (black front panel in the figure) containing 4 LAMBFTKs filled with chips on the top side to check the cooling capability of cold air flow produced by powerful fans placed below the crate.

![Figure 96: The test stand used for cooling tests.](image)

Two fan packs were tested, one from Wiener and one from the CDF experiment. The results are shown in Fig. 97. The Wiener device gives generally worse results, however the tests are not yet complete. In the case of the CDF fan, we need to understand the peaks near 80°C at the front of slot 11. We also want to activate the chiller to circulate cold water in the heat exchanger above the crate. Finally we have to repeat the study with the AM board operating. Until now, the AM board has been turned on but without receiving input data, so the AM chips were consuming relatively little power due to the clock distribution. The board contains CDF AMchip03’s, whose core consumption is 1.8 W, the maximum expected for AMchip06 if we mount LAMBs with chips on both sides. Moreover, the AMchip03 package thickness is large (> 3 mm), substantially decreasing the air flow. Thus the tests will be conservative. If they show the need to have fewer AM boards in a crate, we could mount 3 crates per rack with 8-12 boards in each instead of 16. We could also increase the heat exchange between the chips and the air using standard techniques if necessary.

![Figure 97: Results of cooling tests with the Wiener and CDF fan units. Results are shown for different slots in the crate and for different positions relative to a board - upper and lower; front, center, and rear.](image)
15 Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Associative Memory - A content addressable memory that checks whether a prestored pattern is matched by any input hit during an event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM_MAP</td>
<td>A memory bank used in the Data Organizer in which a road address is input, and the superstrip address and width for each detector layer are returned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMB</td>
<td>AM Board - The VME board in which the pattern recognition is done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMchip</td>
<td>The ASIC content addressable chip that is the heart of the pattern recognition system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCA</td>
<td>Advanced Telecom Computing Architecture - The board technology chosen for the FTK input and output stages. The ATCA crate is referred to as a shelf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>The VME auxiliary board that sits behind an Associative Memory Board and does the first stage track fitting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOC</td>
<td>The rear output interface card for a Read-Out Driver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM</td>
<td>Content addressable memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Don’tCare - A feature employed in the AMchip that allows one or several bits to be ignored in the comparison between a pattern and an input hit, i.e. a match will be declared if the other hit bits agree with the pattern, whether or not the DC bits agree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constants</td>
<td>In FTK track fitting, the helix parameters and components of the ( \chi^2 ) are written as linear functions of the hit position in each detector layer. For each small region of the detector, referred to as a sector, there is a set of constants for the linear relations that are precalculated and stored in the hardware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>The fraction of tracks with ( p_T ) above 1 GeV that pass through one of the patterns in a pattern bank is the coverage of that bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCR</td>
<td>Data Count Reset - In the Data Organizer, the DCR shows whether the hit count in a W-SS has been reset for the current event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Data Formatter - A board that holds up to 4 FTK_IM mezzanine cards, maps the pixel and SCT hits to the FTK ( \eta - \phi ) tower map, and sends the hits to the appropriate AUX card and Second Stage Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Data Organizer - A database that stores silicon hits by Super-Strip address so that they can be rapidly retrieved when an Associative Memory Board sends the address of a road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>End Event - A word or packet indicating the end of a data stream for the current event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>End Packet - A word indicating the end of the current data packet, containing for example a track.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLIC</td>
<td>FTK Level-2 Interface Crate - Contains the boards that send the FTK tracks to the DAQ ROSs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fSSB</td>
<td>Final SSB - Carries out the final 12-layer track fit, does duplicate track removal, and sends the tracks to a FLIC board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK_IM</td>
<td>FTK Input Mezzanine - Mounted on a Data Formatter, it receives pixel and SCT hits from the silicon RODs and does cluster finding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM</td>
<td>Hit Count Memory - In the Data Organizer, the HCM contains the number of hits in an Super-Strip for the current event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit_Map</td>
<td>A word sent with a road address indicating which layers had a hit in the road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLM</td>
<td>Hit List Memory - The Data Organizer memory containing the hits in the current event ordered by Super-Strip address.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HLP Hit List Pointer - In the Data Organizer, the HLP gives the starting HLM address for hits in a Super-Strip.

HLT High Level Trigger - The HLT consists of the level-2 trigger and Event Filter.

HOLA, dual output The dual-output HOLA replaces the silicon ROD HOLA and provides two identical copies of the data, one to the DAQ and the other to FTK.

HOLD A signal from a destination device to a source device telling the source to pause data transmission because the destination FIFO is almost full.

HW Hit Warrior - Removes duplicate tracks based on shared hits.

IS Information Service - Publishes operational statistics and status information.

JVF Jet Vertex Fraction - For a jet, the $\Sigma p_T$ of the tracks pointing to the hard scattering vertex divided by the $\Sigma p_T$ of all the tracks in the jet.

LAMB Local Associative Memory Board - A large mezzanine board on the Associative Memory Board that holds the AM chips.

Majority Fit A fit of a track that does not have a hit in every layer.

MTS Message Transporting System - Transports online messages.

Nominal Fit A fit of a track with a hit in every layer.

Pattern One of the track trajectories precalculated and loaded into the AM. It consists of one Super-Strip for each of the 8 layers used in pattern recognition.

Pattern bank The set of patterns loaded into the FTK hardware.

pSSB Preliminary SSB - Carries out the 12-layer track fit, sending the tracks to its neighboring fSSB for transmission to a FLIC card after duplicate track removal.

PU Processor Unit - An Associative Memory Board and the AUX card behind it.

ROB Read Out Buffer - The input buffer in a DAQ ROS.

ROD Read Out Driver - A module that transmits data to a ROS upon a level-1 trigger.

ROS Read Out System - It received data from a ROD for use by the HLT.

QSFP Four-fiber optical connector.

Recovery Fit If a Full Fit fails, the track is refit dropping one hit at a time.

Road A pattern in which the requisite number of hits has been found.

RTM Rear Transition Module - In an ATCA shelf, the small card behind a main board.

Sector A small region of the detector within which the linear track fitting approximation gives good resolution. A sector consists of one physical silicon module in each detector layer.

SFP A single-fiber optical connector.

S-LINK A serial data transmission protocol.

SLP Serial Link Processor - The new version of the AMB and LAMB in which all data are carried by serial links.

Spy Buffer A circular buffer that can be frozen and read out, without stopping data flow, to inspect the data along each major pipeline stage in FTK.

SS SuperStrip - The silicon detector width used in pattern recognition. For pixels, the width is specified in 2 dimensions.

SSB Second Stage Board - A pSSB or fSSB.

SSMap A memory bank in which a hit coordinate is input, and the superstrip address is returned.

TF Track Fitter - A linearized track reconstruction.

Wild Card To avoid inefficiency when a silicon module is disabled, the pattern recognition can treat each Super-Strip in the module as having a valid hit.

W-SS The widest Super-Strip possible in a given layer for a variable resolution AM.

XON/XOFF The destination-to-source flow control signal used in S-Link serial communication.
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